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FOREWORD 
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SUMMARY 

The Flight Control Requirements  for Weapon Delivery program developed a 

methodology for evaluating weapon delivery accuracy and establishing accuracy 

requirements  for manually coupled integrated tactical aircraft weapon system 

configurations.    Man-machine multi-axis analytical models were developed for pre- 

dicting weapon delivery accuracy of fighter aircraft.    These analytical models, 

called the "Terminal Aerial Weapon Delivery Simulation"  (TAWDS)   computer programs, 

are unique tools  for relating the dynamics of manually integrated aircraft weapon 

systems  to weapon delivery Impact error statistics.    The TAWDS programs simulate 

weapon delivery tasks  for air-to-air gunnery,  air-to-ground gunnery,  and bombing. 

Analytical multi-axis pilot models, which realistically transform weapon 

delivery  tracking errors into aircraft steering commands, were developed.    Track- 

ing performance results,  acquired from analytical pilot simulations, were  com- 

pared with those obtained from the manned simulations and the Tactical Weapon 

Delivery  (TWeaD)   flight  test evaluation programs.    These comparisons indicate 

that  the TAWDS programs in conjunction with manned simulation studies provide a 

very cost-effective approach for designing, developing, and optimizing advanced 

aircraft weapon delivery systems.    Background Information on development of pilot 

models for use in evaluating manually coupled aircraft weapon delivery systems is 

contained in Volume II. 

The TAWDS analyses also show that flying qualities  for fighter aircraft per- 

forming weapon delivery  tasks  can be evaluated in terms of weapon system effec- 

tiveness  (probability of kill).    A set of flying qualities which provides opti- 

mized tracking cepabillty as well as weapon delivery effectiveness  for fighter 

aircraft was determined by the TAWDS analyses.    This same set of flying qualities 

also  compared very favorably with  the set of flying qualities selected by pilots 

In a manned simulation study  to be best for weapon delivery  tracking tasks.  Based 

on these study results,  it :'s  recommended that the TAWDS set of flying qualities 

be considered for inclusion, into MIL-F-8785B as a guideline for the design of 

fighter aircraft flying qualities characteristics to assure a high probflbllity of 

kill for these aircraft performing weapon delivery.    These  flying qualities charac- 

teristics  can readily be achieved through judicious design of active feedback 

flight  control systems in future  fighter aircraft. 

The TAWDS methodology computes  a set of Impact error statistics which is 

transformed into a probability of kill measure of merit by using a target vulner- 

ability model.    This capability provides a useful analytical tool for comparing 

and evaluating competitive fighter aircraft weapon system designs.     It Is  there- 

fore  recommended that  the TAWDS methodology also be considered for MIL-F-8785B as 

an evaluation procedure for determining weapon effectiveness of fighter aircraft 

performing weapon delivery. 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past few years   considerable USAF and Industry efforts have 

been  directed to developing tactical aircraft  flight control systems which 

improve weapon delivery accuracy.    These efforts,  which Included analytical 

studies  and weapon delivery testing,  have generated weapon delivery nuith 

models  and pilot models,  developed flight  control systems  for improving weapon 

delivery,   and established flight  test  techniques  for assessing aircraft maneu- 

verability  and the  combat potential of new weapon systems.     The wealth of  data 

generated by   these efforts has provided a basis  for establishing a methodology 

to determine flight control criteria for weapon delivery. 

The  goals of this program were   (1)   to use  the results  of these previous 

efforts   for developing an analytical model capable of predicting weapon deliv- 

ery    accuracy  for piloted tactical aircraft, and  (2)   to use this analytical 

model as  a design tool in generating performance specifications  for highly 

maneuverable air superiority  fighters  and attack aircraft. 

The best analytical procedures  of previous  efforts have been combined in 

this  study   to develop  two advanced Terminal Aerial Weapon Delivery  Simulation 

(TAWDS)  digital computer programs,  one for air-to-air gunnery and the other for 

air-to-ground gunnery and bombing.     These programs enable digital simulations 

of various  closed loop weapon delivery systems under manual control to be per- 

formed.    Weapon delivery accuracy  can thus be predicted and evaluated In the 

presence of probabilistic disturbances. 

The air-to-air gunnery TAWDS program uses Monte Carlo statistical proce- 

dures  to evaluate the dynamic characteristics of various integrated aircraft 

weapon system configurations in terms of bullet Impact error ensemble statis- 

tics.     The  air-to-ground weapon delivery TAWDS program uses  the state space 

statistical covariance method to determine the effects of various  integrated 

aircraft weapon systems'   dynamic characteristics on weapon delivery accuracy. 

During the  development of  the TAWDS programs,   it was necessary  to show 

that  the TAWDS programs realistically simulate weapon delivery and can be 

used as a design tool in generating performance specifications  for highly 

maneuvering fighter aircraft.    The conclusions drawn from a literature survey 

on pilot modeling were  (1)   additional pilot model development for simulating 

weapon delivery was necessary  to provide the TAWDS programs with the capability 

to realistically simulate weapon delivery,  and  (2)  the TAWDS flying qualities 
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results  should be similar to those determined by pilot  evaluation.     Conse- 

quently,  pilot-In-the-loop weapon delivery studies were performed to estab- 

lish the credibility of the TAWDS programs. 

In these manned simulation studies,  aircraft weapon system configurations 

which exhibited different longitudinal and lateral-directional flying quali- 

ties were  flown by  two USAF pilots  for air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon 

delivery  tasks.     These parametric simulation studies provided (1)  a pilot 

evaluation of  aircraft  flying qialities  characteristics  for air-to-air  and air-to- 

ground weapon delivery,   (2) weapon delivery impact error measurements which 

were used  to  compare with  the TAWDS  analytical statistical measures,   and   (3) 

aircraft tracking data which were used for developing and validating analy- 

tical multi-axis pilot models. 

The pilot models were developed by varying steering laws and the analy- 

tical pilot's gain parameters until the tracking error response characteris- 

tics of  the analytical pilot compared closely with those obtained from Che 

piloted "man-in-the-loop" simulation of the same  task.    Validation of  the analy- 

tical pilot models was  accomplished by measuring and comparing the  frequency 

response  characteristics of the human and analytical pilots.    These analytical 

pilot models  in the TAWDS programs were further verified by comparing the 

weapon delivery accuracy computed by the TAWDS programs   (using the validated 

analytical pilot models) with measured weapon impact errors obtained from the 

piloted simulations of air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon delivery.    Addi- 

tional verification was obtained by comparing tracking responses  (for similar 

tracking  tasks)   obtained from pilot-in-the-loop  simulations,   from the TAWDS 

pilot model analytical simulations,  and from pilots actually flying the Tactical 

Weapon Delivery  (TWeaD)   F-4C aircraft during the flight test evaluation program 

at Edwards AFB. 

After establishing that  the TAWDS programs  using the multi-axis  analy- 

tical pilot models realistically simulate fighter aircraft performing weapon 

delivery,  these programs were used to analyze  the effects of aircraft flying 

qualities  on weapon  delivery effectiveness.     These analyses  demonstrated  that 

the TAWDS  computer programs can be used to evaluate longitudinal and lateral- 

directional  flying qualities characteristics  for weapon delivery and  to pro- 

duce a set of flying qualities which provided optimized weapon delivery 

effectiveness.     This TAWDS derived set of flying qualities also compared 

favorably with a set of flying qualities selected by the simulator pilots  to 

be best for weapon delivery tracking tasks.     Consequently,  this set of  flying 

qualities was  formulated as a proposed guideline for design of tactical  fighter 
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aircraft  flying qualities  to attain a high probability of kill for these 

aircraft performing weapon delivery. 

The  developed TAWDS methodology  computes a set of impact error statistics 

which are  transformed into a probability of kill measure of merit by a target 

vulnerability model.    The TAWDS  analyses  demonstrated that probability  of kill 

is a desirable measure  for evaluating the effectiveness of fighter aircraft 

performing weapon delivery.    Therefore,  it is  recommended that the TAWDS 

methodology be used by  the industry  as  an analytical procedure,  for evaluating 

competitive weapon delivery system designs  for fighter aircraft. 

Section 2 of this report discusses  the features and capabilities of the 

TAWDS programs.     Section 3 discusses  the weapon delivery manned simulation 

studies which were performed to  (1)  evaluate flying qualities during weapon 

delivery,   (2) provide a data base for developing the analytical pilot models, 

and   (3)  validate  the weapon delivery  ensemble  impact error statistics generated 

by  the TAWDS programs.     Section  4 describes  the development and validation 

.   of the analytical multi-axis pilot models.    Additional pilot model development 

analysis  results,  which show how the multi-axis pilot models can be used  for 

performing manual closures and weapon delivery  tasks in an all-digital  simu- 

lation with different aircraft veapon system configurations,  are presented  in 

Volume  II of  the Flight Control Requirements  for Weapon Delivery Background 

Information Report.     Section 5 presents results  from the TAWDS weapon delivery 

effectiveness analyses.     Section  6 discusses  the TAWDS methodology and appro- 

priate weapon delivery criteria  considerations.     Finally,   Section  7  contains 

a  summary of  the results and conclusions emanating from this research study 

program. 
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SECTION 2 

THE TAWDS PROGRAMS 

The TAWDS computer programs enable the digital simulation of contemporary 

closed loop weapon delivery systems under manual tracking control to be per- 

formed. A typical fighter weapon system shown in Figure i consists of a pilot 

and a fighter aircraft with its integrated flight control, sight, and weapon 

delivery systems.  The TAWDS simulation capability is a very valuable design 

tool for predicting and evaluating weapon delivery accuracy.  The development of 

the TAWDS programs is the most significant accomplishment o,f this Flight Control 

Requirements for Weapon Delivery program. 

The TAWDS progrars propagate stationary and dynamic source errors asso- 

ciated with each weapon delivery task into statistical impact error distribu- 

tions.  Stationary source errors considered stem from the flight profile and 

system mechanization errors. Dynamic source errors are those due to atmospheric 

disturbances, weapon release forces, and pilot steering tasks. 

The TAWDS programs express the accuracy expected from the fighter weapon 

system in terms of impact error.  Impact error is ehe distance from an ideal 

projectile's impact point to the taigfet center, measured in the plane normal to 

the line of sight and passing through the target. The impact error is printed 

in the statistical terms of means and variances.  The air-to-air statistics are 

labeled "ensemble pass statistics," and the air-to-ground statistics are labeled 

"ensemble burst statistics." 

The programs simulate three weapon delivery tasks: 

o Air-to-air gunnery 

o    Air-to-ground gunnery 

o    Air-to-ground bombing 

The stochastic procedures most suitable  for  the modeling of  the air-to- 

air and air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks were  chosen.     The air-to-air TAWDS 

program uses   the Monte Carlo procedure  for computing ensemble pass statistics. 

The air-to-ground TAWDS program contains both  the Monte  Carlo and covariance 

stochrstic procedures  for computing ensemble burst statistics.     State space 

equations  for modeling air-to-ground weapon delivery have been implemented for 

the  covariance procedure because  the simulation of air-to-ground wings  level 

weapon delivery  tasks  can be accurately described by a set of linear time vary- 

ing equations.     The TAWDS programs  are unique  analytical tools  for evaluating 

the weapon delivery performance of aircraft weapon systems under manual track- 

ing control in terms  of weapon impact errors. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Weapon Delivery Terminal Tracking Tasks 
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Since the air-to-air and air-to-ground simulations require different 

equation implementations, TAWDS consists of two separate programs:  one for 

air-to-air, called "TAWDS(AA)" and one for air-to-ground, called "TAWDS(AG)". 

The descriptions of TAWDS(AA) and TAWDS(AG), and verification of the TAWDS(AG) 

covariance procedure are presented in this section. 

2.1 Functional Description of TAWDS(AA)t the Air-to-Air Program 

TAWDS(AA) provides a digital simulation and analysis tool for evaluating 

aim error and bullet impact error in the terminal phase of air-to-air gunnery. 

The program has provisions for including the effects of 

o Aircraft dynamics 

o Control system characteristics and dynamics 

o Gunslght system characteristics and dynamics 

o Pilot control characteristics and dynamics 

o Attacker-to-target geometry 

o Target maneuvering capability 

o Gun orientation, location, rate of fire, and recoil forces 

o Bullet trajectory characteristics 

o Random wind gusts 

o Stationary source errors 

The program models a tracking encounter in either a deterministic mode or a 

stochastic mode. Typical attack sequences for air-to-air Director and Lead 

Computing Optical Sight System (LCOSS) gunnery are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

TAWDS(AA) has a deterministic nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom simulation 

capability.  It runs independently of the stochastic simulation, giving 

nominal time histories of the fighter weapon system. With this deterministic 

procedure, bullet miss distance can be used to assess system performance. 

Likewise, the stochastic simulation runs Independently of the deterministic 

simulation, using the Monte Carlo method to determine ensemble pass statistics. 

Although this method has the disadvantage that many passes are generally required 

before the ensemble pass statistics converge, it does have the advantage that 

it accommodates the dynamic coupling between the Icrgltudinal and the 

lateral-directional control axes. This multi-axis coupling is necessary to 

simulate air-to-air encounters between highly maneuvering attackers and targets. 

The deterministic mode uses nonlinear time-varying equations to simulate a 

six-degree-of-freedom attacking aircraft tracking and firing at a five-degree-of- 

freedom maneuvering target.  For the target aircraft, sideslip (ß) and ß were 

considered zero during the maneuver. The attacker's aerodynamic coefficients, 
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1. Maneuver to Move Pipper 
Slowly Toward Target 

3. Pipper and Bullet Reach 
Target at Impact 

2. Fire When Pipper Reaches Target 

Figure 2. Typical Attack Sequence with Director Sight 
QC76-0M4-372 
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Maneuver to Move Pipper 
Slowly Toward Target 

2. Fire tp Seconds Before Pipper 
Reaches Target 

3. Pipper and Bullet Reach 
Target at Impact 

aP;s-0M4-371 

Figure 3. Typical Attack Sequence with LCOSS Sight 
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which are time-varying, are calculated by table look-up.  Two sight systems are 

available:  LCOSS and Director.  The program output is a set of time histories 

describing the state of the attacking piloted aircraft, the target aircraft, 

the resulting tracking error, and bullet trajectories.  With this deterministic 

procedures system performance can be measured and various combinations of 

pilot control laws, flight control systems, and fire control systems can be 

compared in terms of bullet miss distance. 

The stochastic mode is a Monte Carlo simulation.  Stationary and dynamic 

source errors are introduced into the deterministic mode in each pass to obtain 

random aim errors and random bullet miss distances. The stationary errors are 

introduced at time zero of each pass.  They are obtained by sampling from a 

Gaussian random number generator.  Each error has a zero mean and a variance 

(input).  These stationary source errors, which represent measurement or esti- 

mation errors, are used in the sight and bullet trajectory calculations. 

Throughout each pass the dynamic source error of random wind gust perturbs 

the weapon system simulation.  In addition, the dynamic source error of corre- 

lated line-of-sight rate measurement noise affects the Director sight model. 

Gun recoil forces also affect the aim error and bullet miss distance, but be- 

cause these forces are deterministic, they affect only the means of these per- 

formance measures. 

After each pass, the performance measures (means and variances) are calcu- 

lated for the aim error and bullet miss distance. When the ensemble of passes 

has been made, the performance measures (called ensemble pass statistics) are 

determined for the pnsemble.  A large ensemble of passes should be made to 

guarantee convergun".« of the ensemble pass statistics.  A detailed description 

of ensemble pass statistics is found in Section 2.3.2. 

For a deterministic simulation, only one pass is made per case.  For a 

stochastic simulation, the time h'stories of only the first pass are printed 

and plotted.  The individual pass statistics of each pass are printed, however, 

as well as the ensemble pass statistics. TAWDS(AA) has the capability of execut- 

ing any combination of deterministic and stochastic cases in tandem. 

2.1.1 Structure of TAWDS(AA) - The execution of TAWDS(AA) is controlled by 

the Executive subroutine. This subroutine enables the user to determine 

whether a deterministic or a stochastic case is to be run, initializes the pro- 

gram at the start of u case, initializes each Monte Carlo pass for a stochastic 

case, keeps track of each pass, maintains the sequence of subroutine calls, and 
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controls  output.     For a stochastic  case,  it  also controls  the  tallying of the 

performance statistics  for each pass  and for the ensemble.     After a case has 

been executed,   it can execute subsequent  cases  if input data has been pro- 

vided.     The Executive subroutine also contains  the  logic which determines when 

the pilot model is  to fire a burst.     This  logic is discussed in Section 2.3.2. 

Figure  4 is  a flow diagram showing the order in which  the Executive sub- 

routine calls  the major TAWDS(AA)   subroutines associated with the nonlinear six- 

degree-of-freedom air-to-air terminal  tracking task.    The logic  for tallying 

the impact error performance statistics  is  shown in Figure 5. 

2.1.2    The Major  Subroutines of TAWDS(AA)  - The major subroutines called by 

the Executive subroutine to describe  the air-to-air terminal weapon delivery 

task are  the Data Input,  Initial Encounter,   Initial Condition, Measurement 

Error, Airframe, Augmentation, Pilot, Target Initialization,  Target Aircraft, 

Relative Geometry,  Bullet Time of Flight,  LCQSS Sight, Director Sight, 

Bullet Integration,  Performance,  Runge-Kutta Integration,  and Output Subrou- 

tines.     These subroutines perform both de f.o minis tic and stochastic operations. 

Data is passed between  the subroutines  through common blocks. 

2.1.2.1 Data Input Subroutine - The principal input subroutine is Data 

Input.     A flow diagram describing this subroutine is  given in Figure 6.     As 

shown.  Data Input  calls  five subroutines  to read the input data.     These sub- 

routines  are Control Namelist,  Integration Namelist, Weapon Task Namelist, 

Augmentation Namelist,  and Airframe Namelist.     Subroutine Control Namelist 

reads  the program control parameters which establish a nominal case or which 

merge subsequent data sets with  the nominal case.    The Integration Namillst 

reads  data pertaining to the integration routine.    The Weapon Task Namelist 

reads  data describing the aircraft in its weapon delivery  task.    This  data 

pertains  to airframe, pilot,  relative geometry,  target, sight parameters, 

ballistics,  stationary and dynamic source errors,  and Monte Carlo execution. 

It does not  include the flight  control system,  or airframe aerodynamic tables. 

The Augmentation Namelist subroutine reads  data describing the  flight control 

system.     The  Airframe tiamelist subroutine reads  the tables of data that 

define the nonlinear force and moment aerodynamic coefficients in the equations 

of motion of  the  attacker.    When all data has been read. Data Input  converts 

certain angular variables  from degrees  to radians. 

2.1.2.2 Initial Encounter Subroutine - Initial Encounter allows  the  user 

to select various  combinations of predetermined initial encounter conditions. 

The user selects the desired  encounter by entering a coded nine digit  integer 

variable.     The digits reading from the left  to the right sequentially represent: 
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Call Airframe 

Call Relative Geometry 

Call LCOSS Sight 
Call Director Sight 

Call Pilot 

Call Augmentation 

Call Data Input 

Call Initial Encounter 

Call Initial Condition 

t 
Set Final Time Cutoff 

Call Performance 

Call Pilot 

Call Augmentation 
Call Airframe 

Call Measurement Error 
Call Bullet Time of Flight 

Call Target Initialization 

Call Target Aircraft 

Call Bullet Integration 

Call Relative Geometry 

Call Output 

t 
Initialize Integration Counter 

6 

Pre-data 
Initialization 

Initialize Runge-Kutta Integration 

Post-data 
Initialization 

QP7S-08«4-as 

Figure 4. Flow Diagram of TAWDS(AA) Executive Subroutine 
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^ 
Update Time 

♦ 
Call Airframe 
Call Pilot 
Call Augmentation 
Call Measurement Error 
Call Target Aircraft 
Call Bullet Time of Flight 
Call Director Sight 
Call LCOSS Sight 
Call Relative Geometry 
Call Performance 

Call Runge-Kutta       Check Time for Cutoff 

Dynamic 
Simulation 

Message: 
Final Time Has 
Been Reached 

Increment Integration Counter 

>B00 Error Message: 
Integration Counter 

Exceeds 500 

Call PRINT        Output Results 

Error Message: 
Altitude is Negative Call 
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Call UPDAT Update 
Integration 
Variables 
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Print-Out 

0 
orri-otM-m 

Figure 4. Flow Diagram of TAWDS(AA) Executive Subroutine (Concluded) 
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Initialize 
Variables 

I    Return  J 

Increment 
Counter 
During 

Dynamic 
Simulation 

I 

Compute, Store, 
and Output 

Pass 
Statistics 

Increment 
Aim Error 

r  Return J 

Compute and 
Output 

Ensemble 
Statistics 

(    Return   J 

Figure 5. Performance Logic in TAWDS(AA) Executive Subroutine 
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Read Input Record 

t 
Has End of File 

Been Encountered? 
NO 

■ I 

I 

1 

Write Record to Output File 
Write Record to Data File 

Call Control Namelist (Read Parameters from Control Namelist) 

Read Nominal Data from Storage Tape 

 A 
Call Integration Namelist (Read Integration Parameters from Integration Namelist 
Call Weapon Task Namelist (Read Parameters) 
Call Augmentation Namelist (Read Parameters) 
Call Airframe Namelist (Read Tabular Data) 

Write Nominal Case to Storage Tape 

Convert Degree Parameters 
to Radian Measure 

I 
Write Common Data to Output File 

I 
Return 

(JNT) 
0P7t-0M4-113 

Figure 6. Flow Diagram of Data Input Subroutine 
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C 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

K - factor to perturb the magnitude of the initial lead angle (see 

Figure 7) 

6 - angle of rotation of the lead angle plane, used to perturb the 
Li 

orientation of  the initial lead angle   (see  Figure  7) 

6    -  attacker pitch  angle 

<j)     - attacker roll angle 

a    -  attacker body  angle of attack 
A 

M. - attacker Mach number 
A 

h, - attacker altitude 
A 
R - range 

R - range rate 

Figure 8 shows a nine-by-nine matrix which is the key for a user-selected set 

of initial encounter conditions. If the user desires some other initial encounter 

condition, the control logic in Initial Encounter will have to be modified. 

Initial Encounter also contains many combinations of predetermined target 

maneuvers. In TAWDS(AA), an encounter can be broken into as many as ten separate 

target maneuvers. Each maneuver is specified by the time at which it begins 

and by the values of the maneuvering variables.  (A maneuver ends when the next 

maneuver begins.) Each maneuver is specified by a coded, user-selected four- 

digit integer variable.  These digits sequentially represent: 

o t  - time at which the maneuver begins 

o 

o 

B      -  commanded target bank rate 

a      -  commanded target angle of attack  rate 

o    TH    - commanded target thrust rate 

Figure 8 also  shows a nine-by-four matrix which is the key for a user-selected 

set of  target maneuvers.   If the user desires  some other  target maneuvers,   the 

Initial  Encounter  subroutine's control logic will have  to be modified, 
2.1.2.3    Initial Condition Subroutine - Initial Condition generates  the 

Initial values  for the pitch,  roll,  and yaw rates and the stabilator deflec- 

tion of  the  attacking  aircraft.     The subroutine  is  called by Executive sub- 

routine after the call to Data Input and Initial Encounter at the start of a new 

case, or,   for a stochastic case,  at the start of each pass.     In this subroutine, 

the lift and pitch angular acceleration equations  from the general six-degree- 

o£-freedora equations of motion are solved for the pitch rate and stabilator 

.deflection of the attacking aircraft.    The computation of these variables Is 

based on the  attacker's  initial velocity,   altitude,   and angle of attack,  which 

15 
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X:      Lead Angle 
Ki :   Lead Angle Magnitude Factor for Initial Perturbation 
ÖL:    Lead Angle Plane Rotation for Initial Perturbation 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Initial Lead Angle Perturbation Quantities 

GP76 0864 94 

Initial Conditions                        | Target Maneuvers 

•<L ÖL 
(deg) 

7 
(deg) 

B 
(deg) 

a   j 
(deg) 

M h 
(Kft 

R 
(ft) 

• 
R     i 

(ft/sec) 
(t) 

(sec) 
(deg/| 
sec) 

•    i a    ! 
(deg/ 
sec) 

• 
TH 

(K lb/ 
sec) 

0 0.5 -20 -60 -135 3 0.5 5 500 -250 0 -90 -3 0 

1 0.6 -15 -30 - 75 4 0.6 10 1000 -200 4 -60 -2 0.5 

2 0.7 -10 -20 - 60 5 0.7 15 1500 -150 6 -30 -1 1.0 

b. 3 0.8 - 5 -10 - 45 6 0.8 20 2000 -100 8 -10 -0.5 1.5 

E 4 0.9 0 - 5 0 7 0.9 25 2500 - 50 10 0 0 2.0 

z 
x 5 1.0 5 0 45 8 1.0 30 3000 0 12 10 1 2.5 

6 1.1 10 10 60 1    9 1.1 35 3500 50 14.5 30 1    '•* 3.0 

7 1.2 15 20 75 10 1.2 40 4000 100 17 60 ;   2.0 3.5 

C 1.3 20 30 135 12 1.3 45 4500 |     150 20 90 3 4.0 

9 1.4 25 60 160 16 1.4 50 5000 200 22.5 180 i    4 4.5 

1          1 
Figure 8. TAWDS(AA) Encounter Parameter Matrix 
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are determined in the Initial Encounter subroutine.  The attacker's initial 

roll and yaw body rates are determined by the effect of gravity, with the 

aileron and rudder surface deflections set to zero.  These initializations 

result in small initial tracking error transients.  Initial Condition also 

initializes the attacker's body attitude direction cosine matrix with respect 

to the earth and the attacker's position and velocity integration airays. 

2.1.2.A The Measurement Error Subroutine - Measurement Error calculates 

the stationary errors that initialize each stochastic simulation pass. It also 

calculates the filter that models the dynamic error for the Line Of Sight 

(LOS) rate measurement for use in the Director Sight subroutine. Measurement 

Error is called by the Executive subroutine after the call to Initial Condi- 

tion. Stationary errors can occur in: 

o Air speed 

o Angle of attack 

o Sideslip angle 

o Altitude 

o Line of sight range 

o Line of sight range rate 

o Muzzle velocity 

o Elevation gunline orientation 

o Traverse gunliae orientation 

o Elevation HUD orientation 

o Traverse HUD orientation 

These errors are calculated by sampling from a Gaussian random number generator. 

Each error has a zero mean and a variance obtained from input data. These 

errors represent measurement errors, or deviations from nominal, of those 

parameters used in the sight or bullet integration equations. For example, 

the attacker air speed Is measured, while the muzzle velocity of a bullet to 

be fired is the nominal value plus its deviation. The errors are programmed 

as biases, since sensor errors are usually biases over time intervals of several 

seconds. They are treated as stationary errors because TAWDS(AA) simulates a 

fighter weapon delivery task in its terminal phase, where the error sources 

are assumed to be in steady state. 

The Measurement Error subroutine also sets up the dynamic source error 

filter that is provided in the Director Sight subroutine.  In Director Sight, 

correlated noise,representative of the dynamics associated with estlnwing radar 

LOS angle rates, is added to the correct LOS angle rate.  This correlated 
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noise  is obtained by passing white noise, whose standard deviation is refer- 

enced  to a range of 1500 feet,   through a second-order  low-pass  filter.     This 

filter   is calculated  in the Measurement Error subroutine by using  input parame- 

ters  Chat describe its damping and bandwidth.    The filter is progranmed In 

discrete form,  using the state  transition matrix approach.     As programmed,   the 

same  filter parameters are used  in the elevation and  traverse axes;  however,   there 

is a  separate standard deviation for  each axis. 

2.1.2.5 The Airframe Subroutine - The Alrframe  subroutine defines 

generalized six-degree-of-freedom airframe equations of motion.    These equa- 

tions model the attacker aircraft's  forward acceleration and wind angle rates, 

the body axis  angular acceleration,   the Euler angle rates,  and the velocity com- 

ponents  in earth coordinates.     These variables are integrated by  the Runge- 
\ 

Kutta Integration subroutine.    The subroutine also calculates  the  aircraft's 

accelerometer measurements.     The airframfe equations include gun recoil  forces 

and vertical and lateral wind gusts.     The airframe coefficients can be  in either 

the  stability or body axis  system. 

Significant features of this  airframe mechanization are provisions  for 

additional longitudinal control surfaces,  the capability of simulating aircraft 

moments with a shifted center of gravity,  and the representation of flexibility 

effects on the aircraft.     The equations progrpmmed in the Airframe subroutine 

are presented in Appendix I. 

The nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives used by  the airframe equations  of 

motion are in tabular form.    The independent variables in the  tables have been 

selected to represent the variation of  the coefficient with  changes  in Mach 

number,   angle of attack,  and in some  cases ftabilator surface deflection,   rudder 

surface deflection,  or sideslip angle. 

2.1.2.6 The Augmentation Subroutine - The Augmentation subroutine simu- 

lates   the flight control system of the attacking aircraft.     It calculates 

surface deflections  for split vertical stabilizers   (differential tail),  aile- 

rons, spoilers,  rudder, horizontal stabilizer  (stabilator),  and horizontal 

canard.     These flight control system models  can be used to mathematically 

describe a variety of contemporary  fighter flight control systems such as  the 

flight control laws developed in the Tactical^eapon Delivery  (TWeaD)  Program 

(References   1-5),   the Survivable Flight Control System  (SFCS)  Program  (F^fer- 

ences 6-8),  the Multimode Program  (References 9-10), and other current fighter 

and attack aircraft.    The structure of the TAWDS(AA) model allows  for decoup- 

ling design  techniques to enable  the mechanization of longitudinal direct  force 
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modes for precise attitude or  flight path control.     This subroutine includes 

not only  feedback control  laws but also interconnects,  which couple pilot com- 

mand inputs.     A description of  the generic flight control  system model for the 

TAWDS(AA)  program is given in Appendix I. 
2.1.2.7 The Pilot Subroutine - Using the elevation and traverse tracking 

errors  along with  the relative bank angle between the  target and the attacking 

aircraft,  the Pilot  subroutine generates an input  to the  longitudinal control 

system for nulling the elevation error and inputs  to the  lateral-directional 

control system for nulling the  traverse error.     The multi-axis pilot models, 

developed in this study program,  are discussed  in Section 4. 

2.1.2.8 The Target Initialization Subroutine - The Target Initialization 

subroutine initializes  the inertial quantities of the target at  time zero to 

satisfy  the selected encounter geometry.     It initiallzea  the  target so that  the 

relative geometry between the attacker and target is In steady state.    The 

target inertial quantities, which are initialized,  are earth axis position, 

earth axis  velocity,   flight path angle, wind axis  angular rates,  turning plane, 

and turning g.    The encounter is initialized in the terminal phase with the 

target and plpper coincident or with a selected number of degrees of pertur- 

bation.    To find the  tracking error angle, pipper angle,  and lead angle,  a 

special call is made to the selected sight system subroutine.    The geometry 

and associated equations on which the target initialization Is based are shown 

in Figure 9. 

2.1.2.9 The Target Aircraft Subroutine - The Target Aircraft subroutine 

simulates  the  target aircraft.    Target Aircraft has only one entry, but it is 

divided into two parts.     The  first part initializes  the non-inert*al quantities 

of the target after  the call to Target Initialization.    This part is skipped 

after initialization of a pass.    The second part  contains  the dynamic equations 

that simulate  the  target.    The target model employs simplified flve-degree- 

of-freedom equations of motion  (zero sideslip is  assumed). 

In Target Initialization,  the target's inertial earth axis position, earth 

axis velocity,  and wind axis  angular rates are computed at time zero.    Using 

these Inputs,  the Target Aircraft subroutine at  time zero computes  the target's 

thrust,  angle of attack,  attitude, and load factor.    The geometry and associated 

equations  used in  this  initialization are described In Figures  10 through 12. 

After Initialization,  the Target Aircraft subroutine generates  the target 

position,  velocity,  and attitude la earth coordinates  at each time Interval 

throughout  the simulation.     Target maneuvers  are specified by  the  time at which 

the maneuver takes place and by  the values of the maneuvering variables: 
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Figure 9. Summary of Target Initialization 
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Figure 10. Target Heading and Climb Angle Initialization 
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Figure 11. Target Bank Angle Initialization 
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Figure 12. Target Thrust and Angle of Attack Initialization 
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(1)  commanded target bank rate, (2) commanded target angle of attack rate, and 

(3) commanded target thrust rate. The target files at constant thrust unless 

It Is modified by a commanded thrust rate. 

Lift and drag characteristics used In the target alrframe force equations 

are derived from tabular data as functions of Mach number, angle of attack, and 

altitude. These data yield trimmed (Cw equal zero) lift coefficients and the 

corresponding drag coefficients. The tabular data Is contained In one of Target 

Aircraft's subroutines. At present this data represents the F-4E aircraft. 

The target trajectory Is computed two seconds Into the future and stored 

In data arrays. This data Is used In computing the projectile time of flight, 

gun aiming error, and bullet miss distance. 

2.1.2.10 The Relative Geometry Subroutine - The Relative Geometry sub- 

routine computes the elevation and traverse tracking errors throughout an en- 

counter.  For a stochastic case. It also records these trtiking errors during 

each encounter, and calculates their means and variances for each pass and for 

the ensemble of passes.  It does not calculate the miss distance statistics, 

which is done in the Performance subroutine. 

2.1.2.11 The Bullet Time of Flight Subroutine - This subroutine calculates 

the bullet time of flight for use in the sight subroutines.  It uses a method 

that approximates Integrating the bullet to the target range but is much faster. 

When a bullet is actually fired, the correct bullet time of flight is calculated 

by integrating the bullet to target range in the Bullet Integration subroutine. 

Appendix II discusses the time of flight computations in detail. 

2.1.2.12 The LCOSS Sight Subroutine - The LCOSS Sight subroutine simu- 

lates the Lead Computing Optical Sight System and computes the sight lead angle 

with respect to the attacking aircraft gunline.  It contains the basic charac- 

teristics associated with advanced LCOSS or damped predictive tracer sights. 

These characteristics Include the use of (1) ownship body rates, (2) ownship 

load factor as an estimate of target acceleration, and (3) attacker angle of 

attack and airspeed to account for ballistic curvature. Appendix II presents 

the LCOSS sight equations. 

2.1.2.13 The Director Slg|ht Subroutine - The Director Sight subroutine 

simulates the Director sight system and computes the sight lead angle with 

respect to the attacking aircraft gunline. The primary difference of the 

Director sight from an LCOSS sight is the use of Line Of Sight (LOS) angle 
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rates Instead of ownship body rates In computing lead angle.  The equations 

for modeling the Director sight are presented in Appendix II. 

2.1.2.14 The Bullet Integration Subroutine - This subroutine computes 

the inertial trajectory of a bullet. After the bullet trajectory has been 

computed, the Bullet Integration subroutine determines:  (1) the bullet miss 

distance when the bullet and the target ranges from the attacker are equal, and 

(2) the time of flight required for the projectile to reach the target range. 

These two calculations are made by using the projected target position, which 

has been stored two seconds ahead. 

The bullet miss distance (depicted in Figure 13) is determined in feet, 

and then also calculated in milliradians by using the bullet range.  It'is 

printed out in attacker gun coordinates. 

Since a maximum of 40 target positions are stored, the bullet is inte- 

grated through a maximum of 40 Intervals (which corresponds to 2 seconds for 

an integration interval of 0.05 seconds).  If the bullet does not reach the 

future target position within the 40 integration Intervals, a miss distance of 

999 feet is printed. 

A block diagram of Bullet Integration Is shown in Figure 14. The bullet's 

initial position and velocity are computed in the Bullet Initialization sub- 

routine.  The "BULLET VELOCITY UPDATE" and "BULLET POSITION UPDATE" blocks are 

defined by equations given in Figure 15. This figure also defines the bullet 

drag constants K^ and C . The FL equation Is a curve fit to the data presented 

for 20 mm ptojac^lles in Armament Memorandum Report 65-30, Ballistic Division, 

Eglln Air Force Base. 

Bullet Integration is called by the Executive subroutine at time zero, to 

Initialize the bullet miss distance. When the Executive subroutine has deter- 

mined that the attacker has fired a bullet, it again calls Bullet Integration to 

integrate the bullet to the target range and to calculate the bullet miss 

distance and time of flight. 

2.1.2.15 The Performance Subroutine - The Performance subroutine, which 

is called during a stochastic simulation, records the bullet miss distance 

calculated in Bullet Integration and computes the miss distance statistics at 

the end of each pass and at the end of the ensemble of passes. The Executive 

subroutine calls Performance at each pass Initialization to zero the bullet 

miss distance accumulators. Every time a bullet is fired, the Executive sub- 

routine calls Performance to add the longitudinal and lateral miss distances 

to their accumulators. At the end of each pass. Executive again calls Perfor- 

mance to calculate the miss distance statistics. Then, at the end of the 
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Figure 14. Block Diagram of the Bullet Integration Subroutine 
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Figure 15. Definition of Bullet Drag, and Position and Velocity Update 
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ensemble of passes, Executive calls the Performance subroutine to determine 

the bullet miss distance ensemble statistics. (The tracking error ensemble 

pass statistics are calculated In the Relative Geometry subroutine.) 

2.1.2.16 The Runge-Kutta Integration Subroutine - This integration sub- 

routine determines the solution to an arbitrary set of simultaneous ordinary 

differential equations using a fixed step fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique. 

2.1.2.17 The Output Subroutine - The output of TAWDS(AA) consists of: 

1) A card image copy of the input 

2) Six statements which tell what data is being read for a case 

3) Dumps from common blocks and subroutines at the start of a case 

4) Time histories of attacker and target positions in earth coordinates 

5) Time histories of attacker aircraft variables 

6) Time histories of pilot aircraft commands 

7) Time histories of bullet trajectories and sight and geometry 

variables 

8) Time history plots of attacker aircraft and tracking error variables 

9) Stationary source errors for each pass 

10) Tracking error statistics for each pass and for the ensemble of passes 

11) Miss distance statistics for each pass and for the ensemble of passes. 

2.2 Functional Description of TAWDS(AG). The Air-to-Ground Program 

The TAWDS(AA) program with its Monte Carlo statistical procedure was devel- 

oped for maneuvering flight associated with aerial combat.  In this section the 

TAWDS(AG) program with its principal stochastic procedure, the covariance method, 

was developed for wings level air-to-ground weapon delivery.  TAWDS(AG) pro- 

vides a digital simulation and analysis tool for evaluating the tracking error 

and weapon impact error of an attacking aircraft in the terminal phase of its 

air-to-grcund weaponry task. This analysis program, similar to TAWDS(AA), in- 

cludes the effects of: 

o Aircraft dynamics 

o Aircraft control system characteristics and dynamics 

o Sight system characteristics and dynamics 

o Pilot control characteristics and dynamics 

o Pilot remnant for linearized pilot models 

o Attacker-to-target geometry dynamics 

Weapon orientation, location, and release forces 

Gun rate of fire 

Weapon trajectory characteristics 

Random wind gust, discrete gust, and wind shear 

o Stationary source errors. 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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TAWDS(AG)   simulates air-to-ground gunnery with Continuously  Computed Impact 

Point   (CCIP)  or Fixed Depressed Reticle   (FDR)  gunsights,   and  air-to-ground 

bombing with the Future  Impact Point  (FIP) bombsight.     The  air-to-ground gunnery 

attack sequence is  illustrated in Figure  16.     In such an attack with an FDR 

sight system,  the pilot tracks  the  target and fires when the aircraft simul- 

taneously achieves the most attainable set of speed,  flight path,  and altitude 

or range  conditions  corresponding to the FDR setting.     The  tracking task for 

the CCIP  gunnery sight differs  from that: with  the FDR sight  in that  the gunfire 

solution is  continuous so long as  the pilot can maintain the reticle on the 

target. 

For air-to-ground bombing a derivative CCIP sight system (FIP)  is imple- 

mented.     In FIP bombing,  a  reticle is  continuously displayed on  the HUD to 

indicate where  the    bonb will Impact when it is automatically dropped at the 

future release conditions  if present  flight conditions are maintained.    The 

pilot's  task is to  continually maintain the FIP reticle on the  target until 

bomb  release occurs.     Another  symbol,   the Displayed Impact Point   (DIP)   cross, 

indicates  the impact point  for an  immediately released bomb.     When it becomes 

coincident with the FIP reticle,   the bomb is released.     The profile and HUD 

presentations for  this  system are  shown in Figure 17. 

TAWDS(AG)   treats  the air-to-ground terminal weaponry problem as a Gauss 

Markov random process,  using the covariance method to determine ensemble sta- 

tistics.    This method has  the advantage of using only one pass  to obtain per- 

formance statistics, but it does require linear equations.     As discussed in 

Reference 11,  linear equations  can simulate an attacker realistically, even 

in high g maneuvers.    These  linear equations are generated by perturbating 

nominal nonlinear equations.     To  effect  this method  for air-to-ground weapon 

delivery,   two  simulations are run concurrently:    a nominal  nonlinear deter- 

ministic  simulation and a  linear  stochastic simulation.     Because the nominal 

traverse error is zero for fixed forward-firing guns and for bombs, only 

the elevation channel  is modeled deterministically.     The  stochastic  simulation 

consists of  integrating  the mean and  covariance matrix equations  derived  from 

the  linearized  equations.     (The mean equations are actually deterministic.) 

For gunnery it is also necessary  to simulate the bullet round-to-round auto- 

correlation matrix. 

The stochastic  simulation  includes both the elevation and the traverse 

channels.    Because the complexity of the covariance technique increases by the 

square of the number of  states,   it  is desirable to keep  the system small.    For 
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the air-to-ground system, the equations can be decoupled into two smaller sys- 

tems:  one for elevation and one for traverse.  TAWDS(AG) simulates these two 

22 state systems rather than one coupled 44 state system. 

To determine the round-to-round correlation between every pair of gunnery 

rounds is prohibitive in terms of computer core and time.  Therefore, TAWDS(AG) 

computes the correlation between the initial round of the burst and subsequent 

rounds.  To calculate the other round-to-round correlations, stationarity is 

assumed; it is assumed that the correlation between rounds is only a function 

of the time interval between them and not a function of their actual firing 

times.  This assumption has yielded results which compare favorably to those 

obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. 

Tht nominal nonlinear deterministic simulation includes a three-degr^e-of- 

freedom aircraft (forward velocity, normal velocity, and pitch rate), a generic 

longitudinal control system, a choice of three sight systems (Fixed Depressed 

Reticle (FDR) and CCIP for gunnery, and FIP for bombing), a linear fourth order 

pilot, and a weapon (bullets or a bomb).  The stochastic simulation linearizes 

the above and incorporates the traverse channel, with the aircraft having 

six degrees-of-freedom.  It also adds pilot remnant and random wind gust to 

the covariance equations, and gun recoil forces, wind shear, and discrete 

gust (all three treated deterministically) to the mean equations. 

Besides the dynamic source errors (gun recoil forces, wind shear, discrete 

gust, pilot remnant, and random wind gust), stationary source errors also 

affect the aim error (tracking error plus stationary source error effects) and 

are included in the stochastic model. The stationary source erroiu originating 

in the sight systems are listed in Figures 18 and 19.  They Include measurement, 

equipment misalignment, and sight mechanization errors.  Appendix 111 discusses 

stationary source errors in detail.  In TAWDS(AG) the mean of each stationary 

source error is assumed zero over an ensemble of passes.  Consequently, the 

stationary source errors affect only the variance. 

The mean and covariance equations model the states of the attacker air- 

craft, the control system, the sight system, the pilot, and geometry, but they 

do not model the actual release of the weapon at firing time. Therefore, the 

means and variances of the weapon Impact errors are not a direct calculation 

of the above linear equations.  To determine the means and variances of the 

impact error, time-varying sensitivity matrices are calculated when a weapon 

is released. These sensitivity equations propagate the means and variances of 

: 
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the tracking errors to the target to get the Impact error statistics. The 

source error variances, which are Input data, are also propagated by the 

sensitivity matrices to contribute to the Impact error variances. There is 

a sensitivity matrix for each channel:  elevation and traverse. Appendix III 

discusses these sensitivities. 

Computation of the Impact statistics is restricted to zero initial con- 

ditions in the covariance matrices.  In general, the user can exercise TAWDS(AG) 

by initializing the tracking error components of the elevation and traverse 

matrices and then can note the tracking error component responses as affected 

by the dynamics of the selected fllgbt control system and sight configura- 

tion.  For impact statistics, however, it is unrealistic to assume that a ran- 

domly selected weaponry pass will match all nominal delivery conditions except 

for the Initial tracking error.  Other components, including off-diagonal 

components of the covariance matrices, must, also be initialized to realistic- 

ally represent initial conditions for an ensemble of passes. A general rule 

for initializing the full covariance matrices for all state variables is not 

presently formulated. 

For runs in which the only dynamic inputs (other than gun recoil, wind 

shear and discrete gust) are pilot remnant and random wind gust, experience 

has shown that the variance and covariance states of the covariance matrices 

reach a near steady state condition after an Initialization period of approxi- 

mately two seconds.  Therefore, the problem of choosing appropriate initial 

conditions tor the covariance matrices can be circumvented by using an appro- 

priate initialization period before weapon firing.  To exercise the TAWDS(AG) 

option of generating impact statistics, the user must zero the covariance 

matrix, read in pilot remnant and wind components, and run the program for 

a user specified Initialization period. 

The TAWDS(AG) user can select one of three options to analyze the tracking 

and the Impact errors of a selected weaponry system: 
0 Covariance Option - mean state equations are integrated in the presence 

of initial state errors, with 01 without wind shear, discrete gust, and 

gun recoil effects.  Covariance state equations are integrated in the 

presence of initial state variances, with or without random wind gust, 

and pilot remnant.  Ensemble impact statistics are calculated only if 

the covariance states are initialized to zero. 
0 Mean Option - mean state equations only are Integrated.  The calcula- 

tions are all deterministic. 
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Monte Carlo Option - a series of Monte Carlo runs Is executed using 

the mean state equations.  This option Is available only for gunnery. 

Random initial state errors for each run are determined from state 

variances which are entered by the user.  Random wind gust disturbances 

are also generated for each run. 

2.2.1 Structure of TAWDS(AG) - The structure of TAWDS(AG) is illustrated 

in Figure 20.  The program can be divided into five major sections: 

o A main section which controls the program 

o A data input section 

o A nonlinear section which generates the nominal attacker aircraft 

profile and the nominal weapon trajectory 

A section which simulates the linear mean and covariance state equations 

A section which computes the performance statistics including the 

sensitivity matrices. 

2.2.2 TAWDS. The Main Subroutine of TAWDS(AG) - The air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) 

program is controlled by the main routine, called TAWDS.  This routine calls 

the DATAIN routine to read most of the input data.  After the call to DATAIN, 

TAWDS reads the initial values of the mean and covariance states, the random 

wind gust magnitudes, and the stationary source error standard deviations. 

It then calls the subroutine TRIM to initialize the deterministic simulation 

and calls the subroutine AMAT to calculate the plant matrices for the sto- 

chastic simulation. To integrate the deterministic and the stochastic simula- 

tions through time, it calls the subroutine RKI, which in turn calls the sub- 

routine FCT to evaluate the simulation's derivatives. 

After the profile initialization time period, TAWDS calls various subrou- 

tines that concern weapon firing. It calls SENTIV to generate impact error 

sensitivity matrices, CORREL to calculate round-to-round correlation for 

gunnery, and PERF to gather and calculate weapon statistics. Also, if the 

Monte Carlo option is selected, it controls the subroutine calls to execute 

the number of passes specified by the user. 

2.2.3 Subroutine DATAIN - DATAIN reads most of the data required to 

execute a case. The remainder of the data is read by the main routine. The 

input to DATAIN consists of aircraft parameters, the flight control system, 

the sight system, pilot parameters, the flight profile, wind shear and dis- 

crete gust data, and program control variables. 
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2.2.4  Generation of the Nominal Trajectory - Illustrated In Figure 21 are 

the subroutines required to generate the nominal aircraft profile and associated 

nominal bullet and sight data.  These subroutines are TRIM, AC, FIP, FIPRAT, 

FRS, CDIP, PIPRAT, WPNINT, AND WEAPON. 

2.2.4.1 Subroutine TRIM - TRIM computes the Initial profile geometry 

and aircraft state.  The purpose of subroutine TRIM Is to Initialize the air- 

craft In a trimmed condition with the sight In solution; that is, plpper on 

target.  In addition, the aircraft state Is constrained such that the Initial 

tracking error rate Is zero.  Initial velocity, altitude, and flight path 

angle are chosen so that the desired quantities at bomb release or burst mid- 

point are obtained. 

2.2.4.2 Subroutine AC - AC computes the nominal longitudinal aircraft 

trajectory and associated tracking error.  The initial aircraft state is 

determined by subroutine TRIM.  Subroutine AC determines the state derivatives 

for the piloted aircraft performing air-to-ground weapon delivery. These state 

derivatives Illustrated in Figure 22 are Integrated by the Runge-Kutta inte- 

gration subroutine. 

Note that the nominal lateral aircraft trajectory is trivial for bombs 

or fixed, forward-firing guns. Note also that "nominal" refers to a condition 

of zero initial tracking error, zero initial tracking error rate, and the 

absence of wind. 
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Figure 22. Uncoupled Aircraft Tracking Error Geometry Perturbation Equations 
for Wings Level Weapon Delivery Tasks 

2.2.A.3 Subroutine FIP - Subroutine FIP computes the Future Impact Point 

(FIP) plpper setting for bombing. A modified vacuum trajectory approach, as 

described In Appendix IV, Is used to determine the Impact point. 

2.2.4.4 Subroutine FIPRAT - FIPRAT computes the sensitivities of the 

FIP plpper elevation setting to perturbations In the aircraft and profile 

geometry states. This Information Is required by the linear perturbation 

model. FIPRAT also computes the plpper elevation rate, which Is used by TRIM 

to obtain a zero tracking error rate at Initialization. 

2.2.4.5 Subroutine FRS - FRS computes the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight data 

lu,   ehe  firing burst midpoint, Including the nominal elevation setting If 

desired. The user can also Input the reticle setting directly, bypassing the 

reticle setting computations. 

2.2.4.6 Subroutine CDIP - Subroutine CDIP computes the Continuously 

Computed Impact Point (CCIP) plpper setting. A modified vacuum trajectory 

approach, as described In Appendix IV, Is used to determine the Impact point. 
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2.2.4.7 Subroutine PIPRAT - Subroutine PIPRAT computes the elevation 

sensitivities of the CCIP pipper setting to perturbations in the aircraft and 

profile.  This information is required by the linear perturbation model. 

PIPRAT also computes the pipper elevation rate, which Is used by TRIM to 

obtain a zero tracking error rate at Initialization. 

2.2.4.8 Subroutine WPNINT - WPNINT computes the initial weapon position 

and velocity at bomb release or bullet firing. WPNINT is called by 

the main routine TAWDS and the subroutines FIP, FRS, and CDIP, 

2.2.4.9 Subroutine WEAPON - WEAPON Integrates a bomb or bullet to ground 

Impact.  The impact parameters of the weapon are used in determining the sen- 

sitivity coefficients. The weapon impact error associated with the nominal 

aircraft trajectory Is determined from the computed Impact position in earth 

coordinates. 

2.2.5 Generation of the Linear Model: Mean and Covarlance State Equations - 

Illustrated in Figure 23 are the subroutines required to generate the linear 

dynamic model for the air-to-ground attack system, discussed in Appendix V. 

This Includes integration of the covarlance and/or mean state equations. The 

major subroutines involved in this process are RKI, FCT, AMAT, ABW, or OUTCOV. 

2.2.5.1 Subroutine RKI - RKI is a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration 

routine used in conjunction with subroutine FCT to integrate the state 

variables of the gunnery profile. RKI also integrates the nominal simulation. 

2.2.5.2 Subroutine FCT - Subroutine FCT updates time-varying elements 

of the longitudinal and lateral-directional system dynamics matrices for the 

selected flight control system and sight configuration.  The gun recoil input and 

discrete gust disturbance vectors are computed for use by the mean state equations. 

Both longitudinal and lateral-directional covarlance and mean state variable 

derivatives are computed as required by the selected program option for the Runge- 

Kutta integration. For the covarlance option, the autocorrelation matrix 

derivatives are computed as required for generating burst statistics. 

2.2.5.3 Subroutine AMAT - Subroutine AMAT computes elements of the 

longitudinal and lateral-directional system dynamics matrices for the select- 

ed flight control system. In addition, AMAT will compute the aircraft linear 

coefficients (used in the airframe equations of motion) from the input stabil- 

ity derivatives and the profile midpoint altitude and velocity if desired. 

Otherwise, the input values of the linear coefficients are used. 
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Figure 23. Subroutine Sequence for Linear Time Histories 
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Figure 24. Subroutine Sequence of Performance Subroutines 

2.2.5.4 Subroutine ABW - Subroutine ABW computes those elements of the 

longitudinal and lateral-directional system dynamics matrices associated with 

the Dryden wind gust model.  The wind gust input covariance maLrix is also 

computed, if required. 

ABW is called initially by the main program.  It is also called by FCT at 

each integration interval whenever aircraft altitude goes below 1000 feet, to 

update the wind gust elements as required by the Dryden model. 

2.2.5.5 Subroutine OUTCOV - Subroutine OUTCOV outputs the longitudinal 

and lateral covariance and/or mean state variables of the linear model at the 

selected Interval over the gunnery profile. 

2.2.6 Performance;  Sensitivities and Ensemble Statistics - Illustrated in 

Figure 24 are the subroutines involved in generating bullet and bomb per- 

formance data.  These subroutines are SENTIV,  COVARI, PERF, and CORREL. 
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2.2.6.1 Subroutine SENTIV - SENTIV computes the along-track and cross- 

track weapon Impact error sensitivity matrices In both ground plane and line 

of sight coordinates for the. selected sight configuration. 

2.2.6.2 Subroutine COVARI - In conjunction with the covarlance option 

COVARI computes the Impact error variances, standard deviations, and CEPs 

(Circular Error Probability) for the selected sight mode and for the stationary, 

dynamic (nonstatlonary), and total (stationary plus nonstatlonary) source 

error configurations. For the Monte Carlo option, only the stationary source 

error statistics are computed. For gunnery, these computations occur at the 

selected Interval during the burst. 

The stationary impact errors are determined from the sensitivities com- 

puted in subroutine SENTIV and the applicable input stationary source errors. 

The nonstatlonary impact errors are computed from the sensitivities and the non- 

stationary error values contained in the longitudinal and lateral state variable 

covarlance matrices of the linear system models. 

2.2.6.3 Subroutine PERF - Subroutine PERF computes the weapon statistics 

data. For gunnery, PERF is called at the selected Interval during the burst to 

store sample bullet data and at the end of the burst to compute and output the 

burst statistics. Computation of the ensemble statistics is a user option 

which can be exercised in conjunction with the covarlance or Monte Carlo 

options where the only dynamic inputs (other than gun recoil, wind shear, and 

discrete gust) are random wind gust and pilot remnant. 

2.2.6.4 Subroutine CORREL - Subroutine CORREL (in conjunction with the 

covarlance option only) computes the bullet impact error autocorrelation from 

the input autocorrelation and sensitivity matrices. The impact error auto- 

correlation values are then used by the main program to compute the round-to- 

round correlation values. The impact error statistics that the PERF and CORREL 

subroutines compute are discussed in the next section. 

2.3 Weapon Delivery Ensemble Impact Error Statistics 

There are major differences in the pilots' performing air-to-air and 

air-to-ground weapon delivery. During air-to-ground weapon delivery the target 

is stationary, or nearly so; for air-to-air gunnery, the target is not only 

moving, but is performing evasive maneuvers. During air-to-ground weapon delivery, 

once the pilot achieves solution for an acceptable weapon delivery envelope, he 

fires a continuous burst of rounds or releases his bomb. But, in an air-to-air 

gunnery pass, the attacking aircraft can have limited but yet multiple firing 
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opportunities as  the target maneuvers,   even though the attacker maintains his 

position of  relative advantage  throughout  an encounter.     Thus,   opportunities   for 

many  short  firing bursts  can occur  in a  single pass. 

The ensemble impact error statistical distributions  for air-to-ground and 

air-to-air weapon delivery tasks are similar, but these distributions  are 

computed by  accumulating the impact error measures in a different manner.    The 

air-to-ground statistics  are  referred to as ensemble burst statistics,   to re- 

flect   the  fact  that  there is  only one  gunfiring burst,  or bomb  release,  per 

pass  and the statistical properties  are summarized for the burst.     The  air-to- 

air gunnery statistics are referred to as ensemble pass statistics,  since a 

single pass may consist of a number of short bursts, and the statistical pro- 

perties  are summarized for the pass as a whole.    The ensemble for air-to-ground 

gunnery is  a collection of bursts under identical encounter conditions whereas 

the -"-^ble for air-to-air gunnery is a collection of passes under identical 

encounter conditions, 

2.3.1    Ensemble Burst Statistics - It has been shown in Reference  12  that 

the use of ensemble burst statistics allows  the bias for the burst to be Iso- 

lated from variations within a burst.    This permits calculation of two separate, 

statistically Independent, blvarlate Gaussian distributions.    These describe 

the distribution of bias Impact points,  and the distribution of individual 

impact points within each burst with respect  to the mean point of impact for 

each Individual burst as depicted in Figure 25.    The accuracy of a set of 

weapon delivery bursts is summarized In Figure 25 by three sets of parameters: 

o     (be,  bt) - The Ensemble Mean Point of Impact  (EMPI)  In elevation and 

traverse coordinates relative to the target;  that Is,  the overall 

average of all the individual Burst Mean Points of Impact   (BMPI)   for 

all passes made during an encounter.    The BMPI is  the centrold of 

Impact points resulting from a particular burst fired during one given 

weapon delivery pass.    Numerous weapon delivery passes are simulated 

to account for how different sample sets of source errors affect wea- 

pon Impact errors. 
2        2 

o     (abei abt) ~ The variance of  the centrold of all the Impact points 

made for individual BMPI's in elevation and traverse coordinates with 

respect to the EMPI.     (For the air-to-ground bombing mode,   the weapon 

burst may be one round or a bomb.)     This one sigma blvarlate distri- 

bution defines the ellipsoidal area with the EMPI at Its center,   In 

which 39.3 percent of the BMPI lie. 
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Figure 25. Equivalent Salvo Distribution for Impact Error» 
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o     (0re»  art) " The variance of Individual Impact points in elevation 
and traverse coordinates with  respect  to their BMPI.    This  one sigma 

bivariet.e distribution defines  the ellipsoidal area with the BMPI   (for 

a given pass)  at its center,   in which 39.3 percent of bullets  fired  in  the 

given pass impact. 

The  covarlance procedure  for computing these two bivarlate distributions  is 

presented In Appendix VI. 

This model with  these sets of statistical parameters extends previous 

models  in three major ways: 

o    It analytically  computes both elevation and traverse components  of 

these three accuracy parameters,  using the dynamic response charac- 

teristics  of particular aircraft.     Individual weapon dispersion vari- 

ances  due  to the effects of ejection variations and manufacturing 

anomalies   can be  combined readily with  the variances of individual 

Impact points with respect  to their BMPI. 

o    It calculates  the individual round-to-round autocorrelation functions 

by separately  representing the elevation and traverse components  of 

aim wander as Gauss Markov processes,  taking into account the 

aircraft tracking response characteristics, 

o    It does not  require  the assumption  that   the ensemble mean Impact error 

is  zero,  thus permitting explicit consideration of both stationary aim 

errors, which show up as a systematic or bias error within a burst, 

and the deterministic aim walk in elevation, which is characteristic 

of fixed reticle sights. 

Considering only one component of the EMPI and BMPI distributions and 

omitting for convenience the .component subscript,  the variances of these two 

bivarlate distributions have the form: 

2   .       2 
a s 

(1 -  U)  a. 

(1) 

(2) 

where  the subscripts  "d"  and "s"  refer to the effects of dynamic  (nonstationary) 

and stationary source errors,  respectively. 

Error sources  are classified as being "stationary" if their correlation 

time constant is  long compared to the duration of the weapon burst, while 

"nonstationary" or "dynamic" error sources are  the short-term effects.     In 

other words,  the effect of stationary source errors is to yield a bias  impact 
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error throughout   the burst, while  the effect of dynamic source errors is  to 

yield a time-varying impact error  (aim wander) within the burst. 

The parameter y is  the average individual round-to-round correlation for 

all pairs of individual rounds in the burst.     If the weapon dispersion vari- 
2 

ance were included,  it would be added to o       in Equation 2. 

2.3.2    Calculation of Pass Statistics for Air-to-Air Gunnery - In air- 

to-air gunnery a firing burst occurs when the pilot decides  that the gun is 

within a junfiring region.     For the pilot  using a Director sight,   the bursts 

are  flrad whenever the  elevation and traverse  tracking errors,  e„    and e     , 

simultaneously satisfy  the following tracking error boundary constraints: 

Elevation error constraint: 

Traverse error constraint: 

Radial error constatint: 

|EELi   ^9Ec 

Spl  1 Q 
TR Tc 

V eEL + 4 1 e
Rc 

(3) 

(A) 

(5) 

For the pilot using the LCOSS sight,  the firing conditions occur when the 

elevation and traverse  tracking errors, projected a bullet's time of flight, 

(Tf),  in the future,  satisfy the following tracking error boundary conditions 

1 1 Qp- W Elevation error constraint: 

Traverse error constraint: 

Radial error constraint: 

leEL + TfeEL' 

le__ + T,.LJ   <^ 6 
TR f TR1 

Ec 

Tc (7) 

V^EL + VEI/ 
+   (eTR + VT/ 1 eRc (8) 

Figure 26 shows  the four types of gunficing regions specified by these track- 

ing error constraints. 

With  these constraints, more  than one  firing burst can occur for a given 

Monte Carlo pass,   and the number of bullets  fired for each pass will not be 

equal.    Consequently,   the statistical measures needed  for  calculating the 

ensemble statistics  for Monte Carlo runs are: 

o    Pass Mean Point of Impact  (MPI), E[a. .]  - For any individual Monte 

Carlo run  (pass), multiple bursts of varying durations can occur. 

The average value of impact points with respect  to the target,  computed 

in both elevation and traverse components  for all N    bullets fired 

during  the  i      pass,   is: 

N. 

'h^Ei^]'K E ij 

j-i 

where a, .  is  the impact point of the j      bullet  fired during the 1 

pass. 42 
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Figure 26. Gun Firing Regions Defined by Tracking Error Constraints 
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o    Variance of Impact Points within a Pass about  the Pass MPI, EUa.  -b.)   ] 

This is  the variance  of rounds within a pass  about  the pass MPI as 

given by 

v2 ■ E"*ir Ei)2J 1     Y"*    2 
N,   Z-r aij 

3-1 

_2 
bl (10) 

The statistical measures   for each pass, b.   and o     . 
i     r^ 

are used to calculate 

two independent bivsviate Gaussian distributions defined by the following en- 

semble statistical measures:  (1) ensemble mean point of impact, EMPI; (2) the 

ensemble variance of Indiv.-'dual pass MPI about the EMPI; tnd (3) the unbiased 

aatinata, for all passef-, of the en« able variance of impact points within a 

pass about the pass MPI. The unbiased estimate of the variance of impact 

points (roundr) within a pass accounts for zln  vuriab.^ nMaboi: of rounds per 

pass and the variability of MPI from p cs to pa..»:.  The ensemble statistics 

are formulated as follows: 

o Ensemble Mean Point of Impact (EMPI), E[b ] - The EMPI is the average 

value of the impact point with respect to the target for the total 

number of bullets fired, NBUL, for NRUN Monte Carlo runs.  The EMPI 

is defined in terms of the MPI for all passes. 

NRUN 

(ID 
i-1 

rv2. 

E " E$i]  m NBÜL    L   NiEl 

Ensemble Variance of Pass MPI about the EMPI,   E[(b    - b)   ] - This is 

the variance of pass means  about the ensemble mean. 

NRUN 

a2 - E[(b    - b)2l - ——     7^   N b    - b 
b i NBUL    Z-/     i i 

i-1 

-2 (12) 

39.3 percent of the Pass MPI's will lie within this blvariate distribution, 

o    Ensemble Variance of Impact Points within a Pass  about  the Pass MPI, 

E[a2
rl] 

E[a2
ril (NBUL-NRUN) 

NRUN 

ri (13) 

i-1 

If one burst with the same number of bullets is fired  for each weapon delivery 

pass,  these ensemble statistical measures which are computed by  collecting pass 

statistics are equivalent to air-to-ground distributions computed by collecting 

burst statistics.    Figure 25 illustrates the two Independent blvariate distri- 

butions described by these ensenble statistical measures. 
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2.3.3 Monte Carlo Verification of the TAWDS(AG) Covarlance Model - To 

validate the covarlance analysis techniques of the TAWDS(AG) model, the Impact 

error results obtained from Monte Carlo simulation of a typical gunnery pro- 

file were compared with the results obtained by covarlance simulation of the 

same profile« The test case was an F-4 configured with a stability augmentation 

control system, a Fixed Depressed Reticle sight, and a 20mm M-61 gun (100 rounds 

per second firing rate).  The 3 second gunnery profile consisted of a two-second 

preburst initialization period followed by a one-second burst.  The ptitinent 

geometry variables are listed below: 

o Altitude at burst midpoint: 2500 feet (above target altitude) 

o Target Altitude:  2000 feet (above sea level) 

o Flight path angle (burst midpoint): -30 degrees 

o Airspeed (burst midpoint): 500 knots 

A gain network, was used to represent an Idealized pilot for converting 

tie tracking errors to aircraft commands.  The pilot gains are listed below: 

o Pilot stabllator command gain:  2.0 

o Pilot rudder command gain:  33.0 

o Pilot aileron command gain:  -7.5 

o Pilot roll attitude perturbation gain: 0.5 

This Monte Carlo verification was a comprehensive check of the ef.lre 

TAWDS(AG) program since generation of the ensemble burst statistics Involves 

nearly all computational aspects of the program.  Since the most challenging 

aspect of the TAWDS(AG) covarlance model verification is the dynamic source errors, 

stationary source error variances were not Included. Also, since gun recoil 

effects are deterministic and would affect each Monte Carlo gunnery pass in 

exactly the same way, the gun recoil force model was set to zero. These two 

simplfications reduced the cost of Monte Carlo verification without compromising 

the result. The dynamic source error excitations were wind gusts of 6 feet per 

second (one sigraa value) in both the elevation and traverse channels. 

The Monte Carlo simulation exercised the same nominal gunnery profile many 

times in the presence of different random wind gusts.  Two sets of runs, one of 

25 sample gunnery passes and the other of 200 sample gunnery passes, were made. 

The corresponding ensemble burst statistics and round-to-round correlations were 

computed by the TAkJDS(AG) program. 
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A comparison of the TAWDS(Afi)'s Monte Carlo and covariance model round-to- 

round correlations is presented in Figure 27. The correlations are illustrated 

as a function of time into the burst, that is, with zero tine at burst initia- 

tion. For a 100 round per second firing rate (assumed constant), the correla- 

tion between round 1 and round 50 would be determined from the figures in terms 

of their time difference, that is, p (0.5, 0). From Figure 27, it can be seen 

that the Monte Carlo correlation values for 200 runs is a better comparison 

with the covariance model correlation values than values from the simulation of 

25 runs.  Increasing the number of Monte Carlo runs should yield results that 

converge to those of the covariance model. 

A comparison of the Monte Carlo and covariance model burst statistics is 

tabulated in Figure 28. With one exception (the traverse component of ensemble 

mean aim error) , the 200 run Monte Carlo simulation is in closer agreement with 

the covariance model statistics than the 25 run Monte Carlo simulation. The 

200 run Monte Carlo simulation and the covariance model burst statistics com- 

pare quite well. Using either statistical description of the aim error in 

subsequent probability of hit or kill computations would yield very nearly the 

same results. 

There are two basic reasons why one would not expect the 200 run Monte 

Carlo simulation and the covariance model burst statistics to agree completely. 

One reason is that the Monte Carlo correlation values did not completely con- 

verge to the covariance values. The other reason is that the covariance model 

assumes that the correlation between round 1 and round 50 is the same as that 

between round 51 and round 100. The Monte Carlo simulation, which computes 

its burst statistics from the sample data, permits round-v.o-round correlations 

which depend on absolute time in addition to time between rounds. Although the 

air-to-ground dynamic model is not strictly stationary, the dynamics change so 

slowly with time that the model can be approximated as a stationary process 

for the short interval of time corresponding to a firing burst. 

The data of Figure 28 does show that the TAWDS(AG) covariance model yields 

ensemble burst statistics that agree quite well with those obtained from Monte 

Carlo simulation. In addition, the covariance model overcomes the major dis- 

advantages of Monte Carlo simulation, which require that numbers of runs and 

adequate data reduction and analysis must be performed to ensure that enough 

runs have been made to permit confident application of the results. 
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Figure 27. Comparison of Monte Carlo and Covariance Model 
Round-to-Round Correlations 
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The TAWDS(M)   and TAWDS(AG)  programs provide an all-dlgltal sliaulation tool for 

evaluating aircraft weapon delivery systems In terms of performance and effec- 

tiveness.    However, to validate the TAWDS programs,  It Is necessary to compare 

the weapon delivery statistics, as  computed by the TAWDS program with those 

statistics measured from actual aircraft weapon delivery simulation programs 

and flight test records,     in the following section, weapon delivery accuracy 

measures which were obtained from measured simulation studies are compared 

with results obtained using the TAWDS all-digital simulation programs. 

Monte Carlo 
Simulation • 

25 Rum 

Monte Carlo 
Simulation - 

200 Rum 

Convariance 
Model 

b 
(ft) 

El. 10.2 9.1 8.8 

Tr. -0.1 0.4 0.0 

E[(b-b)2l 

(ft2) 

El. 23.8 35.0 35.1 

Tr. 12.4 12.7 14.5 

El-    2(a(i)-b)2] 
n   1.1 

(ft2) 

El. 52.4 62.5 64.1 

Tr 

L 
8.7 8.1 8.3 

aP7f-0M4-414 

F-4, Stability Augmentation, Fixed Depressed Reticle Sight, M-61 Gun 
Error Sources:  Elevation and Traverse Wind Gusts (6 fps rms) 

Figure 28.   Comparison of Ensemble Burst Statistics Generated by the 
TAWDS(AG) Monte Carlo and Covariance Models 
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SECTION 3 

MANNED AIR COMBAT SIMULATION STUDY 

During the development of the TAWDS programs, the Manned Air Combat 

Simulator was used as (1) a pilot evaluation tool for establishing a most 

suitable set of aircraft flying qualities for alr-to-alr and air-to-ground 

weapon delivery, and (2) the design tool for both developing and validating 

the analytical pilot models, as well as for validating the TAWDS programs. 

In this manned simulation study, two USAF pilots flew numerous aircraft weapon 

system configurations where the aircraft's longitudinal and lateral-directional 

flying qualities were parametrically altered and the weapon sight systems 

varied. This manned simulation study was conducted to provide (1) aircraft 

weapon delivery tracking data for developing and validating an analytical multi- 

axis pilot model to be Incorporated into the TAWDS programs, (2) aircraft wea- 

pon delivery impact error performance for comparing with the TAWDS weapon 

delivery performance results, and (3) pilot evaluation data for comparing with 

the TAWDS resultant flying qualities criteria for achieving the highest prob- 

ability of kill.  The aircraft weapon delivery performance and pilot evaluation 

measurements provide a data base for determining whether or not the TAWDS ob- 

tained flying qualities results are credible. 

The description of the manned simulation study, the pilot evaluations of 

the effects of longitudinal and lateral-directional flying qualities on track- 

ing performance, and the manned simulation validation of the TAWDS programs 

are discussed in this section. Because of the extensive development and 

validation effort that was required for generating and developing multi-axis 

pilot models, the detailed pilot model analyses are presented and discussed in 

depth in Section 4. 

3.1 Description of Simulation Study 

An extensive manned air combat simulation was conducted using two USAF 

pilots, each with fighter aircraft flying experience greater than 3,000 hours. 

As summarized in Figure 29, a total of 199 air-to-ground pilot/flight control/ 

sight configurations was Investigated, and a total of 137 alr-to-alr pilot/ 

flight control/sight configurations was studied. Data were recorded on strip 

charts, video tape and magnetic tape. 

Figure 30 presents a cutaway view of the MCAIR fixed base Manned Air 

Combat Simulator crew station used in the study. The MACS crew station con- 

sists of a fully-instrumented, single-place, fighter-type cockpit at the center 

of a dome. The projection system displays a horizon and ground target scene. 
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A 360-degree horizon display provides the pilot with realistic cues of the 

aircraft's motion and attitude  in pitch,  roll,  and yaw.     In the MACS,  repre- 

sentative  fighter aircraft  flying qualities and controller  characteristics are 

provided to the pilot along with a full set of flight instruments and other 

equipment such as head-up displays and weapon sight systems, necessary for the 

weapon delivery tasks.    The MACS crew station Is driven through a central 

computer system and visual generation equipment.    The visual equipment generates 

all-aspect targets, horizon,  and terrain map.     The central monitoring station 

is at a single well-oriented location. 

The aircraft simulated was an F-4E configured with a Tactical Weapon 

Delivery  (TWeaD)   type of flight control system.    The TWeaD program,  in which a 

three axis Control Augmentation System was developed for improving air-to- 

ground weapon delivery, was  funded under USAF Contract F33(615)-67-C-1101. 

Block diagrams of the  longitudinal and lateral-directional flight control 

system dynamics are presented in Figures 31 and 32.    The control systems gains 

were varied to achieve pre-selected combinations of longitudinal and lateral- 

directional flight control configurations  to be evaluated for each weapon 

delivery task.    A variety of longitudinal flying qualities, such as longitudinal 

short-period frequency and damping characteristics,  and stick force per g 

levels, were simulated by judiciously varying values  for the pitch rate feed- 

back gain, normal acceleration feedback gain,  and electrical linkage transmis- 

sion gain.    The ahort-perlod mode characteristics are  the eigenvalue charac- 

teristics of the augmented basic alrframe short-period mode.    Lateral-direc- 

tional aircraft configurations  that exhibited different flying qualities, such 

as augmented roll rate, proverse/adverse yaw response characteristics,  and 

Dutch roll mode frequency and damping characteristics were simulated.    The 

various roll rate response characteristics due to commanded roll rate were 

obtained by the proper variation of gain parameters defining  (1)  the trans- 

mission gain of the mechanical linkage between the aileron and lateral stick, 

(2)   the transmission gain of the electrical linkage between the aileron's 

servo and lateral stick,  and  (3)  the time constant of the prefliter network 

modifying the electrical roll rate command signal from the lateral stick force 

transducer.    Proverse/adverse yaw configurations were achieved by changing 

the aileron-to-rudder interconnect gain.    The various augmented Dutch roll 

mode frequency and damping characteristics were obtained by proper combination 

of computed sideslip rate feedback gain and lateral acceleration feedback gain 

parameters.    The range of each longitudinal and lateral-directional flying 

quality variation is shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 31. Generic TWeaD Longitudinal Flight Control System 
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Figure 32. Generic TWeaD Lateral-Directional Flight Control System 
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Figure 33. Longitudinal and Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities Variations for 
Aircraft Simulated in Manned Simulation Studies 
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The sight systems used for air-to-air gunnery were Director and Lead 

Confuting Optical Sight System (LCOSS),    For air-to-air gunnery,   the pilot was 

required to track a target aircraft, which was programmed to fly  the same pre- 

recorded maneuvers for all runs.    A description of the encounter geometry for 

the aerial gunnery nask is shown in Figure J4.    The HUD display used with these 

sights is shown in Figure 35.     These sight definitions are based on work re- 

ported in References 13 and 14. 

The air-to-ground gunnery sights used were the FDR,  and the Continuously 

Computed Impact Point  (CCIP)  sights.     In all air-to-ground weapon delivery 

tasks,  the aircraft was initialized with an airspeed of 450 kt, in a 30 degree 

dive, with a target at a range of 19,000 ft in the HUD fleld-of-vlew.    The 

air-to-ground gunnery attack sequence is illustrated in Figure 16. 

The piloting task for the air-to-ground gunnery mode,  using an FDR sight 

system, was  to track the target and to fire when the piloted aircraft simul- 

taneously achieved the most attainable set of speed,  flight path,  and altitude 

or range conditions  corresponding to the fixed reticle setting.    The pilot's 

tracking task for the CCIP gunnery sight differs from that of the FDR sight. 

With the CCIP sight,  the pilot achieves gunfire solution as long as he can 

maintain the CCIP reticle on the ground target. 

The HUD display used for air-to-ground gunnery is shown in Figure 36. 

On this display,  the maximum gun firing range was based on a three-second 

bullet time-of-flight  (to accommodate computer timing restrictions).    The 

"pull-up" cue was computed based on aircraft ground clearance altitude as a func- 

tion of flight path angle.    This  cue was displayed with respect to the ground 

speed velocity vector and was inertially roll stabilized.    The pitch ladder 

was displayed with respect to the airspeed velocity vector and was inertially 

roll stabilized. 

For the air-to-ground bombing mode, a derivative CCIP sight system called 

Future Impact Point  (FIP) was used.     In FIP bombing, a reticle is continuously 

displayed on the HUD to Indicate  to the pilot where the bomb will Impact when 

it is dropped at the future release conditions,  if present flight conditions 

are maintained.    The pilot's task is  to maintain the FIP reticle on the target 

until boob release.    The release of the bomb occurs when another symbol,  a 

Displayed Imoact Point  (DIP)   cross, which indicates the impact point for an 

immediately released bomb,  comes in coincidence with the FIP reticle.    The 

profile and basic HUD display for this bombing system are depicted in Figure 17. 

For bombing,  the HUD display shown in Figure  36 was modified with both the DIP 

cross and the bomb fall line between the ground speed velocity vector and 
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Figure 34. Description of Aerial Gunnery Encounter and Pilot Tracking 
Instructions for Manned Simulation Study 
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Figure 35. Air-to-Air Head Up Display for Generic Director and LCOSS Sights 
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Figure 36. Air to-Ground Gunnery Head-Up Display 
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plpper.    The FIP reticle computation was based on a bomb release altitude of 

2000 feet plus  altitude loss during pull up.    Detailed descriptions of each 

sight system used In the manned simulation study are given In Appendix 11. 

3.2    Pilot Evaluation of Aircraft Flying Qualities for Alr-to-Alr and Alr-to- 

Ground Weapon Delivery Tasks 

This section summarizes pilot comments on how variations in longitudinal 

and lateral-directional aircraft  flying qualities affected the different weapon 

delivery tasks.    In the precision tracking tasks, the pilots prefened the 

capability to make desired corrections in aircraft flight path or attitude 

quickly with minimum overshoot or undershoot in nulling the  tracking error. 

3.2.1    Pilot Evaluation of Longitudinal Flying Qualities - In Figures 37 

and 38,the shaded circular sectors in the negative half of the S-plane depict 

the ranges of short-period damping and frequency values acceptable  to the 

pilots.     The larger circular sectors comprise the ranges of variations for the 

longitudinal short-period mode aircraft configurations simulated. 

As shown in Figure 37,  the pilots accepted wider bands of longitudinal 

short-period mode variations for the FIP bombing task than they did for both 

the air-to-ground FDR and CCIP gunnery tasks.    For the air-to-ground gunnery 

tasks,  simultaneous increase In the short-period damping and frequency values 

resulted in the most improved tracking performance.    Within the pilot's accept- 

able region for the short-period mode,  tracking performance for the FIF 

bombing task improved as  the short-period frequency was increased. 

As shown in Figure 38,improved air-to-air gunnery tracking performance 

for the pilots resulted when both the longitudinal short-period damping and 

frequency characteristics were increased.    The pilots tolerated a wider range 

of damping variations for the Director tracking tasks than for the LCOSS track- 

ing tasks.    Also,  the pilots wanted a more responsive aircraft in terms of the 

short-period frequency characteristics  for the LCOSS configuration than for the 

Director configuration. 

Pilot comments  concerning different stlck-force-per-g variations consid- 

ered in the precision tracking phase o.': a weapon delivery task are summarized 

in Figure 39.    Pilot comnents Indicated a compromise value of around 4 Ib/g 

was probably best for both precision tracking and general aircraft maneuver- 

ability.    This parameter has an important effect on control harmony.     Figure 

39 indicates  that it has a limited range of acceptable values  for gunnery, but 

a significant range of acceptable values  for bombing.    The pilots commented 

that a value of 6 Ib/g greatly reduced aircraft pitch sensitivity with the FDR 

sight.    This sensitivity was not as noticeable with the other sights. 
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Figure 37. Pilot Evaluation of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency and 
Damping Variations for Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeaD Flight Control System) 
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Figure 38. Pilot Evaluation of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency and 
Damping Variations for Air-to-Air Gunnery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeaD Flight Control System) 
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Figure 39. Pilot Evaluation of Longitudinal Stick Force Per G Variations for 
Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeeD Flight Control System) 

3.2.2    Pilot Evaluation of Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities - Figure 

40 summarizes pilot ratings for the TWeaD aircraft configuration with different 

Dutch roll damping ratios.    The Dutch roll mode natural frequency was relatively 

constant for this set of damping variations.    The relatively large range of 

acceptable values for these parameter variations indicates that variation in 

Dutch roll damping is not usually significant during precision tracking. 

The pilot evaluations of proverse/adverse yaw flying qualities variations 

are  tabulated in Figure 41.    Except for the FDR air-to-ground gunnery task, 

where the pilots preferred a slightly proverse yaw configuration, the pilots 

preferred the baseline TWeaD configuration where the aircraft has a slightly 

adverse yaw tendency.    For the air-to-ground CCIP gunnery and FIP air-to-ground 

bombing tasks, the pilots favorably evaluated a wider range of preverse/adverse 

yaw variations. 

For the  commanded roll rate response variations given in Figure 42,  the 

pilots preferred the fastest roll rate response variation of .25 seconds for 

all the weapon delivery tasks.    This was  the only flying qualities characteris- 

tic that the pilots were able to decisively distinguish for the air-to-ground 

bombing task. 
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Figure 40. Pilot Evaluation of Lateral-Directional Dutch Roll Damping Variations for 
Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeaD Flight Control System) 
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Figure 41. Pilot Evaluation of Lateral-Directional Proverse/ Adverse Yaw Variations 
for Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeaD Flight Control System) 
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Figure 42. Pilot Evaluation of Lateral-Directional Commanded Roll Rate Response Variations 
for Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks 

(F-4 Aircraft Configured with TWeaD Flight Control System) 

3.3    Comparison of TAWDS Generated Impact Error Distribution with Impact 

Errors Measured from Manned Simulation Studies 

To show credibility for the TAWDS  programs,  the weapon accuracy computed 

by the TAWDS programs was  compared with measured values  from piloted manned 

simulation of air-to-ground bombing and air-to-air gunnery weapon delivery. 

The weapon impact error measurements were obtained in the manned simulation 

study by two USAF pilots,  flying the same aircraft configuration for the same 

flight conditions  corresponding to each weapon delivery task.     For air-to- 

ground bombing the aircraft was  configured with the baseline Tactical Weapon 

Delivery  (TWeaD)   flight control system and the FIP bombsight.     For air-to-air 

gunnery the attack aircraft was  configured with the baseline TWeaD flight 

control system and the Director gunsight.     In the manned simulation study, 

dynamic disturbances, such as wind gust and weapon release forces, were 

acting upon the aircraft.     Stationary source errors associated with sensor 

measurements were not implemented. 

In the TAWDS programs the same dynamic dist"     mces were modeled and the 

stationary source errors were set  to zero.    The  cracking errors were initialized 

in the TAWDS programs with the same values corres M  Jing to those in the manned 

simulation two seconds before weapon release» 
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For each weapon delivery mode, a pilot model which reproduced similar 

tracking error characteristics to those measured and validated on the manned 

simulator was incorporated into the TAWDS programs.  Selection of this pilot 

model is discussed in Sections 4 and 5. 

As shown in Figure 43, bomb impact points were obtained from two differ- 

ent pilots flying the same aircraft weapon delivery task. These impact points 

are plotted with respect to their average impact point for the 13 runs.  Super- 

imposed upon the impact points measured from the manned simulation is the bomb 

impact error bivariate normal distribution computed by the TAWDS(AG) program. 

This bivariate normal distribution represents an ellipsoidal area, in which 

39.3 percent of the bomb impact points should lie.  For this small sample size 

of thirteen, nine bomb impact points lie within the ellipsoidal area. Thus, 

Figure 43 shows that the variance of the weapon impact points computed by the 

covariance air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) program is still fairly representative of the 

weapon delivery accuracy results obtained from the pilot-in-the-loop simulation 

of the same weapon delivery tasks.  In a sample of 13 passes, there is a .95 

probability that three to nine impact errors will lie within the 39.3 percent 

bounds of the TAWDS(AG) distribution. 

For the air-to-air gunnery task, the TAWDS(AA) generated pass mean impact 

error distribution is compared to the mean impact error per pass measured from 

two different pilots flying the same aircraft weapci delivery task. Here 

two pilots flew the same air-to-air gunnery encounter four times.  In Figure 44 

the resulting impact points are plotted with respect to their average metin 

impact point.  The bivariate normal distribution of the TAWDS(AA) mean impact 

error per pass which defines the bounds for 39.3 percent of the raean impact 

points, is superimposed upon the individual mean impact errors per pass. 

Figure 44 shows that five of the eight mean impact points lie within the TAWDS(AA) 

generated mean impact e^ror per pass distribution.  In a sample of eight passes 

there is a .90 probability that two to five mean impact errorb will lie within 

the 39.3 percent bounds of the TAWDS(AA) distribution. 

Tne round-to-round impact error one sigma distribution was measured for 

each manned simulation aerial gunnery pass. These distributions are plotted 

in Figure 45 along with the round-to-round impact error about the pass mean 

point of impact distribution, computed by TAWDS(AA). Although the distributions 

obtained from the manned simulation runs tend to have more dispersion in 

traverse than in elevation, and the TAWDS(AA) distribution has more dispersion 

in elevation than in traverse, the results obtained from the simulation agree 

quite well with those obtained from TAWDS(AA). 
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The degree  of comparison between the TAWDS  computed impact errors  and 

the impact errors measured from the manned simulation runs  depends on how well 

the analytical pilot model simulates   the actual pilot  tracking task.     The 

development and validation of  the multi-axis pilot models used to simulate 

weapon delivery  tracking is  discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 45. Comparison of TAWDS(AA) Generated Round-to-Round Impact 
Error One Sigma Distribution 

(Round Impact Error per Pass Measured from Manned Simulation Study) 
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SECTION 4 

MULTI-AXT3 PILOT MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION 

During the development of the TAWDS all-dlgltal computer programs, repre- 

sentative multi-axis analytical pilot models were needed to properly simulate 

weapon delivery tracking tasks.  This section summarizes the development and 

validation of the multi-axis longitudinal and lateral-directional pilot models 

used to simulate aerial gunnery and air-to-ground weapon delivery precision 

tracking tasks. These models have been Incorporated Into the TAWDS programs. 

They were developed by analyzing time nistories of tracking error obtained 

from pilot-in-the-loop air combat simulation studies, the criterion being to 

ritch these response characteristics as closely as possible. This was accom- 

plished by using the Manned Air Combat Simulator computer program in a batch 

mode with the human pilot replaced by the pilot model.  It was not necessary 

to model the pilot's stick and rudder pedal motions exactly to satisfy this 

criterion since the damping and limited bandwidth of the aircraft and flight 

control system dynamics significantly reduce the effects of these motions. 

This criterion is considerably more severe than such statistical criteria 

as comparing the root-mean-square, mean, or standard deviation of the tracking 

error.  Statistical criteria are easy to satisfy because they do not consider 

the r.lme-vcrying characteristics of the tracking error in a particular time 

history trace. 

When pilots fly the same weapon delivery tracking task repeatedly under 

identical initial conditions, they can reproduce the same time history modal 

characteristics, but not Identical time history traces.  Consequently, compari- 

sons between the analytical pilot and human pilot weapon delivery task time 

histories will show the same correlation. Validation of the analytical pilot 

models is accomplished by measuring and comparing the describing function 

characteristics of the human and pilot models in the frequency domain. This 

frequency response correlation is not dependent on the time phase of the 

tracking errors and pilot aircraft commands between separate and repetitive runs. 

The principal criterion for determining whether the pilot model frequency 

response matches with human pilot frequency response is the difference in 

magnitude and phase values for the pilot model compared to the human pilot's 

gain and phase values at the principal tracking error frequencies.  Another 

standard for validation is to compare the lead characteristics between the 

pilot model and human pilot over the tracking error's frequency range. 
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4.1 The Precision Tracking Task 

The control task used In developing the pilot models was the nulling 

of elevation and traverse tracking errors during the terminal tracking 

phase of a weapon delivery encounter.   The precision tracking task con- 

sidered here is deterministic (as opposed to stochastic), in that the target 

is either fixed, as in the air-to-ground attack, or is not maneuvering in 

a random manner relative to the attacker, as in the terminal stage of an 

air-to-air encounter. As a result, the pilot readily sees the effect of 

his control inputs and is actively tracking the target. External dis- 

turbances, such as wind gusts, do not substantially affect the deterministic 

nature of the tracking task unless they are very large. 

4.2 Pilot Tracking Error Characteristics 

Figures 46 and 47 are time histories of the elevation and traverse tracking 

errors, the pilot's stick commands, and their corresponding rates for two 

aircraft using the Director gunsight. They describe the time interval from 

10 to 20 seconds in an air-to-air gunnery encounter and were taken from the 

manned simulation study reported in Section 5.4 and Appendix IV of Reference 

11. They are representative of the pilot's tracking error responses and 

were used in developing the pilot model structure. Stick rates are Included, 

because they show the pilot's command response better than stick position 

alone.  It was found that the time history characteristics of the pilot 

elevation and traverse tracking errors are similar, regardless of the pilot, 

the weapon delivery task, the aircraft flying qualities, and the sight 

system characteristics, all of which were varied in the manned simulation 

studies.  Some of these typical tracking error characteristics are also 

Illustrated in Figures 46 and 47 for two different aircraft configurations. 

Due to the pilot's interaction with the aircraft short-period dynamics 

and with the sight/geometry dynamics, the elevation tracking error contains 

two predominant modal components.  Both frequency components exhibit a limit 

cycle or low damped type of response. This is consistent with the elevation 

tracking error time history responses obtained in the FCRWD manned simulation 

study described in Section 3. It can, therefore, be assumed that these 

characteristics are quite general and apply to many elevation axis precision 

attitude tracking tasks. 
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•   Aircraft Configuration 
• Longitudinal Configuration: 

Short Period Damping - 0.5 
Short Parlod Draquancy - 3 rad/sec 

• Lateral Directional Configuration: 
F-4E with Gun on Waterline 

MCAIRTMt Pilot 

Figure 46.   Director Air-to-Air Gunnery Trecking Error and Aircraft Command 
Time Histories for Aircraft Configuration with Short-Period 
Damping • 0.50 and Frequency - 3.0 Rad/Sec 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 1500 Ft < Range < 1900 Ft) 
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*   Aircraft Configuration 
* Longitudinal Configuration: 

äiort-Period Damping - 0.7 
Short-Period Frequency ■ 5 rad/sec 

* Lateral-Directional Configuration: 
F-4E with Gun on Waterline 

MCAIR Teit Pilot ! 

J J_._.J  

Figure 47.    Director Air-to-Air Gunnery Tracking Error and Aircraft Command 
Time Histories for Aircraft Configuration with Short-Period 
Damping -> 0.70 and Frequency - 5.0 Red/Sec 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 1500 Ft < Range < 1900 Ft) 
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l'nllke the elevation tracking error, the traverse tracking error 

consists primarily of a limit cycle response, with a single frequency and 

a period ranging from A to 8 seconds (Figures 46 and 47). Occasionally, 

wind gust disturbances or relatively rapid pilot lateral stick action may 

decrease the period to as low as 2 or 3 seconds. The lower frequency of the 

traverse tracking error Is probably due to the pilot's concentrating more 

on reducing the elevation tracking error, and to the pilot technique of 

generating bank angle rate to reduce traverse error by commanding bank angle 

with stepwlse application of lateral stick. 

4.3 Pilot Models 

The longitudinal and lateral-directional pilot models, developed for 

terminal weapon delivery precision tracking in the TAWDS programs, are shown 

in Figure 48.  The elevation and traverse tracking error time histories 

obtained with these models have characteristics like those noted above for 

the pilot. 

The most difficult parameter values to select are the longitudinal and 

lateral transmission gains K,,,, and K.TT.  From a linear system viewpoint, re      AIL 
the damping for the overall pilot/alrcraft/geometry/slght system is approxi- 

mately neutral and these gains are the most critical in attaining this damping 

level.  A negative sign Is needed in the pilot models because of the tracking 

error sign convention. Tracking error is defined here as the plpper posi- 

tion with respect to the target, which means the target is taken as the 

reference. 

In Figure 48, the longitudinal gain parameter K^ is shown as a function 

of tracking range, and the lateral gain parameter K   is shown as a function 

of the elevation tracking error.  These variable gains are based on observa- 

tions and on pilot comments that the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes 

couple during weapon delivery precision tracking.  Figures 46 and 47, and 

other figures in Section 4.4, indicate that the pilot is more likely to 

coordinate his longitudinal and lateral commands by moving the stick radially. 

This means that the pilot acts as a radial controller by nulling both 

elevation and traverse tracking errors simultaneously. As a result, what 

might be Interpreted as inadvertent coupling may actually be intentionally 
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coupled (coordinated) commands. The radial controller approach was used 

in developing the longitudinal and lateral-directional pilot models. 

4.3.1 Longitudinal Pilot Model - The longitudinal pilot model treats 

the pilot as a proportional-plus-derivative observer of the tracking error 

input, e^ , with a deadzone on the error rate. This results in an effective, 

or projected, error, e'  , which is the tracking error projected a time interval 

into the future.  This projected error is then used, along with the output of 

the low-pass filter, to determine the pilot's rate input to the control stick, 

which acts as an integrator in the overall tracking loop.  If e_,T contains 

noise, or if its frequency is abo ^e the pilot's observation bandwidth, he will 

first smooth e EL' 
The longitudinal pilot gains K  and K , and the tracking 

error rate deadzone (DZ. ) are selected to produce the desired high-frequency 
Ea 

limit-cycle characteristic in the elevation tracking error. 

The low-frequency component in the elevation tracking error was obtained 

by using a low^pass filter in the longitudinal pilot model to approximate 

the pilot's averaging of the high-frequency component of the observed track- 

ing error.  The frequency of the low-frequency mode is controlled by the low- 

pass filter parameters and the gain IC . 

A second-order low-pass filter was selected because it is the simplest 

function that would give the desired pilot model tracking characteristics. 

A damping (C ) of 0.6 was chosen because it produces an almost "maximally 

flat" frequency response for this filter.  Results presented in the following 

section indicate that the natural frequency of the low pass filter, w , must 

be based on the type of weapon delivery sight. 

The effect of VL   on the tracking error response in the longitudinal 

pilot model is described as follows.  By assuming the elevation error rate 

deadzone to be zero, the longitudinal pilot model transfer function 

from the tracking error (e ) to the pilot's longitudinal force command (F x) EL LON 
is given by: 

FL0N   -W*3 +  (2Cnmn * KR> ^ + <% + KR 2V^ S + «1. + V ^ __   __ (14) 

'EL 8(8' + 2^ a + a.;) (TE 8 + D 

Figure 49 shows how the roots in the numerator of Equation 14 (the zeros of the 

longitudinal pilot model transfer function) vary as a function of the parameter 
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K. .  (The values of the other Equation 14 parameters presented in Figure 49 are 

those used in obtaining the tracking error responses for the Director sight.) 

The value of K thus controls the locations of tne complex zeros in the over- 

all longitudinal pilot model transfer function. Poles in the overall aircraft/ 

geometry/pilot tracking loop will be near these complex zeros, since the pilot 

gain, IC , will be relatively high to obtain a high-frequency component in e^. 

This results in a tracking mode similar to the low-frequency component noted for 

pilots. Based on results obtained so far, the deadzone does not substantially 

affect the low^frequency component in the elevation tracking error. 

For the various weapon systems considered, a range of values for the longi- 

tudinal pilot model's gain parameters has been determined. These are presented 

in Figure 50. Because these gain values affect the stability of the closed loop 

tracking task, their recommended values apply specifically only to the aircraft 

and weapon systems examined in this study. However, they can be used as a guide 

for other configurations. The parameters are: 

0 T_ - This prefilter time constant represents the pilot's capability 
E 
to smooth the observed elevation tracking error. 

0 ?,a)- These damping and frequency parameters of the pilot's low 
n  n 

pass filtering process represent his interaction with the elevation 

error's geometry/sight mode. 
0 IL - This gain parameter is used to adjust the amplitude of the low 

frequency component in the elevation tracking error. 
0 DZ.„ - This deadzone for the elevation error rate is needed to 

cE 
obtain the limit-cycle type of response in the high frequency 

i2 

n 

KR-1.5 KL = / 
fn « 0.6, Wn ■ 1 rad/sec 

1 
3.5 r/ 

2.5 rj 
1.5 CJ 

KL = 

3.5 2.5 1.5 

—oo-<> | 1 
-3 -2 -1 +1 

0P7S-0IM-4 

Figure 49.    Variation in Longitudinal Pilot Model Transfer Function Zeros with 
Low-Pass Filter Gain, KL 
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Weapon Delivery Task 

Longitudinal Pilot Model Parameters 

KpE KR 
(MR/SEC) 

KL K-fn) TE 

Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
FDR 

0.5 Kco-0.75 Kco 0.75-1.25 5.0 1.0-3.0 (1.0,0.6) 0.0-0.05 

Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
CCIP 

0.5 Kco-0.75 Kco 0.75- 1.25 5.0 1.0-3.0 (1.0, 0.6) 0.0-0.05 

Air-to-Ground Bombing 
FIP 

0.5 Kco-0.75 Kco 0.75-1.25 5.0 1.0-3.0 (0.5, 0.6) 0.0-0.05 

Air-to-Air Gunnery 
Director 

0.75 Kco-1.2 Kco 0.75   1.25 5.0 1.0-3.0 (1.0,0.6) 0.0-0.05 

Air-to-Air Gunnery 
LCOSS 

0-75 !<„,-0.9 Kco 0.75-1.25 5.0 1.0-3.0 (1.0,0.6) 0.0-0.05 

Kc0 - Elevation tracking error crossover gains due to aircraft's short-period mode 

bP7s-oee4-B 

Figure 50. Recommended Values for Longitudinal Pilot Model Parameters 
in Terms of the Aircraft Dynamics and Weapon Delivery Task 

i 

component.  Increasing DZ._, usually causes the amplitude to 

Increase and the frequency to decrease. 

0 KD - This gain parameter affects the amplitude of the high frequency 

component. With a small KD it has not been possible to obtain a 

stable high frequency component. 
0 Kpp - The longitudinal pilot model gain, which also affects the 

amplitude of the high frequency ccmponent, has to be datermined as 

a function of the weapon system gain margin stability characteristic. 

It has to be large enough to excite the high frequency component, 

but not large enough to cause the tracking to become unstaMe. 

Results have shown that this value can be related to the cro s-over 
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gain for the tracking mode, since the cross-over frequency for this 

mode Is closely related to the aircraft's augmented longitudinal 

short-period frequency. This characteristic is shown by a typical 

root locus for the elevation tracking error in Figure 51. The 

Integral representation for the pilot's stick command enables the 

pilot to vary his commands during maneuvering aerial combat flight 

conditions. 

4.3.2 Lateral-Directional Pilot Model - A block diagram of the lateral- 

directional pilot model that was developed is given in Figure 48.  Its 

traverse tracking error time history responses are similar to those seen lb 

Figures 46 and 47.  It has the characteristics of a single frequency, limit 

cycle response with a period ranging from 4 to 8 seconds. 

Like the longitudinal pilot model, the lateral-directional model is 

based on the assumption that the pilot acts as a proportional-plus-derivative 

observer of the traverse tracking error, t     ,  with a deadzone on the error 
TR 

rate.  This results in an effective or projected traverse error signal, e' , 

which the pilot uses to determine his lateral stick and rudder pedal deflection 

commands for attitude pointing. When e_0 contains noise or Its frequency TK 
is above the pilot's observation bandwidth, he will base t'    on a smoothed 

or filtered value of E  . Then multiplication of e'_ by appropriate gains 

will give the pilot model's lateral stick and rudder pedal position or 

force commands. 

A review of the pilot's lateral-directional commands during the manned 

simulation indicates that for the air-to-air terminal gunnery tracking task, 

his directional (rudder pedal) commands were usually negligible, (except during 

large maneuvers such as following the target through a snap roll reversal).  In 

addition, the pilot's rudder commands during bombing were usually negligible. 

Only during air-to-ground gunnery tracking in the presence of wind disturbances 

were the rudder pedal commands significant. 

The rudder commands are assumed to be directly related to the lateral 

stick commands because the pilot would try to coordinate lateral stick and 

rudder pedal commands (though not necessarily about the velocity vector). 

The lateral-directional pilot model Includes the feedback of attacker 

roll angle relative to the target, which could be used to modify the lateral 

stick commands based on the traverse tracking error. However, plots of differ- 

ential bank angle between the target and attacker aircraft indicate that 
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0 _              _ 
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Figure 51. Typical Root Locus for Elevation Tracking Error 

GPTtOaM-t 

the pilot probably does not use this variable as a primary Input. It Is 

doubtful that the pilot can accurately detect the differential roll angles 

typical of precision alr-to-alr tracking. In air-to-ground tracking the pilot 

may command significant roll angles to keep the plpper on the target during 

wind disturbances. As a result, It Is felt that the pilot uses the 

differential roll angle feedback primarily to stabilize excessive wing 

rocking.  On the other hand, during the acquisition phase, this feedback 

Is probably used by the pilot as a primary Input. As an example, the 

target's roll attitude can greatly aid the pilot to get near the target's 

turning plane In alr-to-alr combat, which he must do before beginning the 

terminal tracking phase. 

A range of values for the lateral-directional pilot model's gain para- 

meters has been determined for different system configurations. These values 

are presented In Figure 52. 

The gain parameters of the multl-Input, multi-output traverse pilot model 

structure are: 

0 x- - This time constant parameter represents the pilot's capability 

to smooth the observed traverse tracking error. 
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Weaoon Delivary 

Traverw Pilot Model Parameter*                            I 

DZ«T 
(MR/sec) 

DZ0 
(deg) ** KRTR KAIL KRUD TT 

Air-to-Ground Gunnery (FDR) 

Air-to-Ground Gunnery (CCIP) 

Air-to-Ground Bombing (FIP) 

Air-to-Air Gunnery 
(Director) 

Air-to-Air Gunnery (LCOSS) 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

5.0 

(0.0-0.1) 

(0.0-0.1) 

(0.0-0.1) 

(0.0-0.1) 

(0.0-0.1) 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

<1.8 

<1.8 

<0.9 

<0.36 

<0.6 

0.0-6.2 

0.0-6.2 

0.0-3.5 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0-0.05 

0.0-0.05 

0.0-0.05 

0.0-0.05 

0.0-0.05 

aP7S-0M4-7 

Figure 52. Recommended Range of Values for Traverse Pilot Model Parameters for 
Different Weapon Delivery Tasks 

0 DZ._ - This threshold describes the pilot's ability to perceive 
ef 

traverse error rates. 

K---, KAT - These gain parameters affect the amplitude and frequency 

of the traverse error. The proper value of these gains, needed to 

reproduce the 4 to 8 second period traverse error response, can be 

determined by linear stability analysis. 

0 ^nim ~ This 8a^n Parameter enables the model to command rudder 

deflections. It permits the tracking techniques of different 

pilots to be modeled. A review of manned simulations indicates that 

for the air-to-air terminal gunnery tracking task, directional 

(rudder pedal) commands were usually negligible. For the air-to- 

ground Fixed Depressed Reticle tracking task In the presence of 

wind disturbances, rudder pedal deflection commands were found 

to be significant. 

0 DZ , K - These gain parameters, which relate the pilot's lateral 

stick forces due to the sensed differential bank angle between the 

target and attacker, are used to prevent excessive wing rocking. 
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4.4 Pilot Model Validation 

This section presents representative tracking responses of the pilot 

model and of two Air Force pilots (Pilot A and Pilot B) for the weapon 

delivery tasks simulated In the manned simulation study.  Both time history 

and frequency response curves are presented for the tracking errors and the 

aircraft commands. Although different aircraft configurations were used in de- 

veloping and validating pilot models for weapon delivery as described in the 

Flight Control Requirements for Weapon Delivery Background Information Rtport, 

tracking responses are only shown in this section for the F-4E aircraft con- 

figured with the TWeaD flight control system and the gunline oriented along 

the body-X axis. 

The pilot model parameter values used in obtaining the tracking responses 

are summarized in Figure 53. These values are for the same air-to-air and air-to- 

ground encounters in the manned simulation described in Section 3.2. This 

model was developed by correlating its dominant frequency characteristics 

in the elevation and traverse tracking error time histories with those of 

the two Air Force pilots.  Its validity is shown by comparing its frequency 

response characteristics to those of the two pilots. 

Time history curves are presented for the elevation and traverse tracking 

errors and for the longitudinal stick, lateral stick>and rudder pedal force 

commands. These curves,which are for the time interval from 10 to 20 seconds 

in both air-to-air and air-to-ground encounters, show how the pilot model 

tracking error responses are similar to those of the two USAF pilots. 

The frequency responses corresponding to the tracking error and pilot 

aircraft commands for the time interval from 5 to 20 seconds are presented 

to show their similarity between the pilot model and human pilot closures. 

They were obtained with the computer programs described in Appendix VII. 

The program responses Include: 

0 The longitudinal and lateral-directional gain and phase curves. They 

directly relate the elevation tracking error to the longitudinal 

stick commands and the traverse tracking error to the lateral stick 

commands. Associated with these curves are "lo" confidence bands. 
2       2 0 The multiple coherence functions, Y-   and Y-   for the longitudinal 
T.OM       T^AT 

(F.-..) and lateral (FT ._) stick force commands.  Since the elevation LON LAT 
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Pilot Model Parameter Values                                             | 

Longitudinal Lateral Directional         | 

Sight KpE KR KL wn KAIL KRUD 

Director 6.3 1.0 2.5 1.0 0.36 0.0 

LCOSS 9.3 1.0 2.5 1.0 0.6 0.0 

FDR 5.4 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.8 6.2 

CCIP 5.4 0.75 1.0 ^.0 1.8 6.2 

FIP 2.1 0.75 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.0 

Parameters 
Not 
Chang td 

Te = 0. fn = 0.6, DZ^   = 0.005 rad/sec 
^T-O'KRTR-1O,K0 = O 

DZ-   = 0.005 rad/sec 

0F7S0M4-I 

Figure 53. Summary of Pilot Model Parameter Values Used With F-4 TWeaD 
Aircraft Simulation 
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and traversa tracking errors are usually weakly correlated, YpTf)N is 

a close approximation to the fraction of the longitudinal stick force 

that is llntarly related to the elevation tracking error.  Likewise, 
2 

^FTAT ^
S
 
a c^ose approximation to the fraction of the lateral stick 

force that is linearly related to the traverse tracking error. As noted 

in Appendix VII, the confidence bands usually Increase as the multiple 

coherence functions decrease. 
c The stick force spectrum and remnant curves. These curves show the 

frequency content of the stick commands and that part of the stick 

commands not linearly related to the tracking errors.  It may be 
2 

noted that (1-YF  ) times the longitudinal stick force spectrum is 
rLON 

the longitudinal stick force remnant, and that the same relationship 

holds for the lateral stick force and rudder pedal remnants. 
0 The elevation and traverse tracking error spectra. They give the 

frequency content of the tracking error time histories. 

4.4.1 Representative Air-to-Air Gunnery Tracking Responses - This section 

presents tracking responses of the pilot model and two pilots for the Director 

and LCOSS gunsights. The Director sight is considered first, with time histories 

of tracking errors and commands given In Figure 54. In this three-page figure, 

the elevation and traverse tracking error curves for the two USAF pilots and 

pilot model have the dominant frequency component characteristics described in 

Section 4.2 for a pilot. This is confirmed by the tracking error spectra. 

It is interesting to note the similarity in the traverse tracking error 

curves, even though the lateral stick commands of the pilots and the pilot 

model are very different. The difference is due to the pulsed nature of the 

human pilot's commands which results in higher frequency components.  However, 

these higher frequencies are filtered from the traverse tracking error by 

the low-pass dynamics of the lateral-directional aircraft axes. 

The difference \n the longitudinal command curves is also due primarily 

to the absence of higher frequency components in the pilot models' commands. 

The different reference levels for these commands in Figure 54 is due to the 

different longitudinal trim force values used.  In the FCRWD air-to-air 

simulation runs, the pilots were Instructed to trim the longitudinal stick 

force at the start of the run to a value they desired. The trim value for 

the pilot model is a scaling factor for plotting in Figure 54. 
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Figur» 54. Director Air-to-Air Gunnery Tracking Error and Aircraft Command 

Time Histories for F4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 1500 Ft < Range < 1900 Ft) 
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Figure 55 shows longitudinal gain and phase curves which linearly 

relate the elevation tracking error to the longitudinal stick force command. 

Also shown is the multiple coherence curve for the longitudinal stick force. 

Corresponding spectral curves are given in Figure 56 for the elevation track- 

ing error, and the longitudinal stick force and its remnant. These curves in 

Figures 55 and 56 are very similar for the two pilots and the pilot model. 

This close similarity resulted because the criterion used in developing the 

pilot model was to approximate the pilot's elevation tracking error frequency 

characteristics. 

The lateral gain and phase curves and the multiple coherence curves are 

shown in Figure 57.  Corresponding spectral curves are shown in Figure 58. 

These curves are very similar for the two pilots, indicating their control 

dynamics for this steady state 4g encounter with the Director sight and this 

particular aircraft were essentially the same.  In addition, the traverse 

tracking error spectra for the pilots and the pilot model are also similar. 

At frequencies below approximately 5 rad/sec, the pilot and pilot model gain 

and phase curves are similar.  Above this frequency, the difference is due 

to the presence of higher frequency components in the pilot's lateral stick 

force commands. 

Time histories of tracking errors and commands for the two USAF pilots 

and pilot model using the LCOSS sight are given in Figure 59. The curves in 

this three-page figure are similar to those presented in Figure 54 for the 

Director sight, although the pilots had more difficulty in controlling the 

traverse tracking error. In addition. Pilot A made some use of the rudder in 

Figure 59. However, the pilots usually did not use the rudder during the time 

Interval shown, which is for a steady state 4 g portion of the air-to-air 

gunnery encounter. Corresponding to Figure 59, Figure 60 shows longitudinal 

gain, phase, and multiple coherence curves while Figure 61 shows the spectral 

curves.  Figures 62 and 63 contain lateral axis pilot frequency responses and 

spectral curves.  In general the comnsnts given above for comparing the pilots 

and pilot model tracking responses wich the Director sight are also applicable 

to the LCOSS sight. For air-to-air gunnery the frequency response character- 

istics of the pilot model compare favorably with those of the human pilots 

within the frequency bandwidth of the tracking error. 

The primary difference in the frequency responses in Figures 55 to 58 

and Figures 60 to 63 for the Director and LCOSS sights is in the pilot phase 
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Figure 63. Lateral Spectral Responses for Air-to-Air Gunnery Tasks with 
LCOSS Sight and F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration 
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angles. In the longitudinal axis, there is less phase lag with the LCOSS sight 

than there is for the Director sight. In the lateral axis, the phase curves 

are quite discontinuous for the LCOSS sight in comparison with the Director sight. 

4.4.2 Representative Air-to-Ground Gunnery Tracking Responses - This sec- 

tion presents tracking responses with the air-to-ground CCIP gunsight first, and 

then the Fixed Depressed Reticle gunsight. These responses were obtained with 

Dryden continuous and discrete gust disturbances acting on the aircraft. Time 

history curves of the tracking errors and connnands for the two USAF pilots and 

pilot model are given in Figure 64 for the CCIP sight. In this three-page figure, 

both pilots are allowing the plpper move up to the target instead of controllina 

the elevation tracking error about null during the time period before the firing 

range is reached. This is a characteristic way of using the CCIP sight. 

The linear offset of the elevation tracking errors seen in Figure 64 is 

removed by detrending (as described in Appendix VII) before the frequency re- 

sponse curves are computed. To avoid the programming task required to make 

the longitudinal pilot model fly this type of tracking error profile like the 

actual pilots,the initial dive angle of the encounter was modified by a couple 

of degrees so that the elevation tracking error would vary approximately about 

zero. 

In the FCRWD air-to-ground simulation runs, the longitudinal stick force 

was trimmed to the correct initial stick force, but the pilot could vary this 

trim value if he desired. The pilot was instructed not to change the trim 

value after the start of a run. 

The traverse tracking error curves are similar in Figure 64. In these 

two runs, the pilots did not use the rudder, although they sometimes did on the 

air-to-ground gunnery runs with the CCIP sight. 

The pilot's longitudinal gain and phase curves in Figure 65 for the CCIP 

sight are very similar to those for the Director and LCOSS sights. However, 

the multiple coherence curves for the CCIP sight are more discontinuous, and 

sometimes lower in value than for the air-to-air sights. This is due in part 

to the presence of wind gusts in this air-to-ground run. The pilot model and 

pilot gain and phase curves in Figure 65 are similar in the low frequency region, 

but differ in the higher frequency region above approximately 5 rad/sec. This 

is due to the absence of higher frequency components in the pilot model conmands, 

as shown by the spectral and remnant curves in Figure 66. For this alr-to- 
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Figurt 64.   CCIP Air-to-Ground Gunnory Tracking Error and Aircraft Command 
Tima Historias for F-4 TWaaD Aircraft Configuration 

(450 Kt. 30° Dive) 
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Figur« 64. CCIP Air-to-Ground Gunnary Tracking Error and Aircraft Command 
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ground weapon delivery task, the frequency response characteristics of the 

pilot model compare favorably with those of the human pilots within the frequency 

bandwidth of the tracking error. 

For this series of runs with the CCIP sight, the lateral gain curves 

In Figure 67 are approximately the same for the pilots and pilot model, al- 

though the phase curves differ considerably, even for the two pilots. The 

three traverse tracking error spectra in Figure 68 are very similar, which 

should be expected since their time history curves in Figure 64 were also very 

similar.  The lateral stick command spectra for the two pilots in Figure 67 

are also very similar, and indicate that the pilot's lateral commands Include 

significant amplitudes for frequencies up to 5 or 6 rad/sec. 

Time history curves for the Fixed Depressed Reticle (FDR) sight are given 

in Figure 69 while corresponding longitudinal and lateral-directional frequency 

response curves are given in Figures 70 to 73.  These curves, which were not 

available for Pilot B, are very similar to thosa for the CCIP sight.  Since the 

pilot made significant use of rudder pedal commands, his directional gain and 

phase curves and corresponding spectra are included in Figures 72 and 73, The 

directional curves for the pilot model are not given, since they arr propor- 

tional to the corresponding lateral curves. The comments given above for the 

pilots and pilot model tracking responses with the CCIP sight are also appli- 

cable in general to the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight. 

4.4.3 Representative Alr-to-Ground Bombing Tracking Responses - This 

section presents tracking responses for the FIP bonding task, whose tracking 

dynamics are similar to those associated with velocity vector tracking. 

Time history curves of tracking errors and commands for two USAF pilots and the 

pilot model are shown in Figure 74. These curves were obtained with Dryden con- 

tinuous and discrete gusts acting on the aircraft.  In this three-page figure, 

the high frequency component in the elevation tracking error is not as evident 

as it was for the gunnery sights. This is confirmed by the elevation tracking 

error spectra. The longitudinal gain, phase, and multiple coherence curves are 

shown in Figure 75 and the corresponding spectral and remnant curves are given 

in Figure 76. The elevation tracking error spectra in Figure 76 are very similar 

for both the pilots and the pilot model, even though the command spectrum for 

the pilot model does not have the high frequency components that the pilot's 

command spectra possess.  Figure 77 shows the lateral gain, phase$and multiple 
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Figure 67.  Lateral Frequency Responses for Airto-Ground Gunnery Tasks with 
CCIP Sight and F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration 

(450 Kt, 30° Dive) 
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Figure 68. Lateral Spectral Responses for Air-to-Ground Gunnery Tasks with 
CCIP Sight and F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration 

(450 Kt, 30° Dive) 
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Figure 70. Longitudinal Frequency Responses for Air-to-Ground Gunnery Tasks with 
FDR Sight and F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration 
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Figure 71. Longitudinal Spectral Responses for Air-to-Ground Gunnery Tasks with 
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Figure 74. FIP Air-to-Ground Bombing Tracking Error and Aircraft Command 
Time Histories for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configuration (Continued) 

(450 Kt, 30° Dive) 
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coherence curves, with Figure 78 showing the corresponding spectral and rem- 

nant curves.  The discontinuous nature generally observed for the pilots' 

lateral gain and phase curves when using the FTP sight is evident in Figura 78. 

For the bombing task the pilot model frequency response characteristics are com- 

parable to those of the human pilots within the frequency bandwidth of the 

tracking error. 

4.5 TWeaD Flight Test Results 

The validity of the results obtained with the TAWDS programs depends to a 

significant extent on the quality of the analytical multi-axis pilot model and, 

consequently, on the criteria for its development.  The principal criterion is 

the matching of the dominant characteristics in the elevation and traverse 

tracking error time histories measured from the pilot-in-the-loop simulations. 

It is Important to establish whether or not the tracking error criteria are 

appropriate for the real world of flight.  Therefore, results from 

the actual flight test records obtained during the TWeaD evaluation flight test 

program were used to compare with those results obtained from the simulation 

and analytical studies. 

Numerous air-to-air gunnery elevation and traverse tracking responses 

for the TWeaD configured F-4 aircraft with an iron sight are documented in 

Reference 2.  Two representative responses are shown in Figure 79. One is 

very similar to the constant 4g segment of the manned simulation tracking task 

described in Figure 34.  (It is nearly the same high speed flight condition, and 

the tracking dynamics of the iron sight tracking task are similar to those of 

the Director tracking task.) The other response shows that the elevation track- 

ing error characteristics for the F-4 TWeaD aircraft with a different aileron- 

to-rudder interconnect gain are the same for a different maneuvering target. 

It also shows that rudder commands produce a predominantly low frequency 

second order response. 

Just as in the manned and analytical pilot studies, the elevation tracking 

error contains two distinct frequency components that exhibit a limit cycle or 

lowly damped response characteristics. The traverse error response is predomi- 

nantly low frequency. 

In Reference 5 many tracking responses for the bombing task have similar 

elevation and traverse characteristics.  In these high speed, 30° dive bombing 

tasks, the pilot was using a Fixed Depressed Reticle sight.  A representative 

air-to-ground bombing tracking error time history from Reference 5 is shown in 

Figure 80.  The tracking error characteristics illustrated in Figure 80 are 
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shown to be similar to those of the multi-axis analytical pilot, illustrated 

in Figure 74. 

In this section, the developed multi-axis analytical pilot models have 

been shown to be appropriate and adequate for simulating the pilot performing 

weapon delivery. These pilot models were incorporated into the TAWDS programs, 

and were used to evaluate how aircraft flying qualities affect weapon delivery 

effectiveness. These flying qualities analyses are presented in the next section. 
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SECTION  5 

TAWDS ANALYSES OF AIRCRAFT FLYING QUALITIES 

After establishing that  wh«. analytical pilot models were appropriate for 

simulating the pilot performing weapon delivery,  these models were incor- 

porated into the Terminal Aerial Weapon Delivery Simulation  (TAWDS) pro- 

grams.    The TAWDS programs were used to evaluate weapon delivery accuracy 

for manually coupled aircraft weapon systems performing air-to-air gunnery, 

air-to-ground gunnery,and air-to-ground bombing weapon delivery tasks.     For 

a specific number of aircraft weapon system configurations,   corresponding to 

those flown by the two USAF pilots in the manned simulation studies,  this 

weapon effectiveness analysis was performed to  (1)  determine the best range of 

flying qualities   for aircraft  to attain maximized weapon delivery effective- 

ness,   (2)  demonstrate the methodology formulated in the TAWDS  computer pro- 

grams,  and (3) provide guidelines  for the best set of aircraft flying quali- 

ties needed to attain maximum kill probability  for air-to-air and air-to- 

ground weapon delivery.     In this section,  the TAWDS air-to-air and air-to- 

ground flying qualities evaluation studies and results  are presented.     The use 

of the TAWDS set of flying qualities in formulating guidelines  for flight 

control system requirements are discussed in Section 6. 

5.1    Description of TAWDS Flying Qualities Evaluation Studies 

These analytical weapon delivery effectiveness studies took into account 

the interacting dynamic characteristics of the integrated airframe/flight 

control/pilot/sight/geometry/weapon system for the various aircraft studied. 

In this study,  the measure used for weapon delivery effectiveness is  relative 

kill probability, which is the ratio of the kill probability for various air- 

craft configurations with a given weapon sight system to the kill probability 

corresponding to the baseline F-A TWeaD configuration with the same sight 

system.    As diagrammed in Figure 81,  the bias and round-to-round Impact errors 

generated by the TAWDS programs  are transformed into kill probabilities assuming 

realistic values  for target areas and conditional probabilities for weapon 

lethality. 

The probability of achieving a kill per burst or pass, written in terms 

of ensemble burst or pass statistics is summarized by: 

I 
K/BURST 

on oo 

// 
—CO "00 

<* -   <* - PH/b PK/H>  U)P(V  bt)dbedbt (15) 
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P(b„, bj = 
e' t   2TTa.  a. 

b  bt e  t 

exp  -1/2 
(be - be)  , (bt - bt) 

2 
°b 

»-  e 

(16) 

H/b  2TTO  a 
re rt TARGET 

// 
exp -1/2 

rK/H  -j* 

2^ 

^ - be)  , (rt - bt) 
dr dr 

e t 
(17) 

(18) 

where: 

P(b , b ) Is the probability density function of the burst or pass bias 

Impact (b , b ). 

P„ ,, is the probability that an individual round within the burst or pass 

impacts within the presented area of the target. 

P , is the single round probability of target kill given a hit on its 

presented area, as approximated by the ratio A^/Ap. 

A- is the target presented area from the line-of-sight approach aspect 

Ay is the target vulnerable area corresponding to A^. 

n is the number of rounds in the burst. 

For the air-to-ground bombing task,the number of rounds in the burst becomes 

just one. 

The TAWDS programs simulated the terminal tracking and gunfiring or bomb 

release segments of the weapon delivery tasks. These segments of the attack 

geometry for each weapon delivery task are similar to those flown in the 

manned simulation tests.  For all air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks where 

the attack aircraft is in a 30° dive at a speed of 450 kt, a two second 

precision tracking task prior to bomb release or gunfiring is simulated. 

The gunfiring phase occurs continuously for one second prior to initiating 

a 4g pull up maneuver to clear the ground at an altitude of 500 ft. 

For the air-to-air encounter occurring at Mach 0.8, 10,000 ft altitude 

where the attack aircraft is tracking a Ag target at a 2000 ft range, a six 

second precision tracking task is simulated. During this terminal weapon 
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delivery task, the pilot fires the gun as dictated by firing logic which Is 

a function of the digital pilot's estimated gun fire solution. 

The flying qualities of the various aircraft analyzed by the TAWDS 

programs are similar to those considered in the manned simulation studies. 

For both the air-to-ground Mach 0.7 and alr-to-alr Mach 0.8 flight condi- 

tions, the longitudinal and lateral-directional aircraft configurations 

are tabulated In Figures 82 and 83.  The generic longitudinal and lateral- 

directional TWeaD flight control systems are Illustrated In Figures 84 and 

85 respectively.  The longitudinal time history responses due to longitudinal 

stick step Inputs are presented In Figures 86 and 87 for the longitudinal 

TWeaD aircraft configurations tabulated In Figure 82.  For these longitudinal 

responses, the short-period mode characteristics are the resultant eigenvalue 

characteristics of the augmented baplc alrframe short-period mode. Consequently, 

the resultant time history responses are not second order as the short-period 

nomenclature Implies.  The lateral-directional time history responses due to 

lateral stick step Inputs are shewn In Figures 88 and 89 for the lateral- 

directional aircraft configurations depicted In Figure 83.  in addition to 

the aircraft flying qualities configurations for the air-to-ground Mach 0.7 

flight condition, several configurations for the air-to-ground Mach 0.5 

flight condition were analyzed to demonstrate the interaction of attack geometry 

kinematics with aircraft flying qualities. 

The TAWDS air-to-ground weapon delivery results reported here are for 

the FDR and CCIP air-to-ground gunnery, and FIF bombing modes.  In these 

analyses, the stationary source errors considered are those associated with 

the sight systems for the air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks.  The along- 

track and cross-track stationary source error standard deviations for these 

tasks are defined in Figures 90 through 92. The dynamic source errors modeled 

are gust disturbances, weapon release forces and pilot remnant. These error 

sources are described in Figure 93. 

For the air-to-air gunnery task, the aircraft was configured with a 

Director or LC0SS sight.  The along-track and cross-track error sources 

associated with these sights are presented in Figures 94 and 95. The dynamic 

source errors for the air-to-air gunnery tasks are gust disturbances and gun 

recoil forces.  The values for these disturbance sources are the same as 

those for the air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks. 
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Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery Tasks - Mach 0.7, 5,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition 

Case 
■ 

Flying Qualities 
Variations 

Aircraft Characteristics Flight Control System Parameters            | 

F$/G fsp "sp K* Knz KE K| KM KRL GC<»> 1 

1    1 
Short-Period Frequency Variations 4lb/G 0.7 3.6 0.16 00 0.134 00 0.259 0.75 1.0  { 

1   2 4.5 0.5 20 0.8 1.0 0.58 2.2 Gps) 

3 0.7 6.4 1.0 40 1.6 4.0 2.2 GFs) 

4 Short-Period Frequency Variations 0.5 3.25 0.55 00 0.12 0.0 0.223 0.75 1.0 

5 3.9 0.25 10 0.4 1.0 0.58 2.2 GFs) 

6 5.1 0.5 4.5 1.42 4.0 
■ 

7* 4lb/G 5.4 0.5 20 0.8 

8 Stick Force per G Variations 2lb/G 5.4 0.5 1.6 

9 4lb/G 0.8 r 

10 6lb/G 0.5 5.4 0.5 2.0 0.533 4.0 0.S8 2.2 GF(s)J 

Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks - Mach 0.8, 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition 

Case 
Flying Qualities 

Variations 
Flight Control System Parameters            | 

F,/G f«E. •^sp •<$ Knz «E K| KM KRL Gcs) 

21 Short-Period Damping Variations 4ib/G 0.33 4.5 0.25 1.0 0.384 4.0 0.58 2.2 
i 

GFs) 

22 0.6 4.5 0.5 30 1.018 1.0 

23 0.88 4.5 0.7 6.3 1.95 1.0 

24 Short-Period Frequency Variations 4lb/G 0.6 4.5 0.5 3.0 1.018 1.0 

25 0.6 6.0 0.7 42 1.425 4.0 

26 
i 

Stick Force per G Variations 2lb/G 0.5 5.5 0.5 2.0 1.637 4.0 

27* 

28 

4lb/G 

6 Ib/G 0.5 
1 

5.5 0.5 2.0 

0.818 

0.545 4.0 0. 58 2.2 GF(s)J 
Forward Loop (0.25$ + 1) (0.1s + 1) 

Compensation: Gc(s) =   
h (s+ 1) (0.05s+ 1) 

'Bateline F-4 TWuD Longitudinal Configuration 

OP7S-OM4 41S 

Figure 82.  Longitudinal Flight Control System Configurations for 
Aircraft Weapon Delivery Tasks 
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Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery Tasks - Mach 0.7, 5,000 Ft Altitude Flight Conditions 

Case Flying Qinlitiat 
Variations 

Aircraft Characteristics Flight Control System Paranwtars        | 

TR fo wo Pa/fLAT Kmc Km. KARI Knv "rr TR 

11 Dutch Roll Mode Damping Variations 0.33 0.2 3.5 0.15 2.87 1.0 1.0 30.0 2.1 0.33] 

12 0.4 3.4 4.0 

13' 0.6 3.3 5.7 

14 0.8 3.0 0.15 7.2 

15 Proverse/Adverse Yaw Variations 0.6 3.3 0.4 -10.0 5.7 

16 0.15 1.0 

17 0.33 -0.4 2.87 1.0 20.0 0.33 

18 Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations 0.25 0.15 0.1 3.33 1.0 0.25 

19 0.33 0.15 0.1 3.33 1.0 0.33 

1 20 0.5 0.6 3.3 0.15 0.1 3.33 1.0 30.0 6.7 0.5 

Air-to-Air Weapon Delivery Tasks - Mach 0.8, 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition 

Case 
Flying Qualities 

Variations 

Aircraft Characteristics Flight Control System Parameters       | 

rR fD wD ^/FLAT Kmc Km. KARI Kny Krr TR 

29 Dutch Roll Mode Damping Variations 0.33 0.2 3.7 0.12 2.87 1.0 1.0 30.0 2.4 0.33 

30 0.4 4.0 

31* 0.6 57 

32 0.8 0.12 1.0 7.4 

33 Proverse/Adverse Yaw Variations 0.6 0.3 -10.0 5.7 

34 0.12 1.0 

35 -0.3 20.0 

36 Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations 0.33 0.12 2.87 1.0 1.0 0.33 | 

37 
1 0.5 0.12 0.1 3.33 3.33 0.5 

38 1.0 0.6 3.7 0.12 0.1 3.33 3.33 30.0 5.7 1.0   | 

Baton..» F 4 TWuD Liwral Di-»ct)on«l Configuration Or7»0M4 4U 

Figure 83.  Lateral-Directional Flight Control System Configurations for 
Aircraft Weapon Delivery Tasks 
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Figure 85.    Generic Lateral-Directional TWeaD Flight Control System 
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Longitudinal Short-Period 
Mode Configurations: 
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Figure 86.    Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal 
Stick Command for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations 

(Mach 0.7 at 5,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Figure 86.    Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal Stick Command 
for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations (Continued) 

(Mach 0.7 at 5000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Figure 86.    Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal Stick 
Command for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations 
(Concluded) 
(Mach 0.7 at 5,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Figure 87.  Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal Stick 
Command for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Figure 87.    Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal Stick 
Command for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations 
(Continued) 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Figure 87.    Longitudinal Responses Due to Unit Step Longitudinal Stick 
Command for Various Longitudinal Aircraft Configurations 
(Concluded) 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition) 
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Along-Track Error Source Error Magnitude 
(1o Standard Deviation) 

{    Airspeed 4.7 kt 

1   Along-Track Wind 5 kt               | 

I    Angle-of-Attack 6 mils 

j   Aircraft Weight Estimation 2000 lb 

Pilot Timing 1 sec 

I    Pitch Angle 2 deg 

j   Pipper Elevation Positioning 1 mils 

Altitude 100 ft                I 

'   Muzzle Velocity Estimation 50 ft/sec             | 

Gun Elevation Boresight 1.5 mils 

!      Cross-Track Error Source 
Error Magnitude 

(lo Standard Deviation) 

|   Cross-Track Wind 

1   Sideslip Angle 

j   Bank Angle 

Pipper Azimuth Positirning 

Gun Azimuth Positioning 

5       kt 

8       mils 

3       deg 

1        miJs              | 

1.5     mils 

OP7t-0M4-lM 

Figure 90. Sample Stationary Source Error Standard Deviations for the 
Air-to-Ground Gunnery Fixed Depressed Reticle Sight 
(Altitude Option) 
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Along-Track Error Source Error Magnitude 
(la Standard Deviation) 

Along-Track nertial Velocity 4 ft/sec 

Vertical 1 nertial Velocity 3 ft/sec 

Airspeed 3 kt 

Pitch Angle 2.24 mils 

Pipper Elevation Positioning 1.41 mils 

Radar Range Measurement 1.5 % 

Radar Elevation Positioning 1.73 mils 

Muzzle Velocity SO ft/sec 

Gun Elevation Boresight 1.5 mils 

Cross-Track Error Source 
Error Magnitude 

(la Standard Deviation) 

Cross-Track Inertial Velocity 4             ft/sec 

Heading Angle 2.24           mils 

Sideslip Angle 3              mils 

Pipper Azimuth Positioning 1.41            mils 

Gun Azimuth Boresight 1.5             mils 

G"71-0M4-3t7 

Figure 91.   Sample Stationary Source Error Standard Deviations 
for the Air-to-Ground Gunnery Continuoulsy 
Computed Impact Point Sight 
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Along-Track Error Source Error Magnitude 
(la Standard Deviation) 

Along-Track Inertial Velocity 2 ft/sec 

Vertical Inertial Velocity 2 ft/sec 

Airspeed 0 ft/sec 

Pitch Angle 2 mils 

Pipper Elevation Positioning 2 mils 

Radar Range Measurement 1 % 

Radar Elevation Positioning 2 mils 

Bomb Ejection Velocity 1.5 ft/sec 

Rack Release Time Delay 0.1 tenths of a sec 
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Figure 92.   Sample Stationary Source Error Standard Deviations for the 
Air-to-Ground Bombing Future Impact Point Sight 
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Dryden Wind Gust Model 

*M=   WG 

where    WQ    is the root mean square value of the wind gust velocity (ft/sec) 
u      is the airspeed of the aircraft (ft/sec) 
to      is frequency (rad/sec) 
L      is 1000 ft if altitude > 1000 ft above sea level 

altitude (ft) if altitude < 1000 ft above sea level 

In TAWDS Sample Runs, 

Pilot Remnant 

WQ    =6 ft/sec 

White Noise- 
K2 S + K3 

■ pilot remnant 

Weapon Sight Channel «I K2 K3 

Gun 

Fixed 
Depressed 
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Directional 

0.00643 
0.02140 
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1 
1 
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Continuously 
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Impact 
Point 
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Lateral 
Directional 

0.01107 
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Directional 
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Figure 93. Sample Dynamic Source Errors 
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Error Sources Error Magnitude        1 
(la Standard Deviation 

1    Airspeed 4.7 ft/sec                I 

1    Angle-of-Attack 3 mils                  | 

1    Altitude 100ft 

Line-of-Sight Rates 10 mils/sec per Axis 
at 1500 ft Range 

Second Order Correlation 1 

Damping 0.5 

1            Bandwidth 6.1 Hz                  \ 

Range 30 ft                   1 

Range Rate 0.                   1 

{   HUD Alignment Angles 1 Mil per Axis 

I   Gun Alignment Angles 1.5 mils per Axis 

Muzzle Velocity 50 ft/sec 

am-MM-wi 

Figure 94.   Sample Stationary Source Error Standard Deviations for 
the Air-to-Air Gunnery with Director Sight 

|            Error Sources 
Error Magnitudes         i 

(la Standard Deviation) 

Airspeed 

Angle-of     sck 

Altitude 

Range 

Range Rate 

HUD Alignment Angles 

j     Gun Alignment Angles 

Muzzle Velocity 

4.7 ft/sec                > 

3 mils 

100 ft                   ! 

30 ft 

0. 

1 mil per Axis 

1.5 mils per Axis           1 

50 ft/sec                j 

Qr7raeM-4u 

Figure 96.   Sample Stationary Source Error Standard Deviations for 
the Air-to-Air Gunnery with LCOSS Sight 
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The multi-axis pilot models discussed In Section 4 provided the same 

tracking error response characteristics as those obtained from the manned 

simulation study.  Consequently, these pilot models were Incorporated Into 

the air-to-air and air-to-ground TAWDS programs. Mathematical representations 

of the multi-axis pilot models used in these analyses are piesented in Figures 

96 through 99.  The Flight Control Requirements for Weapon Delivery Background 

Information Report describes the development of the criteria for selecting values 

for the multi-axis pilot model parameters. The pilot remnant Power Spectral 

Density functions for the air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks were measured 

from manned simulation data. These remnant functions, which augment the 

pilot's stick and rudder pedal force outputs of the linearized describing 

functions for the nonlinear multi-axis pilot models, were incorporated into 

the air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) program. 

5.2 TAWDS Flying Qualities Analyses 

In the air-to-ground TAWDS analyses the air-to-ground weapon delivery 

tasks studied were FDR gunnery, CCIP gunnery, and FIF bombing. The air-to-air 

gunnery tasks evaluated were Director and LCOSS gunnevy.  For each weapon 

delivery task the weapon delivery effectiveness measure is relative kill 

probability which is the ratio of probability of kill for a given aircraft 

configuration to the aircraft configured with the baseline TWeaD flight 

control system. Although the relative kill probability for a given aircraft 

flying quality configuration cannot be compared with respect to different 

sight systems, the weapon delivery accuracy measures such as ensemble mean 

point of impact, standard deviation of burst or pass means, and standard 

deviation of burst or pass rounds can be compared with respect to sight systems. 

For air-to-ground gunnery the CCIP sight/aircraft configurations were more nearly 

accurate than the FDR sight/aircraft configurations.  For the air-to-air gunnery 

tasks, more gunfiring opportunities occurred for the Director gunslght than for 

the LCOSS sight system.  The gunfire opportunities for the Director and LCOSS 

gunsights resulted in relatively the same Impact error accuracies. 

For all the aircraft configurations investigated, the baseline F-4 TWeaD 
I 

lateral-directional flight control system was used when the longitudinal 

flying qualities characteristics were varied, and the baseline F-4 TWeaD longi- 

tudinal flight control system was employed when the lateral-directional flying 

qualities characteristics were changed. 
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Figur« 96.  Multiaxii Pilot Model Structure for Air-to-Air Gunnery Talk 

Case 

■      i* 1 Pilot Modsl PirainstSF [ 
umgiiuain« 

Flying QualltiM 
Variations 

Aircran uiaracwrmics 
KPE             1 

F,/Q f.P "sp Director LCOSS 

21 Short-Period Damping Variation 4lb/G 0.33 4.5 1.4 3.2      ! 

22 0.6 4.5 1.8 4.2      | 

23 0.88 4.5 1.7 3.6      ! 

24 Short-Period Frequency Variations 4lb/G 0.6 4.5 1.8 4.2 

25 1 1 0.6 6.0 3.0 7.2      1 

26 Stick Force per G Variations 2 Ib/G 0.5 6.5 1.45 5.6 

27 4 Ib/G 1 1 2.5 6.0 

28 6 Ib/G 0.5    1   5.6 1     30 7.8 

Figure 97. Longitudinal Pilot Gain Variations for Air-to-Air Gunnery Tasks 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Conditions) 
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5.2.1 TAVTOS Analyses of Longitudinal Flying Qualities for Alr-to-Ground 

Weapon Delivery Tasks - The effects of longitudinal short-period frequency 

and damping variations on air-to-ground gunnery for F-4 TWeaD aircraft con- 

figured with FDR and CCIP gunsights are presented In Figures 100 and 101.  In 

both these figures, the magnitude of all weapon delivery accuracy statistical 

error measures decreased as the aircraft's longitudinal short-period frequency 

and damping parameters increased.  Consequently, the relative probability of kill 

increased as the longitudinal short-period frequency and damping characteristics 

increased. As shown in Figure 102 for the air-to-ground bombing task, the 

variations in the longitudinal short-period mode slightly affected the ensemble 

mean point of impact and the standard deviations of impact means. Although the 

relative kill probability is maximized for aircraft configuration No. 6 (c , 
sp 

u      = .5, 5,1 rad/sec) the weapon delivery of the other configurations is almost 

as effective. 

For the Mach 0.7 flight condition the effects of varying the F-4 TWeaD 

aircraft's longitudinal stick force per g parameter on the air-to-ground weapon 

delivery impact errors and weapon system effectiveness are shown in Figures 

103 through 105.  For the air-to-ground gunnery FDR and CCIP configurations, 

the relative kill probability was maximized for the 4 Ib/g configuration.  For 

these variations the importance of using one scalar measure such as probability 

of kill is demonstrated because all the weapon delivery accuracy measures do 

not continually decrease or increase In unison as stick force per g is Increased. 

For the air-to-ground bombing task the relative probability of kill and weapon 

delivery accuracy were significantly improved as the stick force per g was 

increased to 6 Ib/g. 

For both the FDR gunnery and FIP bombing weapon delivery modes the TWeaD 

aircraft's longitudinal stick force per g parameter was varied for a Mach 0.5 

flight condition to demonstrate the effect of aircraft speed or range rate on 

weapon delivery accuracy and effectiveness. These TAWDS results show that the 

sensitivity of weapon delivery accuracy and effectiveness to flying qualities 

varies with respect to attack geometry encounters. 

5.2.2 TAWDS Analyses of Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities for Alr-to- 

Ground Weapon Delivery - The effects of the Dutch roll mode damping variations 

on weapon delivery accuracy and effectiveness for the F-4 TWeaD aircraft 
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Figur« 100. Effectf of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency and Damping Variationton 
Air-to-Ground Gunnery Talk for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FDR Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 101. EffecU of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency and Damping Variations on 
Airto-Ground Gunnery Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with CCIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 102. Effects of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency and Damping Variations on 
Air-to-Qround Bombing Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 5340 Ft Bomb Range) 
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Figure 103. Effects of Longitudinal Stick Force Per G Variations on Air-to-Ground 
Gunnery Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FDR Sight 

(30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 105. Effects of Longitudinal Stick Force Per G Variations on Air-to-Ground 
Bombing Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FIP Sight 

(30° Dive, 5340 Ft Bomb Range) 
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during air-to-ground gunnery and bonfelng are shown In Figures 106 through 108. 

For the gunnery CCIP and FDR sights, the weapon delivery accuracy measures 

decreased and the relative kill probability Increased as the Dutch roll mode 

damping Increased.  For the F1F bombing mode the weapon delivery accuracy and 

effectiveness measures remained constant as the Dutch roll mode damping ratio 

was changed. 

Figures 109 through 111 show the weapon delivery accuracy and effective- 

ness variations with respect to proverse/adverse yaw characteristics.  For 

the air-to-ground FDR and CCIP gunnery modes, weapon delivery accuracy in- 

creased and weapon effectiveness Improved as the aircraft's yaw character- 

istics due to lateral stick commands became more proverse. For air-to-ground 

F1P bombing, the effect of changes in proverse/adverse yaw on weapon delivery 

accuracy and effectiveness was insignificant. 

The effects of commanded roll rate sensitivity on FDR and CCIP gunnery 

modes and the FIP bombing mode are Illustrated in Figures 112 through 114. 

The TAWDS analyses show that the kill probability measure decreased as the 

aircraft roll sluggishness Increased for the air-to-ground gunnery modes.  The 

air-to-ground bombing effectiveness was insensitive to the commanded roll rate 

time constant variations. 

5.2.3 Multiple Burst Criteria for Air-to-Air Gunnery Tasks - In air-to- 

ground gunnery the pilot fires a long burst at close range prior to initiating 

"pull-ups". In air-to-air gunnery, short bursts with different len^chs are 

fired whenever the pilot estimates a gun fire solution. Figure 1\5  illustrates 

this multiple burst phenomenon for five repetitive manned simulations of an 

air-to-air gunnery Director tracking task. 

For air-to-air gunnery, it Is important to account for multiple burst 

because this is the pilot's aerial gunfiring technique and this multiple burst 

firing technique affects weapon impact errors.  The difference in weapon delivery 

accuracy between single burst and multiple burst criteria is demonstrated by 

comparing their resultant ensemble Impact error distributions. Figure 116 

Illustrates the variations In the ensemble Impact error distributions for 

different longitudinal short-period damping aircraft configurations performing 

an LCOSS gunnery task, in which the pilot was constrained to fire a single one- 

second burst.  Figure 117 also Illustrates variations in ensemble impact error 

distributions for the same piloted aircraft configurations performing the same 

LCOSS gunnery tasks, in which Che pilot was firing multiple burst, based upon his 
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Figur« 106. Effects of Dutch Roll Mode Damp»' 'J Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircrff* Confi>. *ii with FDR Sight 

(Mach 0.7,30° Oiv« 480^' ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 107. Effects of Dutch Roll Mode Damping Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
Task for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with CCIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7,30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figur« 108. Effects of Dutch Roll Mode Damping Variations on Air-to-Ground Bombing 
Task for F-4 TWsaD Aircraft Configured with FIP Sight 

(Mxh 0.7,30° Dive, 5340 Ft Bomb Range) 
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Figure 109. Effects of Proverse/Adverse Yew Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FDR Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 110. Effects of Proverse/Adverse Yaw Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured With CCIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4|800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 111. Effects of Proverie/Adverse Yaw Variations on Air-to-Ground Bombing Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 5340 Ft Bomb Range) 
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Figure 112. Effects of Commanded Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FDR Sight 

(Mach 0.7,30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 113. Effects of Commanded Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations on Air-to-Ground Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with CCIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range) 
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Figure 114. Effects of Commanded Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations on Air-to-Ground Bombing Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with FIP Sight 

(Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 5340 Ft Bombing Range) 
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Figure 115. Gunfire Durations for Pilot During Air-to-Air Gunnery Director Tracking Task 
(F-4 Aircraft, Mach 0.8, 10,000 Ft Altitude, 2000 Ft Range, 4 G Target) 
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Figute 116. Weapon Delivery Accuracy Statistics 
Longitudinal Short-Period Damping Variations, Short-Period Frequency = 4.5 Rad/Sec 

F-4 Aircraft. Mach 0.8 at 10.000 Ft Altitude. 2.000 Ft Range, LCOSS Sight 
4 G Target. Fixed Firing Interval Specified 
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Figure 117. Effects of Longitudinal Short-Period Damping Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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estimated gunfire envelope. With reference to Figures 116 and 117, comparisons 

of the ensemble impact error distributions described by the elevation and tra- 

verse components of the ensemble mean point of Impact, standard deviation of 

pass means, and standard elevation of pass rounds show different short-period 

damping trends for the single and multiple shot criteria for the aerial 

gunnery task. 

In the single burst case the traverse Impact error statistics are 

relatively constant.  In the multiple burst case the traverse impact error 

statistics illustrated In Figure 117 vary as the longitudinal aircraft con- 

figuration is changed, although the lateral-directional aircraft configurations 

are the same.  Thus, comparison of the traverse Impact error statistics computed 

for aircraft configurations, whose longitudinal flying qualities vary while 

the lateral-directional flying qualities are constant, shows that pilot burst 

criteria Introduces a significant coupling effect into the weapon Impact 

error distributions.  Consequently, for the air-to-air gunnery analyses the 

pilot's firing logic was accounted for by specifying gunfire when the estimated 

elevation, traverse and radial tracking errors were within 8, 6, and 10 mils, 

respectively.  Minimum burst length was set to .25 seconds whenever these 

conditions were satisfied. 

In Figure 117, the varlatlonal trends In each of the six weapon delivery 

accuracy measures with respect to the longitudinal short-period damping ratio 

differ. Consequently, these measures must be transformed into one scalar 

measure such as Probability of Kill to aid in determining the effect of flying 

quality variations on weapon delivery. 

5.2.4 TAWDS Analyses of Longitudinal Flying Qualities for Air-to-Air 

Gunnery - Figures 117 through 119 show how longitudinal short-period mode 

dynamics and stick force per g variations affect weapon delivery effective- 

ness for the air-to-air LCOSS gunnery task. Here, improvement in weapon 

delivery effectiveness occurs when the longitudinal damping and frequency are 

Increased and the stick force per g is decreased. 

Figures 120 through 122 show how tie same longitudinal aircraft flying 

qualities configurations affect weapon delivery accuracy and effectiveness for the 

Director air-to-air gunnery task. For the number oi; longitudinal variations 

considered, improved weapon delivery effectiveness results when sb^rt-period 

damping is Increased and the stick force per g is 4 Ib/g. Weapon d livery 

effectiveness slightly decreased as the longitudinal short-period frequency 

was increased. 

-■  ■ 
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Figure 118. Effects of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 119. Effects of Longitudinal Stick Force per G Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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120. Effects of Longitudinal Short-Period Damping Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 121. Effects of Longitudinal Short-Period Frequency Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 

for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 122. Effects of Longitudinal Stick Force per G Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 

for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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5.2.5 TAWDS Analyses of Lateral-Directional Flying Qualities for Alr-to- 

Alr Gunnery - The effects of Dutch roll mode damping on air-to-air gunnery 

effectiveness for an aircraft tracking a 4g target at Mach 0.8 and 10,000 ft. 

altitude are shown in Figures 123 and 124. With the Director, weapon 

delivery effectiveness improved as the Dutch roll mode damping is increased 

from 0.2 to 0.8. With the LCOSS, it decreased as the Dutch roll mode damping 

is increased from 0.2 to 0.8. 

For the Director and LCOSS gunnery modes, the effects of proverse/adverse 

yaw variations on air-to-air gunnery effectiveness are given in Figures 125 

and 126.  For the range of yaw characteristics studied, th<» weapon delivery 

effectiveness for both gunsights increased as the yaw due to lateral stick 

command became more proverse. 

For the Director and LCOSS gunnery modes the effects of commanded roll 

rate sensitivity on air-to-air gunnery effectiveness are given in Figures 127 

and 128.  For the Director sight, gunnery effectiveness significantly de- 

creased as the aircraft's roil rate time constant increased from .33 to 

1 second.  For the LCOSS sight it was maximum for the aircraft roll rate 

time constant of .5 seconds and then it rapidly decreased as the aircraft's 

roll rate time constant increased to 1 second. 

In this section it was demonstrated how the TAWDS programs can be used 

to determine the effects of flying qualities on weapon delivery accuracy for 

aircraft performing air-to-air or air-to-ground weapon delivery.  The best set 

of flying qualities, determined by the TAWDS analyses to maximize weapon 

delivery effectiveness was used to formulate guidelines for flight control 

system requirements for weapon delivery.  This topic is discussed la the next 

section. 
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Figure 123. Effects of Dutch Roll Mode Damping Variation! on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 

for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 
(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 124. Effects of Dutch Roll Mode Demping Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 
(Mach 0.8 at 10.000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 125. Effects of Proverse/Advene Yaw Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude. 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figur« 126. Effacts of Proverse/Adverse Yaw Variations on Air-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 127. Effects of Commended Roll Rate Sensitivity Verietions on Air-to-Air Gunnery Tesk 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with Director Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 2000 Ft Range) 
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Figure 128. Effects of Commanded Roll Rate Sensitivity Variations o~ Mr-to-Air Gunnery Task 
for F-4 TWeaD Aircraft Configured with LCOSS Sight 

(Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude, 4 G Target, 2000 Ft Range) 
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SECTION 6 

WEAPON DELIVERY  CRITERIA CONSIDERATIONS 

The TAWDS programs with their analytical multi-axis pilot models were 

used to  establish sets of aircraft flying qualities characteristics that maxi- 

mized the aircraft weapon system's probability of kill for each Individual 

weapon delivery task.     Each set of aircraft flying qualities was determined 

for one attack geometry encounter.     To establish guidelines  for aircraft 

flying qualities it was necessary  to demonstrate that  these TAWDS sets of 

most suitable flying qualities compare favorably with those sets evaluated 

by pilots in manned simulation studies.    Having established the credibility 

of  the TAWDS sets of aircraft flying qualities,  the TAWDS programs  can be 

used to formulate flight control system requirements  over the entire spec- 

trum of aerial and air-to-ground attack encounters. 

In addition to establishing flying qualities guidelines  for weapon deli- 

very,  another important area of  investigation was determining an appropriate 

measure of merit by which   (1)  various aircraft weapon systems  can be evaluated 

with respect to each other,  and (2)  the cost of aircraft weapon systems can 

be assessed in the combat  arena.     It was  found that probability of kill is an 

appropriate measure of merit which satisfies  the two aforementioned conditions. 

In this section,  aircraft flying qualities guidelines for weapon delivery 

are formulated as a result of comparing the most suitable TAWDS set of air- 

craft flying qualities with those evaluated by pilots in the manned simulation 

study.     Also,  a discussion of the probability of kill merit function used for 

evaluating weapon delivery effectiveness of aircraft weapon systems is prpsented. 

Finally,   recommended weapon delivery criteria to be considered  for  inclusion in 

MIL-F-8785B are discussed. 

6.1    Formulation of Aircraft Flying Qualities Guidelines for Weapon Delivery 

For the air-to-ground gunnery and bombing tasks,   the most desired longi- 

tudinal and lateral-directional aircraft flying qualities obtained by manned 

simulation and by TAWDS analyses are compared in Figure 129.     For the FDR 

gunnery task the most desired  flying qualities obtained by the TAWDS analyses 

and pilot evaluation are in close agreement.  The flying qualities characteris- 

tic  that resulted in the greatest difference was the Dutch roll mode damping. 
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Figure 129. Comparison of Most Desired Sets of Aircraft Flying Qualities 
Obtained by Manned Simulation Evaluation and TAWDS 
Analyses for Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery Tasks 

Mach 0.7 Flight Condition, 30° Dive 

Comparison of the time history response characteristics for the 0.6 and 0.8 

Dutch roll mode damping configurations In Figure 88 shows that the lateral- 

directional aircraft responses obtained for these two configurations are 

similar. 

The longitudinal flying qualities determined most suitable for CCIP air- 

to-ground gunnery by both pilot opinion and probability of kill analyses are 

very similar. For the lateral-directional flying quality variations consi- 

dered for CCIP gunnery task, the optimum proverse/adverse yaw values deter- 

mined by the two different evaluation methods are different. This difference 

is attributed to (1) the different criteria used in evaluating aircraft flying 

qualities by manned simulations and TAWDS analyses, and (2) the restrictive- 

ness of the analytical pilot model when compared to the pilot's adaptive con- 

trol technique for performing weapon delivery tasks. 

There are significant differences in the flying qualities characteristics 

found suitable for the air-to-ground bombing task in manned simulation and 

probability of kill analyses. These differences are due to (1) the insensl- 

tivity of kill probability for the bombing task with respect to changes in 

flying qualities characteristics,and (2) the pilot opinion criterion associated 
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with evaluating aircraft flying qualities is different than the probability 

of kill criterion used in the TAWDS analyses. 

For the air-to-air gunnery tasks, comparisons of the most desired longi- 

tudinal and lateral-directional flying qualities obtained by manned simulations 

and TAWDS analyses are shown in Figure 130.  For the Director gunnery task, the 

selected flying qualities characteristics agree except for the proverse and ad- 

verse yaw characteristics. For the LCOSS gunnery task, only the optimum longitudin- 

al short-period frequency and damping values agree. Again, it must be emphasized 

that the values of the most desirable flying qualities characteristics do not 

agree mainly because of the different criteria associated with evaluating air- 

craft flying qualities by manned simulation and TAWDS analyses, and because 

the analytical pilot model is limited when compared to the pilot's adaptive 

method for reducing tracking errors. 

Figures 129 and 130 represent a suitable set of guidelines for designing 

aircraft with the flying qualities tailored for these particular air-to-air 

and air-to-ground weapon delivery tasks.  These figures show that there is a 

small difference in specifying guidelines in terms of pilot opinion and weapon 
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Figure 130. Comparison of Most Desired Sots of Aircraft Flying Qualities 
Obtained by Manned Simulation Evaluation and TAWDS 
Analyses for Air-to-Air Gunnery Tasks 

Mach 0.8 at 10,000 Ft Altitude Flight Condition, 4 G Target, 2,000 Ft Range 
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delivery accuracy or probability of kill analyses. Consequently, it is con- 

cluded that use of the TAWDS analysis procedure will provide suitable sets of 

aircraft flying qualities for integrated flight control/fire control weapon 

systems performing weapon delivery over a variety of attack encounters. 

6.2 Merit Functions for Weapon Delivery 

Cost is a major design factor in the development, production and surviv- 

ability of any aircraft weapon system. The TAWDS programs can assess numerous 

combinations of integrated fighter aircraft/weapon systems in terms of weapon 

delivery accuracy. With the TAWDS programs, the complexity and quality of 

integrated aircraft weapon systems required to meet design specifications can 

be established. After defining such systems in terms of their components, the 

designer will be able to formulate the cost or merit function for developing 

and producing integrated aircraft weapon systems. 

Another, even more important, cost factor is the ability to predict how 

well the integrated aircraft weapon system can accomplish its mission and yet 

survive. Under the assumption that enough sorties are flown against defending 

targets until the target is destroyed, it was determined that probability of 

kill is a good measure of mission survivability beriuse it is inversely propor- 

tional to the number of sorties required to accomplish the mission. 

Probability of kill is determined by transforming a set of ensemble 

impact error distributions through target vulnerability models. This program 

effort was addressed towards developing a procedure for relating the dynamic 

characteristics of the entire integrated aircraft weapon system to weapon impact 

errors.  In the following narration, the effect of dynamic characteristics of 

these impact error distributions on probability of kill are discussed. 

6.2.1 Use of Ensemble Burst Statistics - It has been shown in Reference 

15 that the use of ensemble burst or pass statistics permits the separation 

of impact variance into two uncorrelated components, that which appears as a 
2 

bias for the burst, a  , and that which appears as dispersion within a burst, 
2 s 

a  .  In the terminology of Reference 15, the probability distribution of 

impact points which results from a time-varying impact error process can, for 

a set of passes made with the same nominal delivery conditions, be replaced 

by two separate, statistically independent, bivarlate Gaussian distributions. 
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These describe the distribution of bias Impact points, o. , and the distribu- 

tion of Individual rounds (Impact points) with respect to particular bias 
2 

Impact points, a  .  When the round-to-round correlation Is nearly unity, only 

one blvarlate distribution is needed to represent the Impact error distribu- 

tion. The relationships of the impact error distributions as functions of 

round-to-round correlation, bias for a burst due to stalonary source errors, 

and burst dispersion due to dynamic source errors are shown in Figure 131. 

Error sources are classified as being "stationary" if their correlation 

time constant is long compared to the duration of the firing burst, while 

"nonstatlonary" or "dynamic" error sources are those having correlation times 

which are short relative to the duration of the burst or pass.  In other words, 

the effect of stationary source errors is to yield a bias impact error over 

the burst, while the effect of dynamic source errors is to yield a time- 

varying impact error (aim wander) over the burst. The parameter "u" is 

defined in Figure 131 by the equation 

1   n   n 
% t        Ip(|i-j|) 
n  1-1 j-1 

(19) 

where n is the number of rounds fired during the burst or pass and p(|i-j|) 
,th and is the autocorrelation coefficient relating the Impact errors of the 1 

J  rounds. Thus, the aim errors due to dynamic source errors are prorated 
2 

by the constants \i  and (1 - p) between that portion, vo  ,,  which can be con- 

sidered to affect all rounds in the same way, just as the stationary errors 
2 

do, and that portion, (1 - y) a ., which can be considered to affect each 

round separately, just as ballistic dispersion does. Consequently, the accu- 

racy of a firing burst can be represented by an equivalent salvo with one 

probability distribution for bias Impact points and a separate, statistically 

independent, probability distribution for individual round Impact points about 

particular bias impact points.  If ballistic dispersion were also considered, 

its variance in each component (elevation and traverse) would be added to the 
2 

corresponding component of a 

The above discussion, which parallels that of Reference 15, implicitly 
2 2 

assumes that:  (1) either a  is constant or an average value of a , is used, 

and (2) the time-varying aim wander is a first-order Gauss-Markov process. 
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Figure 131. Impact Error Dispersion Patterns 
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2 2      2 In addition, the simple proratlon of a . between a . and a  on the basis of 
d b      r 

M  and (1 - M) IS appropriate only when the bias Impact point distribution has 

a zero mean, that Is, when the ensemble mean Impact error Is zero (the EMPI 

coincides with the point target).  The TAWDS program employs more general 
2      2 

expressions for a . and a  which permit removal of the above limiting assump- 

tions.  In addition, ehe time-varying Impact error process Is modeled as a 

Gauss-Markov process of appropriate order to accurately model the pilot and 

aircraft dynamics tracking response characteristics. 

If the gunnery effectiveness measure were expected number of hits or some 

other linear measure. It would not be nscessary to distinguish between the 

distribution of burst bias Impact points, with variance a . , and the distrl- 
b 2 

butlon of Impact (Ideal Impact) points within a burst, with variance o . 

For example, if a single panel target were used for an ensemble of gunnery 

passes, the mean impact point, as measured by the centroid of holes in the 

target cloth, would be the same as if Individual cloths were used for each 

pass and the burst mean were calculated for each pass and then averaged. The 

distribution of impact points on the single target cloth used to record the 

ensemble of bursts, without regard for pass identification, would have a 

variance in either elevation or traverse given by 

2  ,  2 
b    r 

2    2 a  + a , s    d (20) 

using the above notation. The expected number of hits on a target could be 

obtained by a simple numerical Integration of the single bivariate Gaussian 

distribution over the target, as shown in Figure 132 for a circular target. 

The calculation is referred to as the expected hits on an offset circular 
2     2 target, and tables are available for the special case when a a ' er a , that 

is, when the distribution of impact points is circular normal. When the tar- 

get is square or rectangular, as depicted in Figure 133, and when the elevation 

and traverse components of the impact point variance are statistically inde- 

pendent, the calculation can be made by a simple use of a standard normal 

distribution table.  Finding the probability that an impact point lies within 

the target limits in elevation and traverse separately and then multiplying 

the two probabilities to get the single-shot hit probability, ?„,  the ex- 

pected number of hits for a burst of n rounds is given by 
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Figure 132. Ensemble Expected Hits on en Offset Circular Target 
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Figure 133. Ensemble Expected Hits on an Offset Rectangular Target 
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However, target kills are determined not by the expected number of hits 

over an ensemble of passes, but by the number of passes each of which result 

In at least one hit on the vulnerable area of the target.  That is, an indi- 

vidual gunnery pass against a target results in a target kill only if at least 

one round fired during the pass impacts the target in a vulnerable spot. In 

terms of the ensemble burst statistics defined above, a large ensemble mean 
- 2      2 

impact error, b, requires large a . and a  to get at least one lethal hit 
2 or 

per pass. Large a . values means that small average round-to-round correla- 

tions averaged over all pairs of rounds within the burst, y, must increase 
2 

the round-to-round variance, a 
r 

This ensures that all rounds are not concentrated around the burst bias 

impact point at a distance from the target which results in all rounds missing 
2 2 

the target.  If o  is large and a  is small, then the ballistic dispersion 

variance, which adds to a  must be increased to increase the probability of 
r 2 

at least one lethal hit per pass. The procedure for trading off between a . 
2 

and a  is known intuitively by anyone who has ever selected a shotgun rather 

than a rifle to hit small moving target. 

The mathematical formulation of the probability of achieving a kill per 

burst, written in terms of the ensemble burst statistics, is summarized in 

Section 5 by Equations 15 through 18. 

6.2.2 Effect of Round-to-Round Correlation on Kill Probability - In the 

TAWDS analyses, discussed in Section 5, it was important to properly take into 

account the effects of round-to-round correlation on weapon delivery accuracy 

and the probability of kill.  When the round-to-round autocorrelation func- 

tions are calculated by representing the impact errors as Gauss Markov pro- 

cesses, the round-to-round dispersion is composed of two components, one due 

to the distribution of round-to-round variations within a pass or burst and 

the other due to gun dispersion.  When the round-to-round correlation is 

assumed to be unity, then the round-to-round dispersion consists only of gun 

dispersion.  In these probability of kill analyses, it was found that for a 

given aircraft weapon system there is an optimum round-to-round dispersion 

that maximizes kill probability.  Consequently, since the round-to-round dis- 

persion function is different depending on how the round-to-round correlation 

. 
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Is determined, the corresponding aircraft weapon system configuration that 

maximizes kill probability will differ also. 

For a Mach 0.7, 30° dive air-to-ground gunnery task, the effects of 

round-to-round correlation on probability of kill are demonstrated In Figures 

134 and 135. Figure 134 Illustrates the weapon delivery accuracy statistics 

and probability of kill for the case where It is assumed that the round-to- 

round correlation for bullets fired in a burst is unity.  The resultant prob- 

ability of kill plots show that for the range of longitudinal short-period 

frequency configurations considered, the probability of kill increases with 

respect to independent gun dispersion. Figure 135 illustrates the weapon 

delivery accuracy statistics and probability of kill for the case where the 

round-to-round correlation functions are calculated by representing the impact 

errors as Gauss Markov processes. Here the resultant probability of kill plots 

show that for the range of longitudinal short-period frequency configurations 

considered, the probability of kill decreases as the Independent gun dispersion 

Increases. 

In Section 2, the round-to-round correlations calculated by representing 

the impact errors as Gauss Markov processes were validated.  Consequently, 

this validation implies that probability of kill analyses using the assumption 

that round-to-round correlation is unity (single shot probability of kill 

analysis) is an incorrect method for evaluating gunnery effectiveness of 

entire integrated aircraft weapon systems. With reference to Figures 134 and 

135, multiple shot probability analysis which properly accounts for round-to- 

round correlation should be used for designing and evaluating integrated 

aircraft weapon systems. 

6.3 Recommended Weapon Delivery Criteria Consideration 

As a result of the favorable comparison between the TAWDS most suitable 

set of aircraft flying qualities and those obtained from pilot evaluation of 

weapon delivery tracking task from a manned simulation study, it is recommended 

that the TAWDS set of flying qualities for aircraft performing weapon delivery 

as shown In Figures 129 and 130 be considered for inclusion into MIL-F-8785B as 

a guideline for designing fighter aircraft flying qualities characteristics to 

assure high probability of kill for aircraft performing weapon delivery. It 

is also recommended that the TAWDS methodology for relating the weapon system 

dynamic characteristics to weapon delivery accuracy and to probability of kill 
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Figure 134. Weapon Delivery Accuracy Statistics for Unity Round-to-Round Correlation 
(Air-to-Ground Gunnery, Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range, Fixed Depressed Reticle Sight) 
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Figure 135. Weapon Delivery Accuracy Statistics for Gauss Markov Round-to-Round Correlation 
(Air-to-Ground Gunnery, F-4 Aircraft, Mach 0.7, 30° Dive, 4800 Ft Firing Range, 

Fixed Depressed Reticle Sight) 
■ 
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by a target vulnerability model be used to extend this weapon delivery set of 

piloted aircraft flying quality guidelines for all weapon delivery encounter 

conditions.  Finally, It Is recommended that the TAWDS methodology be considered 

for MIL-F-8785B as a recommended procedure for evaluating competitive fighter 

aircraft weapon systems. 

For the TAWDS methodology, the probability of kill calculations must 

Include ensemble statistics fhat account for round-to-round correlation due 

to dynamics of aircraft weapon systems, weapon system dispersion, and a target 

vulnerability model. 

The set of weapon delivery accuracy statistics should be, or be equiva- 

lent to, the following Impact error statistical measures: 

o Ensemble Mean Point of Impact 

o Distribution of Bias Impact Points per Burst of Pass 

o Distribution of Round-to-Round Variations within a Burst or Pass. 

This set of impact error measures may be calculated either by covariance or 

Monte Carlo statistical procedures.  If the linear covarianc» technique is 

employed, then the user must verify that the linear representation of the 

weapon delivery task accurately models the slx-degree-of-freedom weapon deli- 

very task.  If the Monte Carlo procedure Is used, then the user must verify 

that the lumber of Monte Carlo runs ensures statistical convergence for the 

resulting Impact error distributions. 

The target vulnerability model must take into account presented target 

area and the conditional probability of destroying a target with a single hit. 

This conditional probability is a function of the presented vulnerable area 

of the target. 

In this study, it has been shown that the TAWDS methodology is a useful 

tool for evaluating aircraft weapon system effectiveness. In considering 

the TAWDS methodology for MIL-F-8785B, realistic ranges of values for the 

target area, the conditional probability of destroying a target with a single 

hit, and the appropriate multi-axis pilot models must be agreed upon.  In 

addition to choosing an appropriate multi-axis pilot model (of which the pilot 

model developed in this study program may be a candidate), It is also necessary 

to develop algorithms for selecting values for the pilot model parameters. Deri- 

vation of appropriate algorithms requires a suitable criterion. The rationale 
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and backup data which support the pilot model development, performed In  this 

study,  as discussed In Section 4,  are presented In the Volume II,  Flight 

Control Requirements for Weapon Delivery Background Information Report. 

In  this program,  the TAWDS methodology, which enables one to evaluate air- 

craft weapon system effectiveness using multiple shot probability procedures, 

was developed for application to manually coupled aircraft weapon systems.    This 

same methodology also can be extended to Include automatically coupled aircraft 

weapon systems,  aircraft with direct force capability, and aircraft with move- 

able gun or fuselage aiming capability. 
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SECTION  7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The most significant accomplishment of this study Is the development of 

the Terminal Aerial Weapon Delivery Simulation  (TAWDS)   digital computer pro- 

grams.    The TAWDS programs, by enabling all-digital simulations to be per- 

formed for various  closed loop weapon delivery systems under manual control, 

can be used to predict and evaluate weapon delivery accuracy.    The programs 

determine ensemble Impact error statistics which account for the entire inte- 

grated aircraft weapon system,  includ..   | appropriate modeling for the pilot's 

weapon delivery steering task.    For a given weapon delivery task, these pro- 

grams can be used to evaluate weapon delivery accuracy for many combinations 

of flight control systems, sight systems,  and fire control computers.    Use of 

the TAWDS program! provide (1)  effective aircraft weapon delivery system de- 

sign guidelines which can be further refined in manned simulation studies,  and 

(2)  a statistically significant weapon-effectiveness measure which can be com- 

pared with established weapon delivery effectiveness  criteria or specifica- 

tions. 

To develop  the TAWDS programs.  It was necessary to develop multi-axis 

pilot models which relate weapon delivery  tracking errors to steering commands. 

This development effort has demonstrated that: 

o    The use of  the analytical nonlinear multi-axis pilot models with 

constant gain parameters produces elevation and traverse tracking 

error characteristics which are similar to those obtained from the 

Manned Air Combat Simulator and from the TWeaD flight test evalua- 

tion programs. 

o    The frequency  (magnitude and phase)   responses,  computed for the multi- 

axis pilot model and for the human pilot,  exhibit similar character- 

istics within the aircraft's longitudinal and lateral-directional pri- 

mary control bandwidth, 

o    The use of multi-axis pilot models provides weapon delivery accuracy 

results comparable to those obtained by pilots  flying weapon delivery 

tasks in the manned simulator. 

Further pilot model development is required to match the pilot's sequen- 

tial on-off control techniques.    It is hypothesized that these characteristics 

can be modeled by adaptively scheduling certain pilot model gains as a function 

of tracking error kinematics. 

A manned simulation program evaluated longitudinal and lateral-direc- 

tional flying qualities variations for air-to-air and air-to-ground weapon 

l 
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delivery.    AB a result of this portion of the study program,  the following 

observations about the pilots'  subjective evaluation of flying qualities 

characteristics are made: 

o    The pilots'  opinion of the most desired flying qualities characteris- 

tics varied with  the weapon delivery task- 

o    The pilots accepted a wider range of aircraft flying qualities varia- 

tions for FIP air-to-ground bombing than for gunnery, 

o    The pilots'   flying qualities evaluations indicate  that the F-4 TWeaD 

lateral-directional flying qualities are the most desired for all the 

weapon delivery tasks.    The F-4 TWeaD longitudinal flying qualities 

are acceptable for each weapon delivery task, but  they can be improved 

by more selective active feedback flight control system gain settings. 

The TAWDS analyses demonstrated how the TAWDS  computer programs are 

used to evaluat-s longitudinal and lateral-directional flying qualities charac- 

teristics  for air-to-ground and air-to-air weapon delivery.    For the aircraft 

sight system configurations studied,  the following conclusions can be made: 

o    Multiple shot analysis which accounts for round-to-round correlation 

must be used to properly assess target kill probability, 

o    Weapon delivery accuracy statistical distributions need to be trans- 

formed into a scalar probability of kill measure of merit to assess 

the Impact of various aircraft weapon systems on weapon delivery 

accuracy. 

o    Flying qualities characteristics required to optimize probability of 
kill for the same weapon delivery task vary with respect to sight 

systems and attack geometries. 

o    Without considering flow Interference effects on bombs before they 

attain their ballistic trajectory,  variations in longitudinal and 

lateral-directional flying qualities have less Impact on weapon de- 

livery effectiveness  for air-to->ground bombing than for the air-to- 

ground gunnery.    The reasons  for the relative insensitivity of bomb 

delivery effectiveness to flying qualities variations are:     (1)  the 

destructive force of bombs is a more predominant  factor than improve- 

ment of impact accuracy,  and  (2)  the round-to-round Impact error dis- 

tribution, which allows the aircraft dynamics to act as a controlled 

dispersion factor for gunnery burst,  doesn't pertain to dive bombing. 
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Good comparisons were obtained between (1)  TAWDS weapon delivery accuracy 

results  and those measured from the manned simulation,  and  (2) most desired 

aircraft flying qualities  characteristics obtained by TAWDS analyses and those 

obtained from pilot evaluation in the manned simulation studies.    These 

comparisons verify that the TAWDS programs yield results representative of 

manned simulation and flight test obtained data.    Therefore,  it is recommended 

that the most suitable set of TAWDS flying qualities be considered for inclusion 

into MIL-F-8785B as guidelines for design of fighter aircraft  flying qualities 

characteristics to assure high probability of kill for these aircraft per- 

forming weapon delivery.     It is also recommended that probability of kill, 

which is a function of weapon impact error statistics and target vuluerability, 

be considered for MIL-F-8785B as a procedure for evaluating competitive fighter 

aircraft weapon delivery systems. 

In this program,  the TAWDS programs and their pilot models were validated 

by  comparing the TAWDS ensemble impact error statistics and the TAWDS tracking 

responses with those measured from a relatively small sample of pilot-in-the- 

loop manned simulation runs.    To more completely validate the TAWDS programs, 

two additional areas of Investigation are recommended for future study: 

(1) Determine  the statistical distributions of impact errors from an 

extensive Monte Carlo manned simulation study and ascertain if these 

distributions converge to those determined by the TAWDS program. 

(2) Validate the analytical multi-axis pilot models by comparing their 

tracking performance with those of fighter aircraft configurations 

other than the F-4 aircraft.    The F-15 aircraft is  recommended as 

a desirable candidate for this additional system effort.     For such 

a study,  It would be preferable to use more flight test tracking 

data than was available for this study.     This would provide more 

validation for the proposed analytical pilot models. 
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APPENDIX I 

NONLINEAR AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS FOR THE TAWDS(AA) PROGRAM 

The TAWDS(AA) program uses nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom airframe 

equations and a set of linear differential equations with state constraints 

for the flight control system to simulate the dynamic motion of fighter 

aircraft. 

1,1 Airframe Equations of Motion 

The TAWDS(AA) program models attacker's forward acceleration (v), the wind 
• *    *    * 

angle rates (a and ß), the body axis angular accelerations (P, Q, R), and the 

Euler angle rates C*, 9, *). To account for body angular rates measured off 

the center of gravity, the aircraft's accelerometer equations have also been 

mechanized. 

The coordinate transformations used in the TAWDS(AA) program are shown in 

Figure I-l. 

The six degree-of~freedom airframe equations of motion that are digitally 

simulated are: 

v = cos ß [T cos (a + S^) - q SCD]/m + q S sin 3 CY/m - g sin Y (I-l) 

+ FGy/On cos a) 

ß = sin  ß  [-T cos   (a + «e)  + q SCj/mv + q S cos  ß ymv + F^/mv (1-2) 

+ g  [cos a sin ß sin 9 + cos  ß cos 6 sin * - sin a sin ß cos 9 cos <l>]/v 

+ (P sin a - R cos a) 

a = [-T sin (a + 6 ) - q S CL + Fn /mv 

+ mg (sin a sin 6 + cos a cos 6 cos <|)]/(mv cos ß) 

+ [Q - R sin a  tan ß - P cos a tan ß] 

I  - I 
■ 

p . -YYi m    QR + -M (R + PQ) + ^ Cfc + MG /Ixx 
XX XX 

+ a_sb 
I 
xx 

. 

(1-3) 

(1-4) 

I  - I      I    i 
ZZ   XX Rp + _xz ,„t 

'yy yy 
(T - P2) + F

1 c« + MtT/Iyy + V1*» 
yy y 

(1-5) 

i - i 
xx   yy 

I 
zz 

PQ + ^ [P-QR] +Pkcn 
+ MG/Izz Lzz zz       z 

(1-6) 
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= Q cos $ - 8 sin (1-7) 

= P + V sin 

V =  (R cos 41 + Q sin (jO/cos 8 

(1-8) 

(1-9) 

sin Y = -sin $  cos 9 sin 3 - cos ß sin a cos 6 cos $ +  cos a cos 3 sin 6(1-10) 

q = pv /2 

J 
t 
f v sin ydt  + h (t ) 

(1-11) 

(1-12) 

Equations 1-1, -2, and -3 describe the resultant component forces acting upon 

the aircraft in terms of the forward acceleration and wind angle rates. These 

force equations are written in the wind axis (V, n, L) coordinate system. 

Equations 1-4, -5, and -6 describe the angular accelerations defined in the 

body axis coordinate system by the wind angles a and 3 as shown in Figure 1-1. 

Equations 1-7, -8, and -9 are the kinematic relationships between the air frame 

body rates and the Euler angular rates.  Equations 1-10, -11, and -12 define 

the sine of the flight path angle, y,   the dynamic pressure, q, and the altitude, 

h. 

The equations of motion include gun recoil forces and moments.  In Equa- 

tions 1-1, -2, and -3, the force components, FQy, FG , and FQ are determined 

by transforming the gun recoil force from gun to wind axis coordinates.  In 

Equations 1-4, -5, and -6, the moment components, MQ » MQ , and MQ , are 

determined by transforming the gun recoil moment from gun to body axis coordinates. 

The nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives used by the airframe equations of 

motion are represented by tabular data. The stability coefficients, or their 

derivatives, are tabulated as functions of the actual values of Mach number, 

angle of attack, and in some cases control surface deflections or side- 

slip angle.  Since the duration of a digital aerial weapon delivery simu- 

lation is usually less than 10 seconds, the altitude of the aircraft usually 

varies no more than 10,000 ft. Therefore, the tables were not constructed 

as functions of altitude. 

The dimenslonless total aerodynamic force coefficients in Equations 1-1, 

-2, and -3 are the drag coefficient, Cn, the lift coefficient, C , and the side 
U Li 
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force coefficient, CY. The lift and drag coefficients are written in the 

stability axis coordinate system described by Figure 1-1. If the aerodynamic 

force derivatives to be used in the simulation are defined in another axis 

system, the derivatives must be transformed into the stability axis system 

by a method outside of the program. The aerodynamic derivatives of the total 

force coefficients also include the effects of an additional longitudinal 

control surface such as the canard, 6 . 

In terms of the stability derivatives the total drag coefficient is: 

CD = CD (a, M) + CD (6C) (1-13) 

The lift coefficient is written in terms of stability derivatives as: 

CL = CL   (a, M)   + CL  (6C)  - CZ(5     (M)   ^ - ^ (CZQ (M)  Q + Cz^  (M) i) 
8 (1-14) 

The total sideforce coefficient defined in terms of wind axis aerodynamic 

derivatives is: 

CY = Cy     (a, M, fa) + Cy    (öc) + Cy^ &t + Cy^   (a,   «B, M)  ^ + Cy^ ÖD 

+    2^ {Cyp  (a, M) P + CYR (a, M) R} (1-15) 

The dimensionless aerodynamic moment coefficients in Equations 1-4,  -5, 

and -6 are the roll moment coefficient,  C  ,  the yaw moment coefficient, C  , 

and the pitch moment coefficient, C  .    These dimensionless coefficients are 
m 

defined in terms of body axis derivatives.  If the aerodynamic moment deriva- 

tives to be used in the simulation are defined in the stability axis system, 

then the subroutine transforms these derivatives into the bo<iy axis coordinate 

system. The total roll aerodynamic moment coefficient is: 

C
Ä-
C£ (a, M. ß) + C%    (6C) + Cz&a   (a, 8f, M) ^ + CJU 6r + C^ 8^ 

D 

+ 1^ {C£p (a. M) P + C,R (a, M) R} (1-16) 

The total yaw aerodynamic moment coefficient is 
' 

Cn = Cn    (ex,  M. ß) + Cn    (6C) + Cn6     (a.    #,, M)  6a + Cn6    8    + Cnö    6D 
a r D 

+ h ^np   («.   M) P + Cn_    (a,   M)  R} 2v  l  np (1-17) 
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The total pitch aerodynamic moment coefficient is: 

m        m C      («.  M) + C    <6r) + Cm,     W   6    + f- {Cm.  (M)  « +  (C       (M) m v C s      2v 
JmQ 

+ Cm     (6  ))  Q} 
Q 

(1-18) 

Simulation of advanced aircraft with differential tail control surfaces 

requires that flexibility effects due to rudder deflections be included in 

the rudder sideforce, rolling moment and yawing moment aerodynamic deriva- 

tives.  These aerodynamic derivatives are: 

CYx  = CY.    (M) * CY   (a, M, ß) ör    ör(f)        or 

c  = c 
6     6 , _. 
r     r(f) 

(M) * C.   (a, 6,, M, ß) 

C   = Cn     (M) * C   (a. 6 , M, ß) 
6     6 ...       n6      r 
r     r(f)        r 

(1-19) 

(1-20) 

(1-21) 

If the aircraft being simulated does not require the rudder flexibility 

effects, then CY    , C.    , and C      are set to unity. 

6r(f)   6r(f)     "^(f) 

The differential tail effects due to tail boom flexibility for the 

differential tail sideforce, rolling moment,and yawing moment aerodynamic 

derivatives are: 

CYä - Cy, (M) * CYä (a, 6 , M) + C      (M, 6 , a) 
6D 6D(TF)        6D 8 Y6D(F)     S 

C^ = C^ (M) * C^ (a,  68, M) + C^     (M, 5-. a) 
6D ÖD(TF)        6D ÖD(F) 

C = C (M) * C (a,  6 , M) + C      (M, 6 , a) 
n. n           n s n.        s 
ÖD ÖD(TF)        ÖD ÖD(F) 

(1-22) 

(1-23) 

(1-24) 

If the aircraft being simulated does not require the differential tall 

flexibility effects then C«     , C^     »and C      are set to unity 
ÖD(TF)    6D(TF) JD(TF) 

and C. , C„    ,and C are set to zero. 

VF)  
6
D(F) D(F) 
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If the components of aerodynamic sldeforce, rolling moment, and yawing 

moment due to spoiler deflections are to be Included, then the effectiveness 

of the aileron, C,. *, and the effectiveness of the spoiler, C. .must be 
o 6 ' 
a sp 

combined by the following formula, external to the program: 

H 

C. = C * + k C. 
0       0 0 
a    a      sp 

(1-25) 

where k Is the ratio of the maximum spoiler deflection to the maximum aileron 

deflection. 

Wind gust Is applied to the airplane equations of motion through the 

aerodynamic terms only. This is accomplished by modifying the Independent 

variables of angle of attack and sideslip angle by wind gust when they are 

used to find the aerodynamic derivatives in table lookups. 

Advanced aircraft simulations requiring variation of the aircraft's 

weight, center of gravity, and inertia characteristics can be accomplished 

without reprogramming the aerodynamic data.  When a center of gravity different 

than that referenced by the tabular aerodynamic moment data is specified, the 

following equations transform the aerodynamic moment derivatives corresponding 

to the desired center of gravity location. 

C = C + CT A,,,, 
ra   m   L CG (1-26) 

C   = C   - C,   A „ 
m6    m6     Z6   CG 

s     s     s 

Cnp " 
Cnp 

+ ACG f CYp 

C  = C  + A,,,, ^ C 
nR   nR   CGb YR 

V * V + ACG b V 

(1-27) 

(1-28) 

(1-29) 

(1-30) 

C   - C   + A  Ä C n6    n(S    CG b Y6 
a     a a 

C     = C     + A^r. f Cv nx    n.    CG b Y. 

(1-31) 

(1-32) 

Cn, -V +ACGbV 
6D    6D 6D 

where A  - (CG location) - (table reference CG location). 

(1-33) 
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The effect of the center of gravity shift on the tail length ratio is 

also simulated.  The aerodynamic tail length is the distance from the center 

of pressure on the wing to the center of pressure on the horizontal tail. 

The tail length ratio is described by: 

.  u  T.L. - c (CG. location)  
TL  T.L. - c (table reference C.G. location) 

(I-3A) 

where the center of gravity location is specified as a percentage of the 

mean aerodynamic chord. The effects on the coefficients are described by 

the equations 

(1-35) 3   = C   ATT mö    mö  TL 
s     s 

3   " C   ArPT mQ   mQ TL 
(1-36) 

CmÄ 
= C«4 

ATL (1-37) 

The simulation of the aircraft's acceleration at any body location is 

formulated by 

ä = ä  + ä (1-38) 
p   eg   r 

where the body axis components of a , the acceleration of the aircraft's 
eg 

center of gravity,  are simulated by: 

a -   (T cos  6    + qS   (C,   sin a - C„ cos oi)]/m 
cgx e      n        L D 

(1-39) 

i - qS Cv/m 
cgy      n      Y 

(1-40) 

qS  (C,   cos a + C    sigi a)]/m 
Li D 

[-T sin 6        HJ  •,--.,   ..-vv/ e      ^    v L D ,       . (1-41) cgz e L D 

The body axis components of a  ,   the acceleration of the  (x  ,  y  ,   z ) 

location of the aircraft relative to the center of gravity due to the angular 

velocities and accelerations are simulated by: 

rx 

ry 

rz 

.(+Q2 + R2)   (-R + PQ)       (Q + PR) 

(R + PQ)    -(R2 + P2)        (-P + QR) 

(-Q + RP)     (P + QR)       -(P2  + Q2) 

(1-42) 
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The normal acceleration,  measured by an accelerometer at any aircraft location 

relative to the center of  gravity and oriented at angle  a    relative to the  z 

body axis,   is simulated  in terms of  the body axis components of a    by: 

— (a       cos a    + a      sin a ) g      pz n px n (1-43) 

The lateral acceleration equation is simulated as a  .  The angular orienta- 

tion of the normal accelerometer with respect to the body axes Is shown in 

Figure 1-1. 

1.2 Flight Control System Model 

The flight control system model for the air-to-air TAWDS(AA) program can be 

used to mathematically describe the flight control laws developed in the 

Tactical Weapon Delivery (TWeaD) Program (References 1-1 - 1-5), the Survlv- 

able Flight Control System (SFCS) Program (References 1-6 - 1-8), and the 

Multimode Program (References 1-9 - 1-10), as well as the flight control 

systems of current high performance fighter and attack aircraft.  The struc- 

ture of the TAWDS(AA) model also allows for decoupling design »"echniques to 

enable the mechanization of longitudinal direct force modes for precise 

attitude or flight path control. The TAWDS(AA) program includes not only feed- 

back control laws but also interconnects, which couple pilot command inputs. 

The flexibility of the model is shown by Figures 1-2 and 1-3. The generic 

model can simulate (1) pertinent control system characteristics and flight 

control laws and (2) various types of existing and advanced flight control 

systems. Capabilities include pitch, roll, and yaw axes series servo authori- 

ties; pitch, roll, and yaw axes feedback control laws; and integrated control 

system mechanization. 

The air-to-air generic flight control system model, illustrated in lig- 

ures 1-2 and 1-3, can be used to" mathematically describe both electrical and 

mechanical mechanizations.  The electrical command signals are processed by 

flight control compensation networks, along with the feedback signals from 

air data systems and rate gyros and accelerometers.  These processed signals 

are transmitted to command the hydraulically actuated servos which mechani- 

cally drive the hydraulic control surface actuators.  The pilot's mechanical 

inputs are linked directly to the control surface actuators. 

»•«*»—i 
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Pitch control can be provided by one or two longitudinal control sur- 

faces, the elevator, and, optionally, horizontal canard surfaces. The canard 

Is used for direct force control, gust alleviation, or drag alleviation.  Roll 

control Is provided by two lateral control surfaces and directional control 

by the rudder.  The primary lateral control is augmented either through two 

lateral control surfaces such as ailerons and spoilers, whose respective 

deflections have a constant ratio to each other, or through the differential 

deflection of an all movable horizontal stabllator. 
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APPENDIX II 

WEAPON FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS 

In the TAWDS programs, weapon fire control systems were modeled for the 

air-to-air gunnsry and air-to-ground bombing and gunnery tasks. The generic 

sight systems considered are listed in Figure II-l, and represent the basic 

characteristics of sights used on operational or near-operational fighter 

aircraft. Target tracking data with the gunnery sights was used in developing 

the pilot models described in Section 4. For air-to-ground bombing, the FIP 

(Future Impact Point) sight was selected because (1) unlike the Continuously 

Computed Impact Point (CCIP) sight, it can be used to determine the pilot's 

precision tracking characteristics during a bombing pass, (2) it represents a 

particular solution based on a desired bomb release altitude of the CCIP bomb 

sight, (3) it can be extended to model a dive-toss type cf bomb sight, and 

(4) it or similar bomb sights will likely be used on fighter aircraft in the 

near future. 

A simplified approach, referred to as the modified vacuum trajectory 

method, was used in computing the weapon impact for the air-to-ground CCIP 

and FIP sights. This approach, described in Reference II-l or in Appendix IV 

of this report, uses an empirical equation, with ths constants evaluated by 

using weapon delivery tables. However, this approach avoids the need for inte- 

grating the nonlinear differential equations that describe the weapon's tra- 

jectory and impact point, and thus represents a practical approach for an 

airborne delivery computer. 

The error sources and the equations used to compute the sensitivities of 

the dynamic errors for the stochastic program are presented in Reference II-l 

or in Appendix III of this report. 

II.1 Air-to-Air Gunnery Sights 

Air-to-air gun fire control sights can be divided into two major classes. 

Director and Disturbed Reticle sights. These two generic sights are described 

in Reference II-2. Some of the more familiar Disturbed Reticle implementations 

are (1) Lead Computing Optical Sight System (LCOSS), (2) Damped Predictive 

Tracer Sight, and (3) Honest Tracer Line or Hot Line Sight. The Hot Line 

Sight differs from the others in the lack of damping. Due to the widespread 

use of LCOSS sights, and their close dynamic relationship to damped predictive 

tracer type sights, a generic LCOSS sight was configured, along with a Director 

sight, for the TAWDS(AA) program analysis. 
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•  Air-to-Air Gunnery 

Director Sight 

LCOSS 

Air-to-Ground Gunnery 

CCIP 

Fixed Depressed Reticle 

•  Air-to-Grouna Bombing 

FIP 

aP7l-0U4-210 

Figure n -1. Generic Sight Systems for Weapon Delivery Tasks 

11.1.1 Bullet Time-of-Fllght Computation for Alr-to-Alr Gunslght - 

Figure II-2 presents the basic principles of computing the bullet ttme-of- 

flight used in the lead angle computations for air-to-air gunsights. This 

computation avoids the complexity of integrating a bullet to target range, 

and is applicable to an airborne computer.  It is based on equating an appro- 

ximate equation for predicted future target range, D , and predicted future 

bullet range, D™, and then solving simultaneously for the bullet tlme-of- 
FB 

flight, T . The resulting quadratic equation is solved by using the quadratic 

formula, with the smaller root giving the value of T . 

The ballistic fit equation used to predict future bullet range uses a 

ballistic coefficient, IL,, which accounts for range shortening due to drag 

and makes results more consistent with standard 20mm ballistic tables. 

In programming the equations shown in Figure II-2, a check in computing 

T is required to accommodate "beam type" attack conditions (target aspect of 
F 

90 degrees).  In this case, the attacker airspeed is approximately the nega- 

tive of the range rate, reducing the quadratic equation for T to a linear 

equation. 

11.1.2 The LCOSS Sight - The LCOSS sight model programmed in the TAWDS(AA) 

computer program contains the basic characteristics associated with advanced 

LCOSS or Damped Predictive Tracer Sights described in References II-2 and 11-3. 

These characteristics include the use of (1) ownship body rates, (2) ownship 

load factor as an estimate of target acceleration, and (3) attacker angle of 

attack and airspeed to account for ballistic curvature.  Each of these inputs 
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Geometry, Dp-i" = R + (R + V/y) Tp 

(VA + VM)TF 

Ballistic Fit, Opg' 
1 + KDTF 

Enuation (1) and (2), 

R + (R+VAn> 
(VA^VMTTF 

1 + KDTF 

(1) 

(2) 

'3) 

Solving (3) for Tp, 

(R + VA)KDTF
2 + (R-VM + KDR)Tp + R = 0    (4) 

Employing the Quadratic Formula, 

R 

B 

TF 
VA 
VM 

KD 

P/Po 

Tp = -K2 - \/K22-4K1R 

2K, 

Where K! =(R + VA) KD 

K2 = R-VM + KDR 

(5) 

Prtdictad Futur* Targat Rang* 

Pradictad Fulura Bullat Rang« 

Pratant Ranga 

Pratant Ranga Rata 

Bullat Tima-of-Flight 

Attackar Valocity 

Bullat MuHla Valocity 

Ballistic Drag Coafficlant 

Attackar Relative Air Damity 

Balliatir Constant 

(0.00614 for 20 mm bullat) 

KD=KBVVM + VAp/p0 

OP76-0M4'20« 

Figure n -2. Basic Principles of the Time-of-Flight Computation Used in LCOSS and Director Sights 

is damped by the time constant, (l+a)TF, as shown in Figure II-3, which describes 

the dynamics of the LCOSS sight model in block diagram form. This model does 

not explicitly include the two-degree-of-freedom gyro generally associated with 

an LCOSS sight, but the basic gyro dynamics are accounted for by the time 

constant (l+cOT,,, and the roll angle transformation used in obtaining the lead 
r 

angles. 

Although they are generally not used in disturbed reticle type sights, 

the model includes sideslip and lateral acceleration inputs which are multi- 

plied by a gain (or switch) of magnitude of 0 or 1 in the TAWDS(AA) program. 

These inputs are included in TAWDS(AA) so this sight model will be compatible 

with aircraft whose control law mechanization allows for sideslip. 

II.1.3 The Director Sight - The primary difference in a Director sight is 

the use of Line-Of-Sight (LOS) angle rates instead of ownship body rates. 
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"N 
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Figure n -3. Functional Flow Diagram of Generic Lead Computing Optical Sight System (LCOSS) 
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This has a significant effect on loop dynamics.  Because the LOS angle rates 

are relatively insensitive to the pilot's commands, it is not necessary to 

damp them in the same way as body rates. 

A block diagram of the Director sight model programmed in the TAWDS(AA) pro- 

gram is given in Figure II-4. As with the LCOSS sight, sideslip and lateral 

acceleration inputs are included in the TAWDS(AA) program (multiplied by a gain 

of zero or one). 

The dynamics associated with estimating the LOS angle rates have been 

neglected in Figure II-4 so as not to mask the basic tracking dynamics of a 

Director sight. Detailed discussions on approaches to estimating the LOS 

rates, using a target angle tracker and Kaiman filter, are given In References 

11-4 and II-5.  However, in making Monte Carlo stochastic runs with the TAWDS(AA) 

program, the errors in estimating the LOS angle rates are assumed to be corre- 

lated and described by passing white noise through a second-order low-pass 

filter. This is based on data given In References 11-5 and II-6 and Is des- 

cribed In more detail in Appendix 111 of this report. 

II.2 Alr-to-Ground Bombing Sight 

II.2.1 Future Impact Point (FIP) Bomb Sight - A representative geometry 

profile and one possible HUD display for the FIP sight Is shown in Figure II-5. 

The FIP sight is described in References II-7 and II-8.  In FIP bombing, a 

plpper on the HUD shows the pilot the predicted bomb impact point if it is 

released at the desired altitude and if present flight conditions are main- 

tained. The desired release altitude is usually computed as the sum of a 

ground clearance (safety factor) altitude, and the altitude lost after bomb 

release and during pull up. 

The FIP bombing system can be considered a particular solution to the 

CCIP bombing system.  The pilot's task is to steer the aircraft to keep the 

FIP plpper on the target until the bomb release altitude is reached. As a 

cue to the time-to-go to release, a cross is displayed to show the bomb's 

instantaneous (present) Impact point. This point, which is called the Dis- 

played Impact Point (DIP), is based on the CCIP bombing equations. The angular 

difference between the FIP plpper and the DIP cross is proportional to range- 

to-go, and hence provides the time-to-go to release cue. With au automatic 

release mode, the bomb is automatically released when the DIP cross passes 

through the FIP reticle (with bomb enable button depressed). 

In Implementing the FIP mode, slant range measurements are made along the 

Line-Of-Sight to the FIP plpper. Aircraft altitude relative to the future 
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Figure 11 -4. Functional Flow Diagram of Director Sight 
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Head-Up Display 

(T) Target Detection 

(5) Start of Turning Dive Towards Target 

(3) Air to-Ground Delivery Mode Entered 

(?) Aircraft Maneuvered to Place FIP on Target 

(5) FIP on Target 
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Bombs Automatically Released 

(f) Start of Pullup Maneuver 
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h 
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(FIP) Reticle with     / / 
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Displayed Impact 
Point (DIP) Cross- 

Figure n -5. Profile View of Representative FIP Bombing Attack 
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Impact point Is used In computing the elevation positioning angles of the FIF 

and DIP symbols on the HUD.     For an uneven terrain,  the DIP symbol represents 

the Impact point In the horizontal plane containing the future Impact point. 

This provides a stable vertical position for the FTP and DIP symbols. 

II.2.2    FIP Bombing Sight Equations In TAWDS(AG) Program - The bomb component 

equations In TAWDS(AG)  for the FIP bombing sight are summarized In Figure II-6. 

The components are along and orthogonal to the ground velocity vector.    The 

effect of rack time delay,  Tn,   Is  Included In the bomb equations, which refer- 

ences them to the point at which the release signal is given rather than to the 

actual release point. 

The sequence of computations used in the FIP bombing sight is shown in 

Figure II-7. The bomb impact equations differ from those in Figure II-6 by 

the time-to-go to    release factor. 

For the first computation cycle the value of the bomb retardation factor 

is set equal to one,  since a gravity drop term for non-zero values of the 

aircraft's dive angle is not available at the start of computations.    The 

bomb  retardation factor converges to the correct value after several com- 

putational cycles. 

In the computational sequence,  the expression for the bomb's time-of-fall 

in alrmass  (assuming zero wind)  is computed, using the quadratic solution for 

the vertical equations of the modified vacuum trajectory.    The altitude used 

in this computation is  the desired bomb release altitude with respect to the 

target.    It is the sum of three components:    (1) desired ground clearance 

(safety factor),   (2)  altitude lost during pull up,  and (3)  altitude lost 

between bonfc release and start of pull up.    The gravity drop term is then 

obtained and the bomb retardation factor is updated.     Finally,  the horizontal 

components of bomb range,  as determined by the two horizontal equations, are 

determined, along with present altitude above target,  for positioning the 

FIP reticle on the HUD. 

Because the boni) retardation factor is the only parameter used from the 

previous cycle, and its value changes slowly, the equations converge quickly 

and maintain a highly accurate dynamic solution. As a result, only one pass 

through the cycle is required. 

The altitude lost during pull up is a function primarily of dive angle 

and velocity.    Figure  II-8 gives curves for the actual altitude lost by an 

F-4 aircraft during a 4G pull up.     (Similar data is also available for other 
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Trajectory 
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8- 
»B 
VB 
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Figure II -6. Summary of Bomb Component Equations at Bomb Release Signal 
in Ground Track Velocity Coordinates 
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CB = 1   [First Cycle Only] 
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to 

Figure H -7. Sequence of Computations for FIP Bombing Sight 
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Figure 11 -8. Estimating Altitude Lost During Dive Recovery for 4G Pullup 
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G values.)  The dashed curves show the results of the simplified mathematical 

equation used in the TAWDS(AG) program. 

II.3 Air-to-Ground Sights 

For the air-to-ground gunnery weapon delivery task, the Fixed Depressed 

Reticle and CCIF sights are included in the TAWDS(AG) program. 

II.3.1 The Fixed Depressed Reticle Gunnery Sight - For the Fixed Depres- 

sed Reticle sight, the pilot chooses a set of nominal firing conditions, namely 

airspeed, dive angle, and altitude or range. The following information is dis- 

played to the pilot:  (1) airspeed, (2) pitch angle, (3) radar range or alti- 

tude, and (4) angle of attack. 

For the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight, there are two basic options in the 

TAWDS(AG) program. In one option, the pilot chooses a nominal firing altitude and 

used the altitude display. In the other,the pilot chooses a nominal firing range. 

The pilot can estimate target range by comparing the projected mil area of the 

target to that of the pipper.  If radar range is displayed to the pilot, how- 

ever, it is assumed that the radar is slaved to the pipper. 

Note that the dive angle is not directly displayed in some current fighter 

aircraft.  Theoretically, it can be calculated by monitoring both the pitch 

and angle-of-attack displays. However, because of the heavy workload at this 

time, pilots generally monitor the pitch angle only.  Since the angle of attack 

is one degree or less, the resulting error is small. 

II.3.2 The CCIF Gunnery Sight - The CCIF gunnery sight is essentially the 

same as the CCIF bombing sight described in References II-l, II-7, and II-8. 

The bullet component equations, in ground track velocity coordinates, are 

summarized in Figure II-9.  These equations differ from those given for the 

FIP bombing sight in Figure II-6 in that the bomb's ejection velocity is re- 

placed with the bullet's muzzle velocity, assuming also that the bullet's 

firing delay is zero. 

The computational sequence for the CCIF gunnery sight is given in Figure 

11-10.  This sequence is similar to that given in Figure II-7 for the FIP 

sight, except that tlme-to-go (T.^) is not computed and present aircraft alti- 

tude, instead of bomb release altitude. Is used in computing the bullet tlme- 

of-flight ti.  Since the equivalent gravity drop, D , for a bullet is small, 
t g 

the gunnery sequence is simplified by neglecting this term. 
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Figure n -9. Summary of Bullet Component Equations in Ground Track Velocity Ccvrrdinatm 

II.4    Other Sight System Considerations 
Dive-Toss Bombing and Alr-to-Ground Rocketry can also be Incorporated In 

the TAWnS(AG) program. 
II.A.1 Dive-Toss Bombing Sight - The FIP bombing sight program can be 

extended to include dive-toss delivery. References II-l, II-7, and II-8 des- 

cribe the dive-toss bombing sight and how it can be Interfaced with the FIP 

sight.  The FIP bomb, ng sight equations would be modified as follows.  Instead 

of designating the target with the airspeed or ground track velocity vector, as 

is normally done in dive-toss implementations, the FIP pipper would be used. 

The computed bomb impact point would be determined by using present aircraft 
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tF 
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Equation with hp = h) 
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h' XB' YB K* Then Transformed Through Drift Anglo. 6; Pitch, ÖA; and Roll, 0; and Converted to 
Corresponding Angles for Positioning the CCIP Symbol of the HUD. 

aPTS-0M4-l2 

Figure n -10. Sequence of Computations for CCIP Gunnery Sight 

altitude and setting T      to zero In the FIP bombing sight equations,  Figure 
CJU 

II-7. Bomb release occurs automatically (If the bomb enable switch Is de- 

pressed by pilot) during the pull up maneuver when the computed bomb range 

equals  (or exceeds)  the computed target range. 

The pilot performs a wings-level,  constant load factor, pull up while 

nulling the traverse impact error, until automatic bomb release.    The dis- 

play of   he traverse Impact error will vary with the aircraft.    When the pilot 

maintains his ground track velocity vector on a displayed vertical line,   the 

bomb traverse Impact error will be zero. 

II.4.2    Air-to-Ground Rocketry Sights - Since air-to-ground rocketry 

sights are usually quite similar to air-to-ground gunnery sights, there is no 

difficulty In adding the rocket sights described in Reference II-l to the 

TAWDS(AG) program.     For the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight,  the rocket manual 

would be used to determine the reticle position on the HUD.    For the CCIP sight, 

the rocket's velocity at burnout, VD, would be used in the CCIP gunnery sequence 

given in Figure 11-10 and, along with the rocket trajectory tables, in computing 

the ballistic retardation factor, €„. 
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APPENDIX III 

ERROR SOURCES AND SENSITIVITIES FOR WEAPON DELIVERY SIGHTS 

The source errors, the stationary sensitivity equations, and the dynamic 

tracking error equations given in Reference III-l for air-to-ground gunnery are 

extended to bombing weapon delivery in this Appendix. The derivations of these 

equations are the same as described in Reference III-l. For completeness, the 

source errors for gunnery and the associated equations are also included. 

In addition, the error sources used in simulating the LCOSS and Director 

air-to-air gunnery sights are tabulated. The symbols used are listed in 

Section III.3. 

111*1 Air-to-Air Gunnery 

For air-to-air gunnery the Monte Carlo method is used in determining 

the bullet miss statistics instead of the covariance method used in air-to- 

ground weapon delivery. While the covariance method uses linearized perturbation 

equations, the Monte Carlo method uses non-linear equations. The bullet miss 

statistics are computed by making multiple rut 3, with different error values 

being added to selected variables on each run. 

The most significant error sources are listed in Figure III-l. Aircraft 

body rates and linear accelerations are not included, because error magnitudes 

generally assumed in their measurements are so small they would have negligible 

effect on bullet miss statistics. Most of the error sources affect pipper 

computation and positioning. However, errors in the muzzle velocity and 

gunline attitude are used only in integrating the bullet; their nominal 

values are used in the pipper computation. 

Each of the error sources in Figure III-l is assumed to act as a bias during 

one run of a Monte Carlo case, except for the LOS rate errors. The Director 

sight uses LOS rates for computing the lead angle. As described in References 

III-2 and III-3, LOS rates are estimated by using a target tracking sensor (e.g. 

angle tracking radar or electro-optical sensor) and a Kaiman filter. In the 

TAWDS(AA) program, correct LOS rates are computed and then second order 

correlated noise is added to represent expected general error characteristics. 

This approach was taken for three reasons. First, the formulation of the 

Kaiman filter and the associated parameter values is directly related to the 

tracking sensor used. Secondly, a detailed description of the sensor noise 

characteristics is not available at present. And thirdly, only preliminary 

investigations, without flight test, have been conducted in modeling the 

tracking sensors and the Kaiman filter, and further research may result in 

significant mrdlfications to present models. 
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Airspeed 
Body Angle of Attack 

Range 
Range Rate 

Body Sideslip HUO Display and Alignment Angles 

Relative Air Density Gun Alignment Angles W.R.T. Body 

Line-of-Slght Rates* Muzzle Velocity 

'Don not apply to LCOSS Sight OP7t'0M4'»2 

Figure HI -1. Summary of Error Sources for Air-to-Air LCOSS and Director Sights 

As  a result of data given in References III-2,  III-3,  and III-A,  the 

radar and electro-optical sensors appear to have second order noise character- 

istics.    This  form of error on the LOS rate estimates  can be expected also 

because the Kaiman filter,  or other types of data filters, have difficulty in 

reducing correlated measurement noise. 
In the TAWDS(AA)  program,  errors in the LOS rates  (AW) are modeled by 

passing white Gaussian noise through a second-order low-pass filter of the 

form 

K u, 
AW = m 

2 2 
s    + 2^ (ü s + (i) mm m 

N(0,1) (III-D 

where s is Laplace transform variable. 

a)m is the low pass filter bandwidth in rad/sec, 

C is the low pass filter damping ratio. 

N(0,1) is the Gaussian noise of zero mean and standard deviation of 1, 

K is a gain parameter to give the desired magnitude to AW. 

Equation (III-l) is discretized using the state transition matrix approach 

given in Reference III-5.  Since £ and u do not appear to vary significantly mm 
between the elevation and traverse axes, the same values of these parameters 

are used in both axes in the TAWDS(AA) program. 

After discretization, K is given by 

FC 
f m 

I 

vAt ^J.*X""*/ 

In thi^ equation, the factor*/4c /w represents the reciprocal of the gain when 

passing white noise through a second order filter (see Reference III-5). At 
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Is the discretization or Integration Interval. The factor^t is needed since 

dlscretlzlng the continuous Gaussian noise process N(0,1) results in a gain of 

l/*^t (see Reference III-6). The variable a is the desired standard deviation 

of AW. 

Since the sensor noise characteristics are generally a function of 

range, as described In References III-2, III-3, and III-4, o is computed In 

the TAWDS(AA) program by 

1500 , 
0 - -^— a (III-3) 

where R Is the range and 0' is the standard deviation at R - 1500 feet. This 

results in o decreasing as target range increases, which Is characteristic of 

target tracking sensors. Different values of a In the traverse and elevation 

axes can be used in the TAWDS(AA) program. 

III.2 Air-to-Ground Error Sources and Sensitivities 

The error sources and sensitivities presented in this section Include both 

along-track and cross-track errors. The "error sense" is taken as the computed 

value minus the actual value. This results In a positive along-track error 

when the actual Impact point falls ahead of the nominal. A cross-track error, 

AY, is taken as positive when the actual Impact point falls to the right (as 

would be seen by the pilot) of the nominal. 
0 Alr-to-Ground Bombing - The along-track and cross-track error sources 

for the FIF bombing sight are given in Figure III-2. They Include both errors 

that exist at bomb release and those associated with target position. The 

stationary along-track and cross-track error sensitivity equations correspond- 

ing to these error sources are shown In Figures III-3 and III-4. 

The elevation and traverse dynamic tracking error equations for the FTP 

boid) sight are presented In Figure III-5. These dynamic equations are obtained 

by determining perturbations in the tracking error rate equations which are 

based on the difference between the plpper and the Llne-Of-Slght rates. 

It should be noted that the elevation axis equations are simplified by 

using a pseudostate, e', which is the difference between the elevation tracking 

error (£_„) and the plpper elevation angle (9 )J Instead of the tracking error. 
CJL p 

Thus the elevation tracking error Is the sum of perturbations in e' T and 6 . 
bL      p 

The perturbation equation for 9 is given in Figure l£l-5. 
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Along-Track Error Source 

j                     Target Position* Weapon Release 

1           Radar Range Measurement Along-Track (Inertial) Velocity 

|           Radar Positioning Vertical (Inertial) Velocity 
|                A. Boresight Alignment 

B. Off-Boresight Positioning True Airspeed                                    \ 
C. Radome Refraction 

Ejection Velocity Magnitude             I 
Pitch Angle Error 

A. INS Boresight Alignment Rack Release Time Delay 
■               B. Pitch Angle Measurement 

Bomb Dispersion 
Pipper Positioning 

A. Pilot Aiming 
B. Boresight Alignment | 

i               C. Off-Boresight Positioning 
D. Windscreen Refraction 

Cross-Track Error Source 

Target Position* 

Heading Angle Error 
A. INS Boresight Alignment 
B. Heading Angle Measurement 

Pipper Positioning 
A. Pilot Aiming 
B. Boresight Alignment 
C. Off-Boresight Positioning 
D. Windscreen Refraction 

Weapon Release 

Cross-Track (Inertial) Velocity 

Sideslip 

Bomb Dispersion 

orTf-otM-ti 
* At Pilot Releau Command for PIP Sight 

Figure m -2. Summary of Along-Track and Cross-Track Error Sources for FIP Bombing Sight 

The error sources  and sensitivity equations given in Figures III-2, 

III-3,  and III-4 are  the same  as  those given in Reference III-7 for the 

CCIP bombing sight,  since the computed boni) impact points are the same at 

the desired bonib release altitude.    The FIP elevation axis dynamic tracking 

error equations in Figure IH-5 have been modified from those given in Refer- 

ence III-7  for the CCIP bombing sight to account for the time-to-go to bomb 

release  (T„ )  and bomb release altitude parameters.     The traverse equations 

are not modified because these parameters are not used  in computing the cross- 

track bomb impact point.     In the TAWDS(AG) program,  the north-east-dovn and the 
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Target Position* 

Radar Range Measurement 

sin (0| - dp) 
{AX = ) 

sinö 
ARAT 

Radar Elevation Positionir.g 

sin(d|-0p) 
-RAT Aßo 

sinfl, tan Op        " 

Pitch Angle 

cos (0| - Op) 
-R AT sinö 

AflA 

Plpper Elevation Positioning 

RAT 
  AÖ- 
sinflp      p 

Weapon Release 

Along-Track (Inertial) Velocity 

-(TD+tF)AVx 

Vertical (Inertial) Velocity 

[(TD + tF') cot 9| - tan öv |tF-tF')l AVZ 

True Airspeed 

cotfl|K3(CB-l)Dg 

VACB 
+ sec Öv (tfr-tp') AVi 

Ejection Velocity Magnitude 

t cos{Ö|-öv) 
AVe 

sm i I 

Rack Release Time Delay 

sin (fl|-ffv) - flvtF' cos (ö|-flv) 

VA 

Bomb Dispersion 

<VBR + VB,) 

sin 0| 
ATR 

2sin0| tF'^ÖQIS 

•At pilot ralana command aP7l-0M4-4S 

Figure III -3. Summary of Along-Track Error Sensitivity Equations for FIP Bombing Sight 

ground-track-heading coordinates  are  the same,  since no steady state winds 

are assumed. 

Reference III-l describes  the approach used In computing the dynamic 

tracking error equations In Figure III-5.    As  an example of this  approach, 

the computation of AT.,,. Is outlined.     The equation for T_n Is 
GO GO 

h - 1/2 g cn (tl)2 - vEt'/cose. 

'GO 

B   Vt-F/ E F' A , 
w cose. - u sin 8A 

(III-4) 

assuming V, EX 0 and TJJ ' 0.    Then the perturbation of T      can be written as 

AT oo    ****&**&"**%* Ah 
A 

3T ST 
.       GO .„,       "GO 

AC, B. (III-5) 
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Target Position* Weapon Release 

i         Heading Angle Cross-Track (inertia!) Velocity 

(AY=)-VxtFA^H 

1 

|          Pipper Position 
1 

Sideslip                               I 

RATA^p 

1 
VA(tF-fF)A^ 

Bomb Dispersion 

(VBR+VBI> 

2          fF A^Dis 

•At pilot release command OP7S-0M4-73 

I   i 

Figure III -4. Summary of Cross-Track Error Sensitivity Equations for FIP Bombing Sight 

The computation of these partial derivatives from Equation  (III-4)  is straight 

forward. 

Since it is desired to express AT      as a function of the state variables 

Au, Aw,  AS  , and Ah,  the approach used to compute Atl, and AC,,  as a function of 
A r B 

these variables is as follows.     Starting with: 

CB "  1 + Kl (Dg)K2 VAK3' 

ACg is  computed as: 

ACB = 
2K2 (CB-1) A^ 

(HI-6) 

(ni-7) 

where 9CR/3V is small and neglected.  This leaves At' to be computed as a B' "'A 
function of the desired state variables.  The equation for t' is: 

- VZ +V VZ + 2*CBhR 

8CB 

(III-8) 
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Elevation Axil Dynamic Tracking Error Modal 

A^ELaGe'EL 

where    c 

Ae'c, + GB ARAT + G,, Au + G.., Aw + G„ A :ELTURanAT w' ■■q-q 

EL"eEL epi -flp.Aep, =Ae'p| +Afl EL-^EL 

5e'     = lu cos (a - e'EL)) /RAT 

GR = [u sin (a-«£(_))/R|T 

Gu = -[sin (a - e'EL) - a cos (a - ^[)] /RAT 

Gw = - [cos (a - e'EL)l /RAT 

Gq=1.0 

Aflp = Gu Au + Gw Aw * GflA A9A ♦ G^ ATG0 

where    Gu ■ (A sin ÖA - B tan 0p + AC) cos2 Op 

Gw = -(A coseA + B + AD) cos2öp 

Ge    - [ Dfl(sin ÖA + tan op cosflA)/b + Ad + VA AD) cos2Öp 

GT      - -[iw + u tanöp)/bl coszöp 
'GO r 

i 2K-, 
A «   [D8 (a sinÖA - b cos9A) (1 + 2K2 - ^.) + TG0 (wb + ua)] /((c + g CBt'F)bz) 

and 

B = <TGO + t'F»/b 

C = |2VA (1 - coty),'(k2g) - k, sin7)/t'F 

D = (VAsin7/(k2g)-k1cos'y)/t'F 

a = -(w+VE)(TGO + t'F)-DgcoseA 

b = u(TG0 + t'F)-DgsinÖA 

ATGO ' Fu Au + Fw^w + Ffl. ^A + Ah 

c  = -u sinöA + (w + VE) cosöA 

d  =  u cosöA + |w + VE) sinöA 

where    Fu - ((TG0 + t'F) sinöA-A2 (sinflA+C)/<c + gCBt'F))/(wcosöA-usin9A) 

Fw - |-(TGO + t'F)cosOA + A2(co8ÖA + D)/(c + gCBt'F:))/{wcoseA-usinOA) 

fe = |A1-A2(d + D)/(c + gCBt'F))/|wco8ÖA-usin9A) 

A1 " ~VEt'F tan9A ^^H * ,TGO " ^F1 <W sin0A + u coseA) 

A2 - Dg + hR-VEt'FtanöAsinflA + 2DgK2(CB-1)/CB 

Figure IQ -5. Dynamic Tracking Error Model for FIP Bombing Sight 

qP7«-0M4-72 
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Traverse Axis Dynamic Tracking Error Model           | 

^TR » GeTR AeTR + A0A + G0A0 + G^ A0 ^pAp + GrAr 

where GeTR""/RAT 

G0 = - u Dg cos ö A cos 0/RAT 

G^ ■ Dg cos 0 A cos 0/R AT ' 

Gp - sin Op 

Gr-cosOp 

OP7t-aif4-S0 

Figure III -5. Dynamic Tracking Error Model For FIP Bombing Sight (Concluded) 

where: 

V, (w + vE) cos eA - u sin eA 

hR "-V^ sin Y + VA(1-COSY)  + hgj. + ha 

(III-9) 

(111-10) 

k2g 

In these equations, h,,- and h.  are assumed to be constant and Y " 6» ~ a» 

Then  taking perturbations of Equations (III-8)   to (III-10) and collecting 

terms  as  a function of the state variables and substituting in Equation  (III-3) , 

gives  the equation for AT      in Figure   III-5.      When determining perturbations 

for Equations   (III-8)   through  (III-10),  it is assumed that AVA ■ Au, ^ B  AeA, 

and Aa a  Aw/V., 
A 

o Air-to-Ground Gunnery - Figures III-6 and III-7 present a list of 

error sources for the air-to-ground Fixed Depressed Reticle and CCIP gunnery 

sights respectively. The associated stationary along-track and cross-track 

sensitivity equations are given in Figures 111-8 and III-9. The Fixed Depressed 

Reticle sight sensitivities are given for both the nominal firing altitude and 

range options described in Reference III-7 or Appendix II of this report. 

The dynamic tracking error sensitivity equations are presented in Figure 

III-10 for the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight and in Figure III-ll for the CCIP 
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|                                                 Along-Track Error Source 

Airspeed Pitch Angle 

A. Airspeed Measurement A. Sensor Boresight 

B. Airspeed Display B. Pitch Angle Measurement 

1          C. Pilot Airspeed Matching C. Pitch Angle Display 

D. Pilot Pitch Angle Matching 

j      Along-Track Wind 

Ripper Elevation Positioning 

Angle-of-Attack Variation A. Pipper Boresight 

B. Off-Boresight Positioning 

Aircraft Weight Estimation C. Pilot Aiming 

D. Windscreen Refraction 

Pilot Timing 

Altitude Measurement and Display 
Muzzle Velocity 

Gun Elevation Boresight 

i 

Cross-Track Error Source 

Cross-Track Wind 

Sideslip Angle 

Bank Angle 

Pipper Azimuth Positioning 

A. Pipper Boresight 

B. Off-Boresight Positioning 

C. Pilot Aiming 

D. Windscreen Refraction 

Gun Azimuth Boresight 

0P7S-MM-4* 

Figure M-6. Summary of Error Sources for Fixed Depressed Reticle Gun Sight 

■ 
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Along-Trade Error Source 

Along-Track (Inertial) Velocity Pipper Elevation Positioning 

A.     Pipper Boresight 

Vertical (Inertial) Velocity B.      Off-Boresight Positioning 

C.      Pilot Aiming 

1       Airspeed D.      Windscreen Refraction 

Pitch Angle Radar Range Measurement 

A.     INS Boresight 

I            B.     Pitch Angle Measurement Radar Elevation Positioning 

A.     Radar Boresight 

Muzzle Velocity B.     Off-Boresight Positioning 

C.      Radome Refraction               1 

!       Gun Elevation Boresight 

|                                                 Cross-Track Error Source 

Cross-Track (Inertial) Velocity 

Heading Angle 

A. INS Boresight 

B. Heading Angle Measurement 

Sideslip Angle 

1 

1 

Pipper Azimuth Positioning 

A. Pipper Boresight 

B. Off-Boresight Positioning 

C. Pilot Aiming 

D. Windscreen Refraction 

1 

Gun Azimuth Boresight 1 
Qm-0M4-47 

Figure III -7. Summary of Error Sources for CCIP Gunnery Sight 
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f 

Error Sour« 

• Along-TrKk (InwtMl 
Velocity 

• Vwticil (Inertiil) Vilocity 

• True Air Spnd 

• Pitch Angle 

Error Saniitivity 

Fixad Dipiimd Rttldt Sight* 

tF 
-120^ cos (0| -flD) + tin (0| -ÖQI)  AVA 

iinO| 

COIWI-ÖQ) 
owtinOAVA—— tp 

iinO| 

+ R 
tln(0|-Sp) 

AT 

• Pippir Elevation Potitioning 

• Altitude 

• Ringe 

Rider Elewetion Potitioning 

Muzzle Velocity 

• Gun Elevation Boretight 

Along-Trick Wind 

Aircraft Weight Ettimition 

• Pilot Timing 

• Anglc-ol-Attick 

-awtMeAVA- 

(SomtiiCCIP) 

»n(0|-Op) 

«in 0| ten Op 

coiWcöo) 

A9A (Altitude 
Option) 

tpAOA (Ringe 
«inö| option) 

CCIP Sight 

(AX-) - tF AVX 

(tpcot0| -tinOv(tF-tp)l AVZ 

nc0v(tF-tp)AVA 

VM cot (0| -0Q L) t p cot (0| -Op) 
J       -R 

tin0| 
'AT" 

tin0| 
^A 

RAT 

iin0|iinf>p 
AhAT (Altitude Option Only) 

(Samt it CCir - Reder Ringe Option Only) 

(Sime it CCIP - Ridsr Ringe Option Only) 

(SimeitCCIP) 

(Sime it CCIP) 

«FWX 

a^l   cot(O|-0Q) 

tin) 
A0p 

iin(0|-0p) 

^AT 
tin0| 

-RATtin(0|-0p) 

tin 0| tin 

-tin(0|-0GL) 

^R 

-VM 

tin0| 

cot(O|-0GLl 

tin I 

tFAVM 

»F^GB 

WA       tin0| 

tin(0|-0p) 

Vkzr 

VA 

VA 

tF^A 

iin0| 

cot(9|-0o) 

tin0| 

ATp 

tp Aa 

•Flxtd OtprnMd Rttlel* MmltlvltlM «pply to both th» tltltud* and ringt option« unlmt othsrwiM tpaclflad. orn-MM-«! 

Figure in -8. Summary of Along-Track Error Sensitivity Equations for Air-to-Ground Gunnery 
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Error Sourct Error Sensitivity                                  "1 
Fixed Depressed Reticle Sight* CCIP Sight             I 

• Cross-Track (Inartial) Velocity (AY = ■ ) -tF AVy 

• Heading Angle -VxtF^H 

• Sideslip Angle VAt'FAUA VA(tF-tF') ^A 

• Pipper Azimuth Positioning (Same as CCIP) RAT A^p 

• Gun Azimuth Boresight (Same as CCIP) -VMV'^GB 

• Bank Angle [apQ S- OQL! RAT ABA 

VA + VM 
- 

• Cross-Track Wind tFWY - 

' Flxid Dapranad Ratlcl« MntltivitiM apply to both tha altituda and ranga options ar7S-0M4-M 

Figure III -9. Summary of Cross-Track Error Sensitivity Equations for Air-to-Ground Gunnery 

Elevation Axis Dynamic Tracking Error Modal Traverse Axis Dynamic Tracking Error Model 

^EL - GeEL ^EL + GR ARAT + Gu Au + Gw Aw - 

Gq^q 

Where Ge_L = (u cos A^L - w sin AEL)/RAT 

Ac™ - GcTR ^TR + Gß A^A + Gp Ap + Gr Ar 

+ G0A^ 

Where Ge_R - (u cos ATR)/RAT 

2 
GR ■ (u sin A^L + w cos AEL)/RAT 

Gß - (u cos ATR)/RAT 

Gu = -(sinAEL)/RAT Gp-sinflp 

Gw = -(cosAEL)/RAT 

Gq-1.0 

AEL"'*pcEÜ 

Gr-u)*Öp 

G^-0.0 

ATR-WA + «TR) 

Figure IH -10. Dynamic Tracking Error Models for Fixed Depressed Reticle Gunnery Sight 
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Elevation Axis Dynamic Tracking Error Model 

A«EL = Gepi A« EL + GRARAT + GuAu + GwAw + Qq^^ 

AeEL = Ac'EL + iwp + AÖE where    C'EL-^EL-^p 

Ge'EL   = llJCOS<a-€'EÜl/RAT 

GR       = [usinCa-e'ELH/RAT 

Gu        = -[$in(a-c,EiJ-a«Kfo(-€'E|JJ/RAT 

= -lcos|a-e'Ei_)l/RAT Gw 

vjq l.W 

Aflp= Gu Au + Gw Aw + GJ^A + Gh Ah 

where    6U ■  (A sin O/^-B tan Jp) car Op 

Gw -  - (A cos ÖA + B) cos2 Op 

Gß -   (Dg (sin ÖA + tan 0p cos ÖA)/b + Ad] cos2 0p 

Gh =  cos20pA/t'F 

A -   Dg(asin0A-bcos0A)M+K2 )/|{c +gCBt'F)b2) 

B =   t'p/b 

D
fl 

t'F/b 

-a't'p- DgCos0A a' 

b ■   b'tF-DgSinflA 

c =   -b'sin 0A + a'cos 0A 

= w-Vmsin AO^L 

b' = u +Vmcoi ACHQL 

d = b' cos 6A + a' sin 0A 

Traverse Axis Dynamic Tracking Error Model 
OP74'0«eas 

■ 

A€TR = GCTRAeTR + G|5A0A + Gß AßA + G0A0 + G^ A« + Gp Ap + Gr A r 

where    G€TR = u/R AT G^ = Dg cos 0A cos 0/RAT 

Gß    -  uVm/(|u + Vm)RAT) G  -sin0p 

Gß    «  u/|u+Vm) Gr = cos0p 

2 
G0    =   -uDgCosöA COS0/R.- 

- 

Figure m -11. Dynamic Tracking Error Models for CCIP Gunnery Sight 
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gunnery sight.  These equations are obtained by taking perturbations in the 

tracking error rate equations, which are based on the difference between the 

pipper and the Line-Of-Sight rates. For the Fixed Depressed Reticle sight, the 

plpper rates are equal to the body rates, since the pipper is fixed in the HUD 

during a gunnery pass. 

The elevation axis equations given in Figure 111-10 for a Fixed Depressed 

Reticle sight have been modified from those given in References III-l and III-7. 

This modification is based on writing the Line-Of-Sight rate equation (w nc) as a 

function of the correct body airspeed components u and w (i.e., u - V. cos a 

and w = VA sin a). 

III.3 List of Mathematical Symbols for Air-to-Ground Weapon Delivery 

Symbol 

BA 
CB 

h, h 
AT 

SF 

1* 2'  ■ 
k1,  k2 

Pi q. 

AT 

T 

BR 
7BI 

M 

V VY 

w 

Definition 

Aircraft bank angle (rad) 

Weapon retardation factor used in modified vacuum 

trajectory equations 

Equivalent gravity drop or pass distance of weapon (ft) 
2 

Acceleration of gravity (= 32.174 ft/sec ) 

Aircraft altitude relative to target (ft) 

Altitude lost during pull up after bomb release 

Desired ^omb release altitude relative to target (ft) 

Safety factor or ground clearance altitude 

Altitude increment from bomb release to start of pull up 

Constants in C- equation 

Constants used in computing altitude lost during pull up 

Body roll, pitch, yaw rates (rad/sec) 

Target range (ft) 

Bomb rack release time delay (sec) 

Weapon tlme-of-flight to impact point (sec) 

Weapon time-of-flight in alrmass (assumes zero wind) 

Time-to-go to desired bomb release altitude (sec) 

Aircraft airspeed components in body coordinates (ft/sec) 

Aircraft airspeed (ft/sec) 

Bomb velocity at release (ft/sec) 

Weapon impact velocity (ft/sec) 

Bomb ejection velocity (ft/sec) 

Muzzle velocity (ft/sec) 

Orthogonal horizontal components of aircraft ground 

track velocity vector, (ft/sec) 
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Symbol 

VZ 

WA 
w  w 
X' Y 

Definition 

Vertical component of aircraft ground track velocity 

vector, positive down (ft/sec) 

Aircraft weight (lb) 

Wind velocity along and orthogonal to ground track 

velocity vector (ft/sec) 

Note: The error sensitivity equations presented In Figures III-3, III-4, 

III-8, and III-9 were derived In References III-7 and III-l assuming 

pitch angles were positive down, whereas the dynamic tracking error 

equations In Figures III-5, III-10, and III-ll were derived assuming 

that pitch angles were positive up. These angles are denoted below 

by *.  In the TAWDS(AG) program, all equations are programmed assuming 

these angles are positive up. 

Symbol 

a 

"GL 

«w 
ßA 

^R' £:EL 
e,EL 

eA 

Y. eD 
e DIS 

GB 

GL 

I 

P 

R 
e, 
a 

ft 

PG 

DIS 

''GB 

H 

♦p 

Definition 

Aircraft body angle of attack (rad) 

Gunllne angle of attack (rad) 

Aircraft wing angle of attack (rad) 

Aircraft sideslip angle (rad) 

Traverse, elevation tracking error (rad) 

Pseudostate used In CCIP and FIP elevation dynanlc tracking 

error model (rad) 

Aircraft (waterline) pitch angle (rad)* 

Air mass flight path angle (dive angle) (rad)* 

Bomb dispersion 1B pitch (rad) 

Gun oltch angle U.R.T. body (rad) 

Gunllne pitch angle (rad)* 

Weapon Impact angle (nominally positive, rad) 

Plpper pitch angle (rad)* 

Radar pitch angle (rad)* 

Inertlal flight path angle (dive angle) (rad)* 

Plpper depression angle W.R.T. gunllne, positive down (rad) 

Body roll angle (rad) 

Bomb dispersion In traverse (rad) 

Gun yaw angle W.R.T. body (rad) 

Aircraft heading angle (rad) 

Plpper azimuth angle W.R.T. body symmetry plane (rad) 
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APPENDIX IV 

DEVELOPMENT OF MODIFIED VACUUM TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS 

This appendix presents a simplified development of the modified vacuum 

trajectory equations used in the air-to-ground CCIP and FIP weapon delivery 

sights modeled in the air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) program. While bombing is discus- 

sed specifically, the basic approach is also applicable to gunnery and rockets. 

A more extensive description of this approach is given in Reference IV-1, as 

applied to gunnery. 

The advantage of this approach is the relatively simple computations 

required to determine the weapon impact point, in comparison to integrating 

the weapon's nonlinear differential equations of motion. Acceptable accuracy 

is achieved over a large part of the air-to-ground weapon delivery envelope. 

However, since the approach utilizes the weapon delivery tables, the accuracies 

can only be as precise as the tables themselves. Representative data indicating 

the accuracy of the technique are given in this appendix. 

IV.1 Modified Vacuum Trajectory Equations 

Example bomb trajectories are shown in Figure IV-1, depicting bonb flight 

in air and in a vacuum. The effect of drag in air causes the bomb to fall 

short of the vacuum trajectory impact point. The drag also increases the 

time-of-fall of the bomb, since its effect opposes gravitational acceleration. 

The effect of wind is separately considered in Section IV.4. 

In the modified vacuum trajectory approach, the decreased ground bomb 

range is associated with an equivalent (modified) vacuum trajectory. The 

modified trajectory has the same initial horizontal velocity, but a decreased 

time-of-fall, tl, to account for the decreased range. Then, in the vertical 
Y 

direction, this decreased time-of-fall is accounted for by increasing the 

gravitational acceleration by a ballistic factor. The ballistic factor, CB, 

is referred to as the retardation factor because it yields the decreased, or 

retarded, ground range of the bomb. 

IV.2 Description of C_ Equation 
p 

An exact value ot C,, is derived from the weapon delivery tables for a 
B 

specific set of release conditions. An example is shown in Figure 1V-2. 
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Release 
Point t- '    Raduoad tima-of-flieht to account 

for tha dacraatad ground ranga 
of a mod If lad vacuum trajactory 
having tha iama initial voloclty. 

l/2gCBt^ = hR-VBZtf: = Dg 

^_ f 

(Equivalent Gravity Drop 
or Bomb Pass Distance) 

■ 

XB-vBxti: Y 
^■VBztF + gCßtF2^    f 

Modified Vacuum 
Trajectory Equations oro-oaM-M 

Figure E-l. Modified Vacuum Trajectory Equations 

• Obtain a Set of Corresponding Values of the Following Parameters from Bomb Tables: 

hp - Release Altitude 

7 - Dive Angle 

V^ - Aircraft True Airspeed 

Ve - Bomb Ejection Velocity 

XJJ - Ground Range of Bomb 

• Obtain Reduced Time of Fall, tp'. From the Horizontal Modified Vacuum Trajectory Equation: 

XB 
tp'-  Where Vgx " VA "^ T _ ve l'n T 

VBX 

• Obtain CJJ from the Vertical Modified Vacuum Trajectory Equation: 

2 
CB-^R-^BZtF'» 

otp 
2 

Where Vgz * ^A l'n 7 + Ve cos 7 

•  Elimination of tp 'from Above Equations Yields the Single Equation: 

/ VBZXB\2VBX
J 

OP7»oaa4M 

Figure IE-2. Derivation of Bomb Retardation Factor from Bomb Tablet 
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This figure assumes zero aircraft acceleration but accounts for the horizon- 

tal component of bomb ejection velocity. 

It has been found that defining C as a function of aircraft airspeed, 
B 

equivalent gravity drop, D , and target relative air density, PT/p , pro- 

vides an adequate empirical relationship over a wide range of bomb release 

cenditiuus. The resulting equation Is: 

1 + K. D   VA ^ (—) 
1 g   A   Po 

(IV-1) 

where K., K_, and K are curve fit constants for the selected bomb. 

An example of the accuracy of Equation (IV-1) is shown in Figure IV-3. 

This figure depicts the error In feet and the error In mils perpendicular to 

the Line-Of-Slght at release for a selected range of release conditions. The 

error In bomb ground range, AX , is computed by comparison with the actual bomb 

range, X^, obtained from ballistic tables. Figure IV-4 presents the accuracy 

with which ground range for a 20mm bullet against a sea-level target can be 

predicted. 

The variation in bomb ground range with target altitude above sea level 

is small for low drag bombs. Impact point accuracy can be improved, however, 

by accounting for the air density at target altitude in the calculation of C-. 

This is Illustrated in Figure IV-S. While the original error is less than 

one mil, accounting for the air density reduces the error by a factor of five 

to ten. 

Data for the 20mm bullet is shown in graphical form in Figure IV-6. 

This figure shows that neglecting air density causes only small errors at 

firing ranges less than 4000 feet. However, Figure IV-7 shows that account- 

ing for target altitude,as in Rquation (IV-1), can significantly reduce the 

predicted bullet error at greater ranges. 

IV.3 Computation of Actual Time-of-Fall 

The actual weapon time-of-fall (or time-of-flight), t , can be related to 
r 

the reduced time-of-fall tl and C by the equation: 
F      B 

*f - \  CB 4 (IV-2) 

As will be shown in the next section, t is only used to compensate for 
F 

the effect of wind over the interval (t,, - t'), and thus great accuracy is 
r   F 

not required. 
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Dim 
Angle ODtgrMt 30D«grMt 60D«grNt 

Maximum 
Ground 
Range 
Error-ft 

50 

0 

-50 
5000        10,000 

50 

-50 

50 

5000       10,000 
-50 

5000        10,000 

Maximum 
Error 
Normal 
To the 
Line-of- 
Sight to 
the Target 
-mils 

5000       10,000 
-1 

pffffi! ttWS 

5000       10,000 

1 

0 

-1 
5000       10,000 

_L 
Aircraft Release Altitude - ft 

wit om n 

Figure 15L-3.  Maximum Bomb Ground Range Prediction Error Due to Approximation 

of the Bomb Retardation Factor Cß 

(400 Kts < VA < 520 Kts, M-117 Bomb, Sea Level Target) 

IV. 4 Effect of Wind on Bomb Range 

While bomb range In the above equation was based on a reduced tlme-of- 

fall, t', the actual bomb tlme-of-fall, t_, must be employed In considering 

the effect of wind on bomb range. This Is done by simply adding the wind 

component during the actual tlme-of-fall to the bomb (or bullet) range equa- 

tions.  (Vertical wind Is assumed to be zero.)  In developing equations 

predicting the weapon Impact point, It was assumed that an Inertlal system 

Is used which yields aircraft velocity relative to the earth (ground track 

velocity). As a result, the Impact point for bombs and bullets are computed 

In a ground track velocity coordinate system. 
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SwLawl 
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(ft) 
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2 
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Figure IS -5. Variation in Bomb Ground Range with Altitude of Target Above Sea Level 
(500 Lb MK-82 GP Bomb. 7 Ft/Sec Ejection Velocity. Level Release) 

2500 

5000 

V Target Altitude 
(ft-ASL) 

Range- 1000 ft 
OP71-0M4-70 

Figure IS -6. Bullet impact Error Due to Cß Approximation Without Target 
Altitude Compensation 
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Figure IS -7. Bullet Impact Error Due to Cß Approximation with Target 
Altitude Compensation 
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APPENDIX V 

AIR-TO-GROUND DYNAMIC FORMULATION FOR THE TAWDS(AG)   PROGRAM 

The air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) program uses linear state equations to implement 

the covariance method.    These equations are obtained by perturbating non- 

linear noninal equations. 

Equations V-l through V-12 present  the longitudinal  linear equations. 

Au - forward velocity perturbation,  body axis system: 

AÜ = X Au + X Aw +  (-gcosGJ  At» 
u w w 

+ X, Ah + X    w    +  (F    /m) 
h w    g Gx 

+ WSE(l) + DGE(i) 

Aw - vertical velocity perturbation, body axis system: 

Aw = ZuAu + ZwAw + (-gSineN) Ae 

(V-l) 

(V-2) 

+ (UN + Zq)Aq + ZhAh + Zw wg 

+ Z-A6 + (F,, /m) + WSE(2) 
o e    Oz 

+ DGE(2) 

Aö - pitch angle perturbation: 

A6 = q 

Aq - pitch rate perturbation: 

Aq = ((MU/
U

N)  + Mi.Zu)Au +   (1^ + H^Jto 

+(-M^ g8ineN)Ae +  (Mq + M^ (UN + Zq))Aq 

+ a\/v^ + Mczh)Ah + «-Mi,uN/L) ^"1)) wi 
♦ (Mw - M.   ((UN/L)   - Zw)) w    + (M6 ♦ M.Z6)   A6{ 

(V-3) 

(V-4) 

+ <Mw>/507I)   ^g1  + <Mw(FG2
/m) + V^ 

+ WSE(4) + DGE(4) 

(V-5) 

AR - range perturbation: 

AR = (-1) Au 

Ah - altitude perturbation; 

Ah = sin 9NAU + (-COS6N) Aw + C^, co8eN + WN sin y AO       (V-6) 

Ae - elevation tracking error perturbation: 
E 
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Ae. :  - G (t)Au + G (t) Aw + Gn(t)Aq + GTJ(t)AR + G  (^Ae,, 
^   u        w s        K        e     £> 

■ 
w1 - vertical Dryden wind gust Internal state: 

*i" (
-

U
N
/L)

 
wi +yl^ kl 

w - vertical Dryden wind gust state: 

A6 

wg= ((-V
L)(

V3-
1
» 

wi+ (-
U

N
/L)

 
wg +yßy^ K^ g 

longitudinal stick force prefilter perturbation: 
el 

AY, (1/TO)(-AY6       +Ko(AFp4+Prenl)) 

A6       =  AY. 
e 6 

1 e. 

A6  - first compensator perturbation: 

AYS  -X 
e 6.   ^ (KFB A6e - W6e > 

A6 
e.'h  (KFBA6e -^l^e^ + ^6 

(V-7) 

(V-8) 

(V-9) 

(V-lOa) 

(V-lOb) 

(V-lla) 

(V-llb) 

A6  - second compensator perturbation: 
3 
AY6  - (1/T9)(-K9AY6  + (K7T9 - K9T7)(1/T9) A6e ) (V-12a) 

A6e " (T7/T9) A6e + AYÄ e3    7 9   e2    6e3 

AÖ  - third compensator perturbation: 

0M.2b) 

AY 
6  - a/T10)

(-K10AY6  + ^S^O-^oV^^ A6e)       ^"^ 

AÖ   ■ fT /T  ) A6  + AY e.   ^ 8 10;  e, r ÜI5 H Je. 
(V-13b) 

A6  - feedback filter perturbation: 
e5 

At6  - (1/T27)(-K27 AY5  + (K26T27 -K27T26)(1/T„)(A6„ + A6_ )) 
e5 

27' 

A6e    -  (VT27)(A6eA 
+ A6e7

)+AY6 J 6 7 e. 

(V-14a) 

(V-14b) 
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A6 the normal acceleration filter perturbation: 

AY   = d/T^C-K^AY   + (K^^ - K13Tl2) 

% e6 

(KNZ1/T13) (AnZ   + V« AÖ,)) cgs 

AÖ (T
12

/T
I3

)K
NZI ^nz  + Ke A5) + AYd 

cgs 

A6  - the pitch rate filter perturbations: 

(V-15a) 

(V-15b) 

AY6  = (1/T17)(-K17AY6 + (K16T17 - K17T16) 
e7 7 

(V-16a) 

-: 

A6e7 
= (T16/T17> K;A8 +AY6 

7 e. 

Aö ~ the stabilator perturbation: 

(V-16b) 

A6e =   (1/TU)(H«, + A^^)   - ^^  (AFp4 + P^)) (V.17) 

AFpi - perturbated  state for pilot model A: 

A*FP1 "   (1/DE11)(-DE12AYFP1+  (1/DEn)(DE10DEirDE12DE9)AFP2) (V-18a) 

A^l  "   (DE9/D
E11>   AFP2+ AYFP1 (V-lSb) 1 E9    E11        P2 FP1 

P2 " Perturbated state for pilot model A: 

AY 
FP2 (l/D^JC-D   AY™^  an.JCtäb^jLjL,)   AF,.,) 

£7'v    E8 E7'v  E6 E7    E8 ES'       P3' 

AFP2" (DE5/DE7) AF?3+AYFP2 

Equations V-18a, -18b, -19a, and -19b are different for pilot model B. 

Instead of states AY^ and AYFp2, the states DUMD and DUM are used: 

(V-19a) 

(V-19b) 
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DUMD - intermediate perturbated state for pilot model B: 

DUMD - (l/DE7)(AFp3 - DE11 DUMD-DE12 DUM) (V-18c) 

DUM - intermediate perturbated state for pilot model B; 

DUM ■ DUMD (V-19c) 

then for pilot model B, Equation (V-18b) becomes 

AFpl - DE5 DUMD + DE9 DUMD + D^ DüM (V-18d) 

AFp3 - perturbated state for either pilot model: 

^FP3 =   (1/DE3)(-DE4AYn.3+ (KPE/DE3) (I)E2DE3 " *M  ^ (V-20a) 

AFP3 - ^E  (DE1/DE3)  &EE +AYFP3 (V-20b) 

AFp^ - pilot model Integrator state perturbation: 

AFp.   - (1/Dy      )   AF.. P4 EINT        PI 

P  , - elevation pilot model remnant 
reml 

(V-21) 

Preml " (1/KPREM2)("KPREM3 Preml + SREMI wn2) (V-22) 

I 

Figure V-l is a block diagram of the longitudinal control system. It includes 

the name of each filter output and its internal state name (if there is one). 

Equations V-10 through V-17 relate to this figure. Figure V-2 is a block 

diagram of longitudinal pilot models A and B.  Similarly to Figure V-l, this 

figure corresponds to equations V-l8 through V-22. 

Equations V-23 through V-44 present the lateral-directional linear differen- 

tial equations. 

Aß - sideslip angle perturbation: 

Aß - YgAß + YpAp+ YrAr + (gAy A* + ^^\)  vg 

+ Y. A6 +Y. A6 
6   a   o  r 
a      r 

(V-23) 
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Linearized Longitudinal Pilot Modal A 

KpE 

DE1S + DE2 

DE3S + DE4 

AFP3 DE5S + DE6 

DE7S + DE8 

Linearized Longitudinal Pilot Modal B 

DE9S + DE10 

DE11S + DE12 

AFP, 

DE.MT8 INT 
rem 1 

Wr n2' 

KPREM1 

KPRCM2S + KPREM3 

AeE 

•♦ KPE 
DE1S + DE2 

DE3S + DE4 

AFP3 DE5S   +DE9S + DE10 

DE7S^ + DE11S + DE12 

AF PI AFp4 ^-^SV 
DE.MT8   . v^y 

rrem1 

n1 "♦ 
KPREM1 

KPREM2S + KPREM3 

OP7B0i»4-217 

Figure S-2. Block Diagram of the Linearized Longitudinal Pilot Models 
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Ap - roll rate perturbation: 

Ap - LDAß + L Ap + L Ar +  (L./U T)vo + L    AÖ 
P P r tSNg0* 

+ L6  A6r +  (MGx/lxx) (V-24) 

Ar - yaw rate perturbation: 

At = NgAe + NpAp + NrAr + (Nß/UN)vg + N& A6a 

+ N6 A6r + (MGz/Izz) 
r 

&| - roll angle perturbation: 

(V-25) 

A$ =   Ap (V-26) 

f1       ^ 

Ae    - traverse tracking error perturbation: 

AE_ = ,(t) Aß + G (t) Ap + Gr(t) Ar + Ge (t) AeT + G (t) A*    (V-27) 
P        *        ^T 

v, - lateral Dryden wind gust internal state: 

^ = (-U^/L) v^^/TTT !vg| (V-28) 

v   - lateral Dryden wind gust state: 
g 

v    "  (-%/L)   (Vs"- !)   v1 + (-UN/L)   vg 

V3UN/L   Iv  I (7-29) 

A6  - lateral stick force prefilter perturbation; 

A6a = (l/^H-AÖ  + %   (AFCS1 t Prem2 + Kf^m) CV-30) 

H       ■» 

A6    -    aileron perturbation: 
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A6 a"  ^V(-&I» + IWÄS 
+ WW  (&FCS1 + Prem2 + SPHI ^ 

- KP
A
P - M* " KRA AT) (V-31) 

A6  - the aileron - rudder - interconnect (ARI) filter perturbation: 

AY6   = (1/T10) (-K10 AYÖ ((K9T10-K10T9)/T10)(KARI1 (AFCS1 + Prem2 
a2 a2 

+ SPHI W +  KARI2 (KNL1 4S + ^l ^Cl (AFCS1 + PreIn2 

+ SPHI ^  " KPAP " V* ' ^T))) (V-32a) 

A6a0 
= AY6a 

+ (T9/T10)(KARI1 (AFCS1 + Prem2 + hmi  &*) 
2      2 

+ KARI2 ^L^^, + «fai ^Cl (AFCS1 + Prem2 
+ ^PHI A*) 

- vp - V*' W" (v"32b) 

A6  - rudder force prefllter perturbation: 

A6 '\ - Mh*n-\ + K16 (AFR1 + Prem3
)) ^S3 

A6_ - angular rate feedback filter perturbation: 
9 

AY6  = d/T^X-K^AY,   +((K12T13-K13X12)/T13)(KeAß 
r2 r2 

+ KgAö + Kp^Ap + KrAr - KgV (g/VN) cos^^osö^ A*))    (V-34a) 

A6r - AY6  + (t12
/Ti3>(Vß + V^ + HÜ*9 

+ KrAr - KgV (g/VN) sln^cose^) (V-34b) 

where: $„  = 0.0 
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A6r    - lateral acceleration filter perturbation: 
3 

AY,      =  a/T,,)HL.iT,      + ((K^T,., - fUMäJxdM) 15'v "15    6 Ul15      "I5l14,'l15> 

3 '3 

(W6 + VpAP + VYr+1)Ar + VNY6. 

+ Vsr 
+ Y3Vg +c8x(NßAß + NpAp + V1 

+ N6  A6a + N6   &6r +  (N  /UN)v )  -Cga Aß 
a r 

+ L Ap + LrAr + L5 A6a + L6 A6r + ft, /«gM)! (V-35a) 

A6r3=AY6r   +(T
14

/T
15'

(V
NV

B 

3 

+ V Y Ap + V  (Y +l)Ar + V Y. 

Nör ßg xß pr r 

+ N6  A6a + N    A6r +  (Nß/UN)vg)  - ^ 

(LfiAß + L Ap + L Ar + L.   46 
p P r 6JI    a 

+ L^AÖ, +   (Lß/UN)vg)) 

Aö    - the rudder perturbation: 

A6r=  (l/T^X-ASr + Ky^ 

(K    A6,    + K    Aö       - KTT-  A6      -  A6 rr    r2 ay    r3       TÜL2      r1 a2 

" ^2^  (AFR1 + Prem3 ))) 

(V-35b) 

(V-36) 
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AF   - perturbated lateral pilot model state: 
CS1 

1 
AYT 

CS1 
-   (1/DT11H-DT12^F| 

CS1 

+  ((DT10DT11 ' DT12DT9)/DT11)AFCS2) 

AF CS1 (DT9/DT11)AFCS2 + ^ CS1 

AF   - perturbated lateral pilot model state: 
CS2 

^■""W'-v^ 
+ (<DT6DT7 " DT8DT5)/DT7) AFCS3) 

AFCS2 " ^T5
/DT7)AFCS3 + AYFCS2 

AF   - perturbated lateral pilot model state: 
CS3 

AY    « (1/D ) (-DT4AY 
FCS3      T3        CS3 

+  (KpT/DT3)(DT2DT3 " ^V   AeT) 

AFCS3 " ^T  (DT1/DT3)  AeT + AYF CS3 

P - lateral pilot model remnant: 
rem2 

Prem2 "  (1/KPREM5) (_KPREMÖPrem2 + ^REMA V 

(V-37a) 

(V-37b) 

(V-38a) 

(V-38b) 

(V-39a) 

(V-39b) 

(V-40) 

AF  - perturbated directional pilot model state: 
mm 

AYFR1 - (1/DT23)(-DT24 AYFR1 

+ (%2 ^3 " DT24 DT21)/nT23) AFR2 
fV-41a) 

AFR1 " CDT21/DT23) AFR2 + AYF^ 
(V-41b) 
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AF      -  perturbated directional pilot model state: 
iui 

AYFR2=(1/DT19)(-DT20&YFR2 

+  ((DT18DT19 " DT20DT17)/DT19)  AFR3 

AFR2 =  (DT17/DT19)  AFR3 + AYFR2 

(V-A2a) 

(V-42b) 

AF      -  perturbated directional pilot model state: 

AY 
FR3=(1/DT15)(-DT16AYFR3 

rem3 

^V^is^^iAis^Tie0!^ AeT 

AFR3 " ^T (DT13/DT15) A£T + AYFR3 

- directional pilot model remnant: 

Prem3 = ^^REMS^ ("KPREM9Prem3 + 'SpREM? ^ö^ 

(V-A3a) 

(V-43b) 

(V-44) 

Figure V-3 is a block diagram of the lateral-directional control system 

and Figures V-4 and V-5 are block diagrams of the lateral and the directional 

pilot models. Equations V-30 through V-4A relate to these figures. 

In the air-to-ground TAWDS(AG) program, these equations are in state 

matrix form: 

Longitudinal Equation 

x = Ax + B w , + C + PRE w . + WS + DGE 
nl n3 

where: 

x  is the 22 state longitudinal vector 

(V-45) 

A  is the 22 x 22 plant matrix 

B  is the 22 element random wind gust disturbance vector 

C  is the 22 element gun recoil deterministic disturbance vector 

PRE is the 22 element pilot remnant random disturbance vector 

WS is the 22 element wind shear deterministic disturbance vector 

DGE is the 22 clement discrete gust deterministic disturbance vector 
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A0 
KPPHI 

A6T 
KpT 

DT1S + DT2 

DT3S+DT4 

AFCS3 DT5S + DT6 

DT7S + DT8 

AF CS2 DT9S + DT10 

DT11S+DT12 

AFCS1 

w( n4 KPREM 4 
KPREM5S+KPREM6 

rrem2 

OP7(-MM-21t 

Figure 5 -4. Block Diagram of the Linearized Lateral Pilot Model 

A€T 
KRT 

DT13S + DT14 
DT15S + DT16 

^FR3^ DT17S+DT18 

DT19S + DT20 

AFR2 
DT21S + DT22 ^PRI  x- ?w 
DT23S + DT24 

prem3 Wn5 j            KPREM7 

KPREM8S+KPREM9 

OP7«-OSe4-219 

Figure 2-5. Block Diagram of the Linearized Directional Pilot Model 

..   rpn .tfrV^ ":i": 
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n 
i 
f ; 

w , and w . are the white noise Inputs to the random wind gust 

and the pilot remnant. 

Lateral Equation 

xl - Al xl + Bl w 0 + Cl + PRL w . + PRD w  + WS1 + DGL (V-46) 
—    —     n2 n4      n5 

where: 

xl    Is 22 state lateral-directional vector 

Al Is the 22 x 22 plant matrix 

Bl Is the 22 element random wind gust disturbance vector 

Cl Is the 22 element gun recoil deterministic disturbance vector 

PRL Is the 22 element lateral pilot remnant random disturbance vector 

PRD Is the 22 element directional pilot remnant random disturbance vector 

WS1 Is the 22 element wind shear deterministic disturbance vector 

DGL Is the 22 element discrete gust deterministic disturbance vector 

w „, w . , and w , are the white noise inputs to the random wind gust 

and the pilot remnants. 

The equations actually programmed In TAWDS(AG) are the mean and the covarlance 

equations. These are derived from the state equations. Taking the expected 

value of Equation V-45 and V-46, the mean state differential equations are: 

E{x} » A E{x} + B E{w .} + C + PRE E{w „} + WS + DGE 
—      —      nl n3 

(V-47) 

E{xl} - Al E{xl} + Bl E{w „} + Cl 
—       —       n2 

+ PRL E{w .} + PRD E{w ,} + WS1 + DGL 
n^        nj 

(V-48) 

These equations can be written as: 

x = Ax + C + WS + DGE (V-49) 

where: 

E{x} • x, the mean state vector 

E{w , }= 0, assuming zero mean wind gusts 

E{w _}= 0, assuming zero mean pilot remnant 

and 

xl = Al  xl + Cl + WS1 + DGL CV-50) 
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where: 

E{x^}  = xl_, the mean state vector 

E{w „) = 0, assuming zero mean wind gusts 
n2 

E{w /} ■ 0, assuming zero mean lateral pilot remnant 
n4 

E{w e} =0, assuming zero mean directional pilot remnant 
n5 

Defining: 

i-mi 

l    = E{(x - x)(x - x)T} 

n = E{(xi - ii)(3d. - xr)T> 

(V-51) 
(V-52) 

the covarlance differential equations are 

I = AZ +  r,AT + B Q BT + (PRE) Q (PRE)T 
W 

(V-53) 

LI = AlEl + 11  A1T + Bl Ql  B1T w 

+ (PRL) Qlj (PRL)T + (PRD) Qld (PRD^
T (V-5A) 

where! 

%    = E{wnl Wnl } 

Q  = E{w  w T} 
e      n3 n3 

Ql = E{w  w M 
w     n2 n2 

Qln = E{w , w  } ^ i, n4 n4 

Ql. • Efw c w  } 
^ d     n5 n5 

For more information on the covarlance method, see the Interim Report 

(Reference V-l). 

REFERENCES 

V-l.  Berger, J. B., et al., "Flight Control Requirements for Weapon 
Delivery, Interim Report for Period June 1973-May 1974," Technical 
Report AFFDL-TR-74-119. 
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APPENDIX VI 

BURST  STATISTICS FOR AIR-TO-GROUND WEAPON DELIVERY 

This Appendix presents  the equation formulation for the calculation of 

ensemble burst statistics for the air-to-ground gunnery task.    Application of 

these statistical computations to the air-to-ground bombing task is discussed. 

For the air-to-ground gunnery task each firing pass consists of a single 

burst, and the same number of rounds are fired for each burst. Consequently, 

the burst statistics derived in Reference VI-1 are calculated as follows: 

Ensemble Mean Impact Error:    E[b] - b 

-  1  n 
b - -  Z m(i) 

n 1-1 
(VI-1) 

rx21 

(VI-2) 

Burst Mean Impact Error Variance: E [(b - b) ] 

E[(b-b)2]-^ Z a 2(i)+^ Z  Z p.Ci.j) a.(i) a.(j) 
n 1-1 8      n 1-1 j-1 d      d    d 

1  n 9 0 Impact Error Variance within a Burst: E[-   Z  (a(l) - b) ] 
1-1 

EfJ Z (a(i) - b)2] - i Z  (a 2(i) + a 2(i) + m2(i)) - b2 - E [(b-b)2]  (VI-3) 
n 1-1 n 1-1  S      d 

where: 
th m(l) - Mean Impact Error (for the 1  round) 

2 
o (1) - Impact Error Variance Due to Stationary Source Errors 

2. . 
o,  (1) - Impact Error Variance Due to Dynamic Source Errors 

Pd(i,j) -Dynamic Individual Round-to-Round Correlation 

Coefficient for Rounds 1 and j 
t*Vi 

a(l) - Impact error of 1  round of the burst 

The variables required to compute the ensemble burst statistics are 

summarized as follows: 
0 Mean Aim Error Due to Stationary and Dynamic Source Errors 
0 Aim Error Variance from the Mean Due to Stationary Source Errors 
0 Aim Error Variance from the Mean Due to Dynamic Source Errors 
0 Dynamic Individual Weapon-to-Weapon Correlation Coefficient 
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The stochastic procedure originally developed to compute these four 

required variables for the air-to-ground gunnery task has been extended for 

air-to-ground bombing.  The methods used in computing these variables are 

presented in terms of the gunnery problem. 

VI. 1 Mean Aim Error Due to Stationary and Dynamic Source Errors - The 

major contributors to air-to-ground gunnery impact errors are flight profile 

and system mechanization source errors. All of these source errors may be 

considered to have stationary components; that is, on any particular gunnery 

pass a random bias error may exist in some or all of these sources. It is 

assumed herein that, over an ensemble of aircraft, the mean of each of the 

stationary source errors is zero. However, there remains a stationary mean 

error for each pass, due both to sight mechanization errors and to the tracking 

error of the aircraft gunnery profile. The effects of these errors are time- 

varying; but they are categorized as stationary because their effects are fixed 

(deterministic) for each individual pass. They are computed simply by firing 

bullets and numerically integrating them down to the target plane, normal to 

the line-of-sight, where the impact error is computed. 

The nominal attack gunnery profile can be arbitrarily chosen.  Its 

associated time-varying paramete/s (such as range, velocity, pilot parameters, 

etc.) are then used to generate the elements of the system dynamics matrices 

of the linear perturbation model.  Ultimately, the complete dynamics of the 

pilotjairframe, flight control system, and tracking geometry are described 

in the model by a set of interacting, nonlinear differential equations. 

The approach taken to determine the impact error due to dynamic source 

errors such as wind gust, wind shear, pilot remnant, and weapon release force, 

is to linearize the dynamic equations of motion about the nominal gunnery 

profile.  Thus, the dynamics of the airframe and tracking geometry are described 

by differential equations which have the following general form: 

x(t) = A(t) x (t) + B(t) uv(t) + C(t) uc(t) (VI-4) 

where: 

x  = state variable vector 

u  = stochastic (variable) disturbance vector, assumed to b white 

noise 

u  = deterministic (constant) disturbance vector 
c 
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These differential equations which describe the air-to-ground, wings  level 

gunnery  task,  are separated into two    sets of uncoupled linear differential 

equations,  one for the longitudinal aircraft and elevation  tracking state 

vector,  and the other for the lateral-directional aircraft and traverse track- 

ing state vector. 

The mean vectors  and covariance matrices associated with the elevation 

and traverse channels  of the  air-to-ground attack system linear dynamic model 

can be obtained directly  from Equation  (VI-4).    Taking the expected value,  the 

mean state variable differential equation is: 

x(t)  = A(t)  x(t)  + C(t)   uc(t) (VI-5) 

E[x(t)] ■ x(t), the mean state vector, 

E[u (t)] = 0, assuming zero mean stochsstic disturbance 

E[uc(t)] = uc(t) 

Only a few elements of the mean state vectors constitute dynamic source 

errors; that is, errors '«mich reflect directly into the impact error. By 

separating the impact error into an along-track (elevation) and a cross- 

track (traverse) component, the individual error sources affecting the 

performance of each sight mechanization have been examined and their 

individual effects on the impact error components have been determined. 

The amount of change in impact error per unit change in each individual 

error source, with all other changes in error sources set to zero, is 

defined as impact error sensitivity. 

Using these sensitivities, the total effect of the dynamic source errors 

on the impact error can be expressed in vector-matrij notation as. 

eid(t) = *M  esd
(t) 

where: 

e. .(t) = the impact error vector due to dynamic source errors 

eS(j(t) = the dynamic source error vector (n x 1) 

S(t)  - the impact error sensitivity matrix (2 x n) 

The mean impact error can be obtained fn m Equation (VI-6) as: 

(VI-6) 

mid(t)  = S^  msd(t) 

where: 

m.,(t)  = the dynamic source error contribution to the mean Impact 

error vector  (2 x 1) 

m  ,(t) = the mean dynamic source error vector  (n x 1) 

(VI-7) 
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r-1 

The total mean impact error is computed as the sum of the mean impact 

error due to the stationary source errors and the mean impact error due to 

dynamic source errors: 

m1(t) mis(t) + mid(t) 
(VI-8) 

where: 

m. (t) = the stationary source error contribution to the mean impact 

error vector (2x1). 

VI.2 Impact Error Variances Due to Stationary Source Errors - 

By definition, the impact error variance due to stationary source errors is; 

Zi8(t)  = S(t) E8s S^t) (VI-9) 

where: 

Z  (t) = the stationary source error contribution to the impact error 

covariance matrix (2 x 2) 

S(t)  ■ the impact error sensitivity matrix (2 x n) 
Z = the stationary source error covariance matrix (n x n). 
ss 

VI.3 Impact Error Variances Due to Dynamic Source Errors - By defini- 

tion, the covariance matrix of the state variables defining the weapon delivery 

task is: 

l    = E Ix x ] 
X 

where: x - x - x. (For convenience, the notation for time (t) has been 

omitted. It should be noted, however, that these variables are all time 

dependent.) Therefor«, the differential covariance matrix is: 

(VI-10) 

di:x - E[(x + Jx)   (x + dx)1] - E[x x1] 

r .<v  oT      "W   AT  .   Ji   AT, 
= E[dx x   + x dx   + dx dx ] 

Ai 
where dx is defined as: 

dx - A(t) x dt + B(t) uv(t) dt 

and the variance of the white noise process is: 

T 

(VI-11) 

(VI-12) 

(VI-13) Q(t)  - E[uv(t)   uv
i(t)] 

Substituting Equations   (VI-12)  and  (VI-13)  into Equation  (VI-11),  the differ- 

ential covariance matrix can be expressed in differential equation form as: 

(VI-14) Z   (t)  - A(t)     E   (t) +    Z   (t)  AT(t) + B(t)  Q(t)  BT(t) 
X XX 

1 
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As in the case of the stationary source errors, the contribution of the 

dynamic source errors to the total impact error variance can be determined from 

the dynamic source error covariance matrix and the impact error sensitivity 

matrix; that is, 

Zid(t) 
S(t) E8d(t) S^t) 

where: 

(VI-15) 

Z. ,(t) = the dynamic source error contribution to the impact 

error (dispersion) covariance (2 x 2) 

the dynamic source error covariance matrix (n x n). h*™ 
VI.A    Dynamic Round-to-Round Correlation Coefficients - Calculation 

of the ensemble burst statistics defined by Equations (VI-2)  and  (VI-3)  requires 

the correlation coefficient,  p.(l,j), which measures  the statistical correla- 

tion between all rounds 1 and J within the burst.     In this subsection the 

technique for computing the dynamic round-to-round correlation coefficients 

for every pair of rounds in the burst is presented. 

By definition,  the dynamic round-to-round correlation coefficient is 

determined by the relation: 

?d(ti' M " 
0d ^1» ti) 

*7v od(tj) (VI-16) 

where: 

ad (t±, t) the dynamic source error contribution to the covariance 

between a round fired at time t. and a round fired at 

time tj. 

0.(t.), OjCtj)" the dynamic source error contribution to the aim error 

variance at time t. and t., respectively. 

For the air-to-ground bombing mode where one bomb may be released, t. equals 

t. and the round-to-round correlation coefficient is unity. 

The correlation matrix can be defined as: 

where x 

5:x (t, tj) - E [x(t) xT (tj)] 

X - X. 

The equation for x is: 

x(t) - A(t) x (t) + B(t)  uv(t) 

M that: 

(VI-17) 

(VI-18) 

t%(%it tj) - Ht^ tj) ^(tj) (VI-19) 
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It can be shown that the correlation matrix satisfies the following differen- 

tial equation: 

Ex(t, tj) = A(t) ^(t,^) (VI-20) 

This notation is chosen to emphasize that time t. is fixed and that the running 

variable of integration is time t. The correlation matrices are propogated to 

the ground to get the correlation of impact errors on ground.  The following 

2x2 correlation matrices are obtained by using the sensitivities matrices 

in the following transformation: 

I (t.t,,) = S(t,t) IJt.t) 8*(t,t4) 
E T 

J9„em 
v^j'  -;-•- x — '      -'-y (VI-21) 

APPENDIX VI REFERENCES 

VI-1. Williams, A.H., Landy, R.J., and Murphy, W.J., "Aerial Gunnery Method- 

ology, Volume II - Alr-to-Ground Gunnery," AFATI^-TR-72-218, Volume II, 

November, 1972. 
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APPENDIX VII 

DESCRIPTION OF FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

VII.1    PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 

The frequency response   ised to measure the pilot's describing function 

characteristics was obtained b.r using two programs listed in Reference VII-1: 

(1)   the Time Series Spectrum Estimation Program (BMD03T)  and  (2)   the Multiple 

Time  Series  Spectral Analysis Program (BMD04T).    Two basic modifications  to 

these programs were made:     (1)   the data printout was modified  to reflect the 

data output desired in analyzing the pilot's transfer function characteristics 

and  (2)   the scale factor used in computing the autocorrelation coefficients 

was modified so that the sum of these coefficients equals  the variance, inde- 

pendent of the output frequency increment selected.    These programs utilize 

the Fast Fourier Transform.    The theoretical background and description of 

their computational procedures are described in References VII-2 and VII-3. 

VII.2    DATA RECORD LENGTH 

For all cases,  the data records were analyzed over the  time interval from 

5  to 20 seconds.    This  time interval was selected as the maximum interval for 

the weapon delivery encounters in which the data was  considered to be approxi- 

mately  stationary,  for statistical analysis.    Each data record was  first de- 

trended by removing any bias and linear slope with time  from the original data, 

and the "cosine taper"  data window described in these references was applied 

to each detrended data record.     Since an integration interval of  .05 second was 

used,  each data record contained 301 points.    The .nodified data records were 

then increased to 512 points by adding zeros, because the Fast Fourier Trans- 

form algorithm requires a data record length which is  an integral power of 

two  (2m). 

VII.3    SELECTION OF DISCRETE FREQUENCIES 

With the Fast Fourier Transform,  amplitude and phase values are computed 

at  frequencies: 

k 
fk " Fit» k ' 0'1 N/2 (VII-1) 

where N is the number of points  in the data record  (512)   and At is  the data 

time interval increment  (=.05 seconds).    However,  the statistical error  (or 

confidence band)  in the resulting amplitude and phase estimates at  these fre- 

quencies is as large as  the estimates.     In this case,   the error is considered 

a chi-square variable with two degrees of freedom (d.f.).     The statistical 
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error can be reduced by Increasing d.f., which Is accomplished by averaging 

j  neighboring estimates,  resulting In smoothed estimates with 2j  d.f.    However, 

since averap^-.g reduces  the frequency resolution of the estimates,  a compromise 

value for j has  to be selected.     In analyzing the Manned Air Combat Simulation 

data,  a value of j = 8 was selected,  resulting In 16 d.f.   for 512 data points, or 

- 9.41 d.f.   for the data record of 301 data points.     Then,  Ignoring the zero 

frequency Increment,  amplitude and phase estimates were printed out at the dis- 

crete frequency points 

.176 + .312(k-l), k-1,2 32 (VII-2) 

L: 

! 

where a maximum value of k=32 Is  the number of frequency Increments   (bands) 

used,  a consequence of selecting j~8. 

VII.4    COMPUTATION OF  CONFIDENCE BANDS AND COHERENCES 

The confidence bands   (r,   and A(j). )  on the gain (amplitude)   and phase estimates 

at frequency f,   are computed by Program BMD04T, as described In Reference VII-1. 

The constant C=l was selected in the equation for r,   on page 574 of this refer- 

ence, which results In approximately "1 a"  (= 68%)   confidence bands  for the gain 

and phase estimates.    When the  confidence band r.   Is as  large or larger than 

the gain estimate, A<|)    Is plotted as +200 degrees. 
K. 2 

The multiple coherence function  (y „ )  computed by Program BMD04T Is the t± 2 

same  as  described In References VII-2  and VII-3.     The  function   (1 - Y p^) Gp.. 

where Gp.  Is  the spectrum of  the output F., gives the remnant spectrum for F.. 
2 This means  that Yp      gives  the fraction of the output of F 's spectrum that can 

be linearly related to the Inputs at  the frequencies  f,   given by Equation (VII-2) 

above.     Since the elevation and traverse tracking errors are usually weakly 
2 

correlated, YpTnM    is a good approximation to the degree of linearity between 

the elevation tracking error and the piloi-'s longitudinal  force  command,  and 
2 

YF is a good approximation to the degree of linearity between the traverse 

tracking error and the pilot's  lateral force command. 

The confidence band r,   on the  longitudinal gain estimate is proportional to 

the expression 

d-Y^ )   Gr 

\n 
LON LON 

(1 - Y )  G 
eEl/eTR      e 

(VII-3) 

EL 

where Gp    M and Gev    are  the spectrum at frequency f,   of longitudinal stick force 
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command (FTQ«. the output)  and elevation tracking error  (eEL,  the input), Y j> 

is multiple coherence for FT_„,  and yCn   ,.        is muxtiple coherence between the 
LON eEL,eTR 

elevation and traverse tracking errors.     Similar expressions are  computed for 

the lateral and directional gain estimates.    Since the tracking error inputs 
9 

are usually weakly correlated, ye     me        will be around .25 or less most of the 
EL    TR 

time.     As a result r.   will vary in the following way:     (1)  r.   will become larger 
2 2 

asvc. decreases, which will be the most evident becauseYFT„„ is plotted 
*LON LON 

below the longitudinal gain and phase estimates  (and likewise for the lateral 

and directional gain and phase estimates);  and (2) r,   will vary directly as the 
2 

ratio of "output remnant over input spectrum" varies, since  (1 - YF        ^LON iS 

the output remnant. 
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